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The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 10.04 a.m. and read the prayer.

ABSENCE OF DEPUTY SPEAKER
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the house that
the Deputy Speaker will be absent from the house
today, representing Victoria at a National Mental
Health Conference in Tasmania.

PETITION
The Clerk - I have received the following petition
for presentation to Parliament:

Birregurra and District Community
Hospital
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
state of Victoria sheweth that:

The Birregurra and District Community Hospital
supplies an irreplaceable need, that change and finally
closure would be a grave risk to the local community.
The problem that the hospital finds itself with is the
funding as calculated by case mix with particular
reference to there not being sufficient allowance made
for the volume and level type of service given, and
additional costs encountered in rural areas as
compared with metropolitan areas.

By Mr Tanner (799 signatures)
Laid on table.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Dental Board (including the Specialist Practitioners
Qualifications Committee) - Report for the year ended
30 September 1994.

PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The SPEAKER - Order! As the required
statement of intention has been made pursuant to
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section 85(5)(c) of the Constitution Act I am of the
opinion that the second reading needs to carried by
an absolute majority of the house.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 10 November 1994; motion
of Mr KENNETT (Premier).
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - This
is a draconian piece of legislation that is totally
wmecessary. The opposition will vigorously oppose
it because it is fundamentally undemocratic and will
ineVitably lead to a continuing politicisation of the
state's public services.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is too much
conversation in the house.
Mr BRUMBY - The opposition opposes the bill
for a wide range of very good and very soWld
reasons. It firstly opposes the legislation because it
increases the power of the Premier and the executive
over the public service. Secondly, it reduces the
capacity of senior servants to give advice without
fear or favour. If there is one thing that is so
important to the operation of an independent public
service it is the ability to give advice without fear or
favour, and this legislation takes away that capacity.
Thirdly, this legislation undermines the
independence of the public service. Fourthly, it is
legislation which, like the principal act, is badly
drafted, and finally, it represents yet another
example of the KeIUlett government's using the
Fi tzgerald report as a reverse handbook.
One has to look at this in the context of legislation
that has been passed through this Parliament in the
past few days. Yesterday I spoke on the Office of the
Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, and today's
revelation on the front page of that august journal,
the Age, states 'Law to gaol PS leakers'.1t refers to
the legislation put forward in this house, which is
about to go to the upper house. The legislation
provides that any public servant who, in the
interests of Victorians, from time to time leaks
infonnation from the public service, can be gaoled
for up to two years.
You can waste the taxpayers' money and spend
money on political advertising; you can give jobs to
your mates and look after the big end of town; you
can do that with total impunity, but if you are a
public servant who leaks a draft cabinet submission
showing tha t everything the government has been
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saying about the state's privatisation program is lies
and deceit you can be put in gaol for two years.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - The Minister for Agriculture
interjects. Well may you say that because you have
less than 18 months in this place. Why don't you do
the right thing by your constituents and announce
your resignation with dignity?
The SPEAKER - Order! The discussion across
the table is most disorderly. I ask the Minister for
Agriculture to remain silent and the Leader of the
Opposition to ignore interjections.
Mr BRUMBY - The legislation put through this
house yesterday provided for up to two years gaol
and/or a 510000 fine. Following that, today the
house is faced with a bill that can be described only
as draconian.
The bill continues the pattern of this government
politicising the public service. No government has
ever shown less regard for the conventions of the
Westminster system. No government has ever
shown less understanding of and less regard for the
principle of the separation of powers. In that context,
I will turn shortly to comments in the Fitzgerald
report on corruption in Queensland.
There are extraordinary similarities, are there not,
between this government's approach to the
independence of the public service and the
separation of powers and that of the disgraced
former Bjelke-Petersen regime in Queensland? We
all remember the television interview when Sir Joh
Bjelke-Petersen was asked, 'What do you
understand by the separation of powers?'. He was
utterly incapable of understanding the separation of
powers between the judiciary and the Parliamen t.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - The shadow Attorney-General
says that Sir Joh had never heard of the separation of
powers principle. No wonder corruption became so
endemic in Queensland!
There are other similarities between this government
and the former Bjelke-Petersen government. We saw
evidence of that recently with the Premier's answer
on radio about privatisation of the electricity
industry. He said he was selling the electricity
industry because tomorrow somebody might invent
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a new way of making electricity and the state's
assets would become totally worthless.
Does that not bring bade memories of Sir Joh in
Queensland and his idea with the hydrogen car? I
am waiting for Sir Joh to head north from Tasmania
and meet the Premier on the front steps of
Parliament House; then we could have a joint launch
of the hydrogen car and a joint launch of incredible
ideas from two incredible gentlemen - Sir Joh and
Premier Kennett!

I turn to deal with the issue of attacks on the public
service. No government has made so many attacks.
We had the unprincipled, disgusting and disgraceful
attacks made by this government on the then
Director of Public Prosecutions, Mr Bongiomo, a
man who was hunted from office; a man in an
independent statutory office who was forced out of
office by continuing political attacks by this
government. I notice the Attorney-General is in the
house. I make it clear that this issue will not go
away. The manner in which Mr Bongiomo was
despatched by the Premier will continue to be a
matter of public comment and record.
The sacking of Moira Rayner as Equal Opportunity
Commissioner was another disgraceful episode in
the history of Victoria. Ms Rayner dared to defend
the rights of women, ethnic groups and Aboriginal
people, and for her courage and commitment to her
responsibilities she was forced from office.
The former Accident Compensation Tribunal judges
were forced from office; they were sacked by a
government that cannot tolerate criticism. The
sacking of members of the Industrial Relations
Commission was another episode. They were
obliterated! They lost their jobs because this
government cannot abide any criticism.
What about the sacking of George Brouwer, the
departmental secretary? What happened to him?
The Minister for Industry and Employmenlmisled
Parliament day after day about whether Mr Brouwer
had been sacked or was on holidays. It is worth
noting that the government tried to make
Mr Brouwer the scapegoat for his minister's failings
and for the failed Employee Relations Act. In
yesterday'S press the new President of the Employee
Relations COmmission, Susan Zeitz, said the act the
minister wrote one night after drinking a couple of
bottles of scotch was totally unworkable.
This state is becoming the laughing stock of other
states. What about the government trying to force
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Greg Levine to resign? What about the government
putting departmental heads on contracts so they can
be sacked on four weeks notice? Isn't that great for
encouraging fearless advice!
A good and tight government usually wants the best
advice available, therefore, it must encourage public
servants to give advice without fear or favour.
However, this government wants only to promote
sycophancy where the advice you want to hear is the
only advice you get. If public servants dare deviate
and give honest advice, and perhaps criticise a
minister, out they go on four weeks notice!

It goes further than that. This government has been
prepared to use senior public servants on negotiated
lucrative contracts to attack critics of the
government. We have seen that in the health and
community services portfolios where neither the
Minister for Health nor the Minister for Community
Services has been capable of responding to the
shadow Minister for Health. In fact, we have had
four de facto ministers lined up against our shadow
Minister for Health. The Premier visited hospitals
during the summer; he is the de facto Minister for
Health. We have also had the other de facto
minister, Ms Proust, and Or John Paterson, Secretary
to the Department of Health and Community
Services, enter into the public debate because the
Minister for Health cannot solve the problems and
handle the issues that arise in the health system. She
cannot solve the health crisis created by the
government. 1his government has had to wheel out
Or Paterson to constantly defend his minister.
It is even worse in the community services portfolio
where we have a grossly incompetent minister who
cannot run his portfolio, who has botched child
protection. Instead of going public, the minister
sends John Paterson to defend him!
1his government has amended the constitution on
nearly 100 occasions to prevent judiCial review by
the Supreme Court. It has coerced public servants to
sign employment agreements which reduce their
rights and conditions. It has set about sacking every
democratically elected local government councillor
in the state, except for those councillors who remain
in Queensdiff. In every other part of the state
democratically elected councillors have been sacked
and their commissions terminated. Was that
necessary?

Mr Finn - Yes.
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Mr BRUMBY - Who said that? The honourable
member for Tullamarine, the once-only member for
Tullamarine, whose answer shows his total
ignorance of this issue. Look at what happened in
New South Wales and in Tasmania. A wholesale
reform of local government occurred in those states,
but no undemocratically elected commissioners
were appointed there. The only reason they have
been appointed in Victoria is because this Premier,
this frontbench and this gutless group of
backbenchers cannot tolerate criticism from their
democratically elected councillors.
You cannot tolerate criticism from democratically
elected councillors. You are not a government that
likes criticism-The SPEAKER - Order! I hate to interrupt the
Leader of the Opposition in full flight, but he may
not address members of the government in the
second person; he must do it through the Chair. I
ask him to assist the Chair to control the debate.
Mr BRUMBY - The list does not end there
because we have seen intimidation applied to the
education system through the application of
teaching service order 140.
The other day I visited a school and spoke to a
teacher who has been in the state education service
for more than a decade.1hat teacher had written a
letter to the minister, suggesting in a very polite and
respectful way some changes that could be made to
improve the state education system. I would have
thought that was a responsible move by a teacher
who is paid by the taxpayer. Do you know how the
minister's office replied? The minister's cronies
wrote back, threatening to apply teaching service
order 140 and have the teacher kicked out of the
education system if that teacher wrote again. Is this
Victoria in 1995 or is it another state or nation in a
different era? A teacher, a public servant who had
been in the system for 10 years, wrote a letter to the
minister, pointing out respectfully, politely..and
responsibly, ways in which the state education
system could be improved. Yet a letter came back
from the minister's cronies saying, 1f you write
another letter like that we will apply teaching
service order 140'. Come on down Big Brother! The
response invites parallels with certain other nations
at certain other times? It does not end there, because
there is more to this sorry tale.
I point out to the Attorney-General that we have
been without an Ombudsman for 14 or 15 months.
Why do we not have an Ombudsman? Every other
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state government has an Ombudsman. The position
is important It was created by a previous Liberal
government - a Hamer government, a small-l
liberal government The role of the Ombudsman is
something every member of this Parliament should
embrace and support. But we do not have an
Ombudsman because the Premier is not prepared to
appoint someone who may independently check
and scrutinise the government. The Public
Advocate's position is also vacant. Ben Bodna left
nearly 18 months ago. The Public Advocate's job is
to represent the interests of the disabled. Ben Bodna
did a fine job. He was an extraordinarily
well-respected head of an office that is very
necessary, because there are many people in our
community who need that sort of support from time
to time. But where is the replacement for Mr Bodna?
Where is the independent statutory office holder
who can actually stand up to the heavy-handed
tactics of this government? The answer is there is
no-one, because the Premier and his government
cannot tolerate criticism or dissent and will use
whatever heavy-handed tactics are necessary to
crush Victorians.
The story does not end there. Last week the Supreme
Court decided that the government had acted
unlawfully in closing Northland Secondary College.
That decision was tested three times by the
independent law offices of the state. Three times the
judiciary, a vital element of the doctrine of the
separation of powers, held that the government, the
executive, had acted unlawfully and ordered it to
reopen the school. The government has done that,
but the cost of the exercise has been massive. The
money side is one cost, but I am more worried about
the tragic cost to the 58 human beings, the 58 Koori
students, who dropped out of a school that had a
reputation that was second to none in providing
innovative programs for Koori students. Those
students, those 58 human beings, are now tragically
lost to the state education system. The cost of that
will be paid later.
This is a government that could not care less about

people and could not care less about human beings.
What was its response to the decision of the Equal
Opportwlity Board? It announced a review of the
board that is designed to take away its
independence and powers and ensure that it will
never again be able to put a check on the actions of
this government.
Let's look at the precise detail of the bill as it affects
department heads. Department heads will no longer
be appointed by the Governor in Council. They will
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be appointed directly by the Premier. Surprise,
surprise! There is no cronyism in this state, is there!
There are no mates! People like Ron Walker and
Uoyd Williams do not get special treatment, do
they? No, no; not in Victoria! Everyone is treated
fairly! And just to prove it, Mc Kennett has decided
to give himseU the power to appoint whoever he
wants as department heads. In that way he will
guarantee department heads will never ever criticise
what the Premier does.
According to the briefings we have had, Mc Speaker,
the bill goes further. It also makes it clear that the
Premier, not the Governor in Council, has the power
to sack department heads. Department heads are
responsible for fairly administering the laws of the
Parliament - that is their job. If a department head
provides advice or views that are unpalatable to the
Premier or the government of the day, the legislation
provides that the Premier, without reference to the
Governor in Council or anyone else, can terminate
that person's employment without notice.
It is reminiscent of the George Brouwer scenario.
Poor old George. He served a number of
governments, and he served them well. He was a
public servant with immense experience who dared
to point out the deficiencies in the Employee
Relations Act. In public service speak he basically
said the minister had bungled, something everyone
knows. The media knows it, the press gallery knows
it, employers know it and VECCI knows it.
Everyone knows the minister has bungled. Every
leader in every other state knows he has bungled.
Everyone knows that Victoria's industrial relations
laws are a four-letter word beginning with 'j' - a
joke! George Brouwer pointed that out and tried to
correct it What happened to George Brouwer?
Mr Hamilton - They shot the messenger.

Mr Bracks - They sent him home to paint the
house, on full salary.
Mr BRUMBY - They sent him home to paint the
house! 1hat was a bit messy because the minister
had to answer questions in Parliament - and he
does not like answering questions because he does
not do it very well. The next time something like
that happens and they do not want to send someone
home to paint the house the Premier will be able to
terminate that person's employment without giving
a reason - no notice, just bye-bye! What a horror
story. This is Victoria in 1995: leff Kennett's Victoria!
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Apart from the politics, the obvious consequence of
all this is that it will be bad for Victoria in the long
tenn. It will discourage department heads from
giving advice without fear or favour. Mr Speaker,
you know that to discharge your responsibilities
properly and fairly you have to be independent, and
you carmot do that if you are subject to the whims or
the threats and intimidation of the Premier of the
day. The legislation ensures that every public service
head in Victoria will be able to be intimidated by the
Premier of the day.
Let us look at what Queensland's Fitzgerald
commission said about this type of legislation:
A system that provides the executive government with
control over the careers of public officials adds
enormously to the presswes upon those who are even
moderately ambitious.
Merit can be ignored, perceived disloyalty punished,
and personal or political loyalty rewarded.
Once there are signs that a government prefers its
favourites when a vacancy occurs or other
opporlwlities arise, the pressure on those within the
system becomes immense.
One of the first casualties in such circumstances is the
general quality of public administration.

That, of course, is precisely the direction in which
the government is heading. I understand that
recently 20 or 30 positions within the Department of
the Treasury were advertised in the VictorUz
Government Gautte and all were filled without wide
advertisement and without interview; I wonder
what sort of quality will be added to the public
service by that process. In all of those departments I
do not think we will end up with a system in which
quality, merit and independent advice are rewarded
but rather a system where crony ism, sycophancy
and nepotism become the orders of the day.
The bill will introduce new provisions to allow the
govenunent to sack department heads without
giving them four weeks notice. Clause 7 will provide
the Governor in Council with the power to make
such a dismissal: confirmation of that has been
received by the opposition from officers of the
Department of the Premier and Cabinet. That
appears to be the only circumstance in which the
Premier does not have the power to make
determinations autonomously.
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That provision has been described by the public
service as the George Brouwer prOvision. It would
mean that the government would not have to send a
department head on holidays if it wanted him or her
out straightaway; it could sack that person
immediately.
The second-reading speech claims that the intent is
for that clause to be used only in exceptional
circumstances. However the bill itself - which will
become the law - places no restriction or
qualification on the exercise of that power; I stress
that it appears to allow the government to sack any
department head at any time for any reason with no
notice period. Confinnation of that has been
received by the opposition from officers of the
Premier's department.
The word describing that tactic also starts with 'j': it
is a jackboot tactic. It will enable the Premier of the
day to take the baseball bat to any public service
head who dares proffer a different view. It is the
jackboot approach.
We saw that happen with George Brouwer. On the
day he was forced to resign he was not allowed back
into his office. The government sacked him, sent him
out straightaway, sent all staff on the floor home at 5
p.m. and then moved in to rifle through the files in
his office. I think that is what occurred because
personal files were there as well.
The government wanted him to be the scapegoat for
the failure of its industrial relations policies. The
pretext was a memo sent to all departments by Mr
Brouwer that allegedly said that all staff were to be
offered a 3 per cent pay rise for signing employment
contracts instead of saying 'up to 3 per cent'.
However, I understand - and I have it on
impeccable authority - that the memo was
approved by the Minister for Industry and
Employment and the Secretary to the Department of
the Premier and Cabinel It was a witch-hunt and a
jackboot approach and Mr Brouwer was the
scapegoat. The memo that went out was approved
by the minister and by the secretary to the Premier's
department, but the government had to find a
scapegoat, so it took the jackboot approach to Mr
Brouwer and out he wenllt gave no notice and no
warning; it sent him out of his office, dismissed his
staff at 5 p.m. and then rifled his files. What an
obscenity! What a disgrace!
Since the election of 3 October 1992 Victoria has lost
some of its most able and talented public servants;
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many of them have been forced out by what others
have described as a witch-hunt or McCarthyism.
They have been retrenched, coerced into resigning
or told to do nothing and have then been told quite
explicitly that their careers in the Victorian public
service are finished.

1ltis bill will strengthen the government's hand to
run the public service like its own political fiefdom.
1ltis government is totally intolerant of dissent or
independent action. It does not believe it should be
accountable for its actions and believes that anyone
who does not agree with it should be hounded out
of office.
1 remind honourable members that that is what
happened with the DPP; it is what happened with
Moira Rayner; it is what happened with Greg
Levine; it is what happened with George Brouwer; it
is what happened with the continuing attacks on
Justice Fogarty; and it is now happening with the
Equal Opportunity Board. The list goes on and on. It
is a political vendetta by a vicious, vindictive
government. It does not want an independent public
service; it does not want public servants to give
advice without fear or favour.
Let us look again at what happened in Queensland
and at the Fitzgerald report. I remind honourable
members that that inquiry was set up because in
Queensland there was corruption - not just
cronyism, not just nepotism, not just rank
sycophancy, but corruption that became endemic.
It is starting to happen here in Victoria. Cronyism,
left unchecked, leads to corruption. Let us look at
what Fitzgerald said about that:
When a government creates a bweaucracy peopled by
its own supporters, or by staff who are intimidated into
providing politically palatable advice, the government
is effectively deprived of the opportunity to consider
the full range of relevant factors in making decisions.
As a result wrong decisions are made.

Goodness gracious and heaven forbid, haven't there
been enough wrong decisions under this
government? Look at what has happened to Victoria
during the past few months since the last sessional
period of Parliament. Yesterday some classic
housing figures came out that showed that housing
starts in Victoria fell by 29 per cent. Nationally there
was a seasonal drop of a single-digit number, but in
Victoria the industry has fallen through the floor -
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there has been a 29 per cent drop in building
approvals.
A few other things have happened to Jeff Kennett's
Victoria over the past few months. More people
have left the state than ever before; they still cannot
get far enough away from this government's
vindictive approach to people and its vicious
policies in relation to the public service.
What about education? Retention rates have
plummeted; we have lost more kids out of the
school system. What about employment? Victoria is
now the only state where the labour market has
actually shrunk.
The Minister for Industry and Employment ought to
resign in shame because he is the minister
responsible for employment. Victoria is the only
state in Australia where the labour market is
shrinking. There are no new full-time jobs and the
number of jobs for women has declined
dramatically. What sort of a state is this? What has
happened in health? Have waiting lists been
reduced? No; they have got longer.
The SPEAKER - Order! I must interrupt the
Leader of the Opposition and ask him to come back
to the bill.
Mr BRUMBY - That is Victoria today -on the
move! Employment, health, education, housing and
population flows - it is on the move backwards.
The big question to which people want to know the
answer about the new numberplates is: will the
government be honest and put the word
'backwards' on? They should read, 'On the move
backwards' because that is what is happening to
Victoria. As more mistakes -and this is related to
this bill, Mr Speaker - in policy are made, as more
people flee the state, as the hospital waiting lists get
longer, as more kids drop out of the education
system, as the tax burden gets higher and higher,
what does the government do? Does it own.up and
say,'Yes, we have made a mistake.'? No, it does not.
It gets into the blame game and says, 'Who can we
blame?'. The answer is in the bill: 'We will blame the
public servants. We will blame George Brouwer. We
cannot blame ourselves; it couldn't be us. We will
blame the public servants, and if they don't cop the
blame we will put through legislation that will allow
us to get rid of them on four weeks notice'. That is
Victoria, happy Victoria in 1995, Jeff Kennett's
Victoria! lhankfully, there is less than 18 months of
Mr Kennett and his government to go.
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The bill does a number of other things. It makes a
number of chief executives of public authorities
subject to part 4 of the Public Sector Management
Act, including the Chief Executive of the Public
Transport Corporation, the Chief Executive of the
Roads Corporation, or Vicroads, and the Chief
Executive Officer of the Victorian Health Promotion
Foundation. Surprise, surprise! Goodness gracious!
There is nothing new from this government. You
think this lot is not corrupt! An article from the
weekend Sunday Age headed 'Tobacco fuels liberal
coffers' states:
Tobacco giant Philip Morris made a $25 000 donation to
the state Liberal Party after Kennett government moves
to water down cigarette health warnings and defend
cigarette advertising.

It is a public donation. It is there in the electoral
return. The party was paid $25 000 by the tobacco
companies.
Mr Gude - On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
Leader of the Opposition has dearly strayed from
the bill on a number of occasions. I have restrained
myself from seeking to bring him back to the bill
because, frankly, the more that comes out of his
mouth--

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER -Order! I cannot decide on
points of order when there is a barrage of
interjections. I ask the house to do me the courtesy of
remaining silent
Mr Gude - The more the Leader of the
OppOSition says, the more he buries himself.
Mr Speaker, you have quite correctly drawn the
attention of the Leader of the Opposition to the bill
before the house, the prime purpose of which is to
amend the Public Sector Management Act 1992 to
improve the administration of the act.l ask you to
draw the-Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr Gude - Will you shut your mouth for
5 seconds and give your ears a chance? Close your
mouth and give your ears a chance, sonny!
The SPEAKER -Order! I entreat the Leader of
the Opposition to remain silent so that I can listen to
the point of order and come to some conclusion.
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Mr Gude - Mr Speaker, I invite you to draw the
honourable gentleman back to the bill before the
house. Perhaps he might like to advise the house
that the Labor Party in New South Wales picked up
25 big ones from the same organisation.
Mr BRUMBY -On the point of order, it is not
unusual that the minister is grossly misinformed.
The bill puts the Chief Executive Officer of the
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation on a
contract Wlder which he is able to be dismissed at
four weeks notice or without notice by the Premier.
The purpose of the Victorian Health Promotion
Foundation, its major function, is to stop people
smoking. This bill puts the Chief Executive Officer
on a contract under which he is able to be dismissed
by the Premier. Given that the major purpose of that
individual and that organisation is to stop people
smoking, to say that I cannot refer in debate to
smoking is absolutely bizarre and absurd. Minister,
you are out of your depth!
The SPEAKER - Order! It has been the practice
of this place that the lead speaker on a bill has a
certain latitude. I am sure the Leader of the
Opposition would agree with me that he has been
given that latitude. I would like him now to
concentra te on the bill. If he is building a case
following the quotations and path he is using to
attack or criticise the bill, he is in order. If this is just
a general discussion or criticism of government
policy, he is out of order.
Mr BRUMBY - Mr Speaker, thank you for your
excellent ruling. One can imagine what will happen
once the legislation goes through. If the Chief
Executive Officer of the Victorian Health Promotion
Foundation is concerned at the activities of
companies in promoting cigarette consumption and
comments on that publicly, one can imagine what
the view of the Leader of the Liberal Party and the
Premier of this state would be of those comments.
That is the intent of the legislation. It is not to
improve the efficiency of government; it is not to
improve the quality of decision making; it is not to
reinforce the independence of public servants. It is
about getting even; it is about silencing the critics.
It is absolutely relevant for me to highlight the
donation of $25 000 paid from the tobacco
companies to the Liberal Party. If the Chief
Executive Officer of the Victorian Health Promotion
Foundation raises that publicly, criticises it, takes it
up with the Premier or takes any other steps that
might threaten his or her pOSition, what will happen
under the legislation? He will have four weeks. That
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is how people are treated in this state. That is how
Moira Rayner and Bemard Bongiomo, the Accident
Compensation Tribunal judges and the Employee
Relations Commission were treated. If anyone dares
speak up on an issue of public morality, out he goes.
Schedule 2 of the bill provides that the relevant
ministers are listed as having the hmctions of the
department head; for example, the Minister for
Public Transport is listed as having the hmctions of
the department head in relation to the Chief
Executive of the Public Transport Corporation
(PTC). According to the principal act, this makes the
minister the employer of the PTC Chief Executive.
This is just another example of the government's
disregard for its understanding of the principle of
separation of powers. It has no qualms whatsoever
in blurring the lines between the hmctions of a
minister and those of a department head. The
functions are quite different and must be different. If
we want good government and apply the models
around the world of good government, we find that
there is a difference in roles, responsibilities and
duties between the minister and the department
head.
We welcome one part of the bill because it addresses
an issue we raised last year. We are delighted that
the government has responded to our criticism. The
bill makes clear that certain statutory office
holders - for example, the Auditor-General, the
Ombudsman and the Electoral Commissioner cannot be put on individual employment contracts
and made subject to part 4 of the Public Sector
Management Act. That corrects a major fault in the
amendments to the act last year, which I raised
when that bill went through the house. Those
matters were also raised, if I recall correctly, with
you, Sir, as Speaker. I am delighted that the
legislation provides some independence for those
statutory office holders.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr BRUMBY - The government probably did it
grudgingly because there is a growing level of
concern in the community about the jackboot
approach of the government. That change has been
forced by political sentiment in the community and
by the campaign the state opposition has run.
The bill makes clear that, in a contract of
employment for an assistant commissioner of police,
performance criteria can relate only to management
issues and presumably not to government policies.
Assistant commissioners will no longer be Governor
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in Council appointments; they will be employed
directly by the Chief Commissioner of Police. The
opposition believes that also reduces their
independence and undermines the collegiate system
of police command.
Mr Sandon interjected.

Mr BRUMBY - The former Minister for Police
and Emergency Services, who is in the house today,
a person who, irrespective of political affiliation, was
widely respected and regarded in the job he
performed in that role, has by interjection indicated
his profound disappointment at these changes. It is
the interjection of a person well respected across
party lines for the way he approached his task-It is
of profound disappointment to him personally that
we see this political intervention in the role of
assistant commissioners of police.

This is just another piece of legislation on the road
towards absolute power for this government. It is
another Kennett grab for absolute power. It is
another grasp by this Premier to wield absolute
power over public servants and Victorians. I do not
know how many times the opposition has to keep
saying this: the Victorian people do not want these
sorts of changes. They just don't!
There is no reason for the government to make these
changes; it is not good public policy. It is the same as
sacking councillors and replacing them with
commissioners for periods of up to two years. It is
not good public policy.
Extraordinary comments were made by the Premier
in Geelong last year when he threatened that if he
did not like the decisions taken by the new
councillors -who are, thankfully, soon to be elected
in the City of Greater Geelong - he would sack
them! He will sack any commissioner or elected
cOWlcillor he does not like. Where does it end? This
is a mad grab for absolute power.
It does not matter how you try to portray the
changes or what you say about them to try to defend
them, they cannot be justified in tenns of public
policy. It is about politics. It is about power. It is
about stifling criticism. It is about intimidation,
coercion and a jackboot approach to government in
this state.

The opposition will repeal the changes in
government and restore full and proper
independence to the public service. We will not have
a position where the Premier of this state has
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absolutely unprecedented powers, where there are
no checks and balances and where the public service
is grossly politicised. We reject this legislation, we
will be campaigning against it and we will be
reversing it in government
Mr DOYLE (Malvern) - Despite what the
Leader of the Opposition said - Mr Baker - Have mercy!

Opposition members interjecting.
Mr DOYLE - Lie down boys, lie down. Just give
me a chance. I am just getting started. We have a
long way to go yet, settle down.
Despite what the Leader of the Opposition said
these changes can be justified on the basis of public
policy and I will attempt to outline that public
policy. The bill is about declared authorities and the
employment status of department heads. I recognise
tha t the lead speaker for the opposition has a very
wide-ranging brief, and, Mr Speaker, I applaud your
integrity in allowing the widest range of that brief to
be exercised during the last speech.
It is important to pick up a couple of the points
made by the Leader of the Opposition on that
broader canvas. I do not intend to cover the points
he made regarding local government, health,
education, employment or even number plates, for
goodness sake. I am not sure how those matters
apply to the bill, despite the fact that the rostered
members behind him seemed to think they were.
I shall pick up two points the Leader of the
Opposition made about the Office of the
Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, which was
before the house yesterday, and also a point he
wanted to make about the imminent information
campaign regarding the SEC. The first point is this:
the Leader of the Opposition seemed to object to the
confidentiality provisions contained in the Office of
the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill. It was the
same misapprehension the honourable member for
Pascoe Vale took up yesterday. As I understand it,
their argument goes something like this; all
materials put to the minister should be tabled
regardless of the confidentiality of certain inquiries
made by the Regulator-General. End of story. I have
yet to hear from the other side whether that should
be the case if there were to be a criminal prosecution
arising out of any report, for instance, or should
open slather be the case is the employment of people
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to be dependent on confidentiality being
maintained?
I am sure that if honourable members on the other
side thought seriously about that question they
would answer, 'No, those matters should not be
tabled for public consumption. They are matters of
confidentiality and must remain so'. U that is the
case, how would they have the minister advised?
Would they simply have a Regulator-General's
report doctored so that the minister would not see
those parts deemed confidential so he could table all
materials put before him? Would they have a
half-briefed minister? They do not seem to answer
that anomaly.
The provisions contained in the Regulator-General
bill are very clear on the matter of confidentiality
despite what the Leader of the Opposition tried to
claim in his discussion of this bill. The provisions are
these: the minister will be fully informed; the
non-confidential parts will be tabled; and the
confidential parts, which may be matters such as I
have described, are given to the minister for
evaluation; for him to decide on action. There will be
parts, such as if there were criminal prosecutions
pending from that report, which would have to
remain confidential, yet the minister would have to
be fully briefed on all pertinent matters. I do not see
any way around that. If the members of the
opposition can suggest one to me, I am happy to
listen. So far, that point has not been addressed and
again it was misrepresented by the Leader of the
Opposition at the start of today's debate.
The second point made by the Leader of the
Opposition - and it is a contradiction I want to
come back to la ter in more pertinent discussion of
this bill - is that an information campaign on
privatisation including how that should be done
should not be run. 1bat leaves me with a problem.
How can you have serious and informed debate if
you do not have information? If information is
presented and you disagree with it or you find it
faulty or wrong, then by all means go for it, attack it
and demonstrate that it is wrong. However, without
information how can sensible debate proceed? So,
on the one hand you want the debate to go on, but
on the other you do not want the information
presented.
Mr Micallef interjected.
Mr DOYLE - Fine, if you are so cynical to
suggest that it is going to be such blatant trickery
then let the information go into the public arena and
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you can deflate it with your pinprick intelligence! I
am sure you would be able to do that if that were
the case, but without that information there cannot
be debate.
Further points the Leader of the Opposition made at
the start of his speech, as some one of his circuits
through an attempt to address the bill, was how this
bill will give the Premier more power, how it will
remove the ability of public servants to offer advice
without fear or favour and how it is an attack upon
independence, the Westminster system and the
doctrine of the separation of powers. I found that
rather breathtaking.
I will take them point by point. The Leader of the
Opposition said that the bill will somehow give the
Premier more power. Turning to the assembled
gallery of opposition members on roster - and I am
disappointed to see that their shift appears to have
ended so they have left the chamber - the Leader of
the Opposition made this astonishing point: guess
who would appoint these department heads? Later
he came to the astonishing conclusion that it would
be their employer, the minister, the Premier as
minister responsible for this bill. What a great
surprise that would be, to make the department
head accountable to the Premier and through the
Premier and his government, the people of Victoria.

Here is the most meretricious part; it was just plain,
bad logic from the Leader of the Opposition. He
expected us to believe that if the employer is the
minister, the Premier in this case, it therefore means
that no criticism could come from the department
head. Nothing was adduced to that argument to
attempt to make us believe that; it was simply tossed
out as an assumption. The phrase, 'no criticism' was
repeated. If we all consider what makes a good
public servant, we often find that it is exactly
this - at times he makes you hear what you do not
want to hear.
Contrary to any idea that this bill disallows such
criticism, my argument is that it is proper because it
allows such criticism. There is no evidence to
suggest that, just because the employer has direct
responsibility for appointment and termination,
criticism must stop. There is no suggestion, no
evidence and no specifics to demonstrate coerced
silence would be the case, just an assumption tossed
out in the hope that the fear and smear will stick. It
does not work.
Even more astOnishing was the assertion made that
the new department heads, the heads of
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corporations such as the Public Transport
Corporation or the education or health ministries
would not be able to criticise and would be some
sort of straw men to take all blame on their
shoulders. What an astonishing position! Can't you
just see talented public servants lining up for a job
that stipulated they were not allowed to criticise,
that their single nmction was to take the blame for
everything that went wrong. That is never-never
land! It sounds good if you have a facile and barren
intelligence and if you are prepared to accept
doctrinal assumption, but any examination of the
real rela tionships between department heads and
ministers shows that that is nonsense.
The next point made by the Leader of the
Opposition was that the bill somehow attacks the
independence of office holders.
Mr Bracks -It does.
Mr DOYLE -Can you explain why then, in the
latter part of his speech, the Leader of the
Opposition went on to praise the way in which the
bill protects the independence of office holders? He
seemed to me to be contradicting himself in saying
that in general the bill attacks their independence. In
the latter part of his contribution the Leader of the
Opposition said he was pleased to see that the
independence of some people was being
maintained. I cannot see how those two criticisms sit
together.
Mr Gude -Selective amnesia!
Mr DOYLE - Selective amnesia assumes some
sort of cerebral activity, so I am not sure that that is
the correct medical explanation - but it may well be.
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr DOYLE - I am grateful for the minister's
help - I shall pass on that one - but thank him for
his timely reminder.
The Leader of the Opposition then talked about how
the bill is an attack on the Westminster system.
Mr Bracks -It is.
Mr DOYLE - Has the honourable member for
Williamstown read the principal act, especially
sections 5 and 177 Can he point out whether they are
an attack on the separation of powers? Does he
know what they contain?
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Mr Bracks interjected.
Mr DOYLE - Let us not cavil. I have the
principal act open at sections 5 and 17.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr DOYLE - I take up the interjection of the
honourable member for Morwell, who tells me I am
sounding more like a lawyer. I thought we shared a
mutual regard, both inside and outside the chamber,
but he has just put that mutual regard at
considerable peril. I must say about his mob,
though, there is something charming about a
political party that caIUlot find enough lawyers in its
ranks!

Section 5 of the principal act says:
This act does not apply to any of the following
positions ...
(a) any judge of the Supreme Court;
(b) any judge of the County Court;

(c) any master of the Supreme Court ...
(d) any master of the County Court;
(e)

any magistrate;

(f)

the Solicitor-General.

Section 17 of the principal act talks about the powers
of prescribed officers such as the Auditor-General.
Despite what the Leader of the Opposition and the
honourable member for Sunshine have said,
independence is safeguarded. The Solicitor to the
Director of Public Prosecutions, the Electoral
Commissioner, the Chief Commissioner of Police,
the Ombudsman and the Public Service
Commissioner are included. Clause 6 of this bill
adds the Regulator-General. The act and the bill
exempt those officers from provisions that could
bring their independence into question.
The basis of the accusation that the separation of
powers is under attack is beyond me when the
principal act and the bill strengthen and enshrine
that separation by removing those office holders and
the judiciary from the operation of the act. So much
for the argument that the legislation is an attack on
the Westminster system and the separation of
powers.
It is good theatre to call up that well-known
confused interview with a former Premier of
Queensland about the separation of powers to try to
make a spurious political point. The principal act
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and the bill enshrine independence of the judiciary
and ensure that certain officers remain at arm's
length from its provisions - and so they should.
I shall comment later on what the Premier said
about those independent office holders and how the
bill does the job of enshrining their independence.
We heard claims that somehow this bill was an
attack on public policy and the full range of
government activities. We heard three separate
claims that somehow the Premier was being given
more power, that advice could not be given without
fear or favour, that the independence of certain
office holders was under attack and that the whole
of the Westminster system was being Wldermined.
The only claim we did not hear from the Leader of
the Opposition was that the sky was falling in. That
is what I was expecting him to do next - IW\
aroWld the table with his arms flapping, claiming
that the sky was falling in and that we were to blame
for it "That did not happen, but we can look forward
to that sort of behaviour in a future contribution:
anything will pass for debate if the evidence in his
last speech is any indication.

TIlat seems a lengthy introduction. Nevertheless, I
shall move on to the bill to clear up what the Leader
of the Opposition was unable to make clear - that
is, the meaning of the specific provisions. I have
already spoken about the appointing powers. With
the exception of appointing the official secretary to
the Governor - a point missed by the Leader of the
Opposition - the bill clears up the present
complexities and ambivalence involving the
appointment of department heads. The bill says that
an executive contract with the minister is in its
entirety the instrument by which employment will
take place. lhat is as it should be Wlder an executive
regime where the employer is the Premier. When he
signs the employment contract he is the one making
the appointment.
The termination-of-appointment powers are entirely
proper. The Leader of the Opposition sought to
make that out to be a sinister provision. If we
consider the appointment and termination powers
of a contract, how can one make wide-sweeping
claims about how wU'air they are without looking at
what the contract provides by way of appointment,
conditions and termination provisions? Not once in
his speech did the Leader of the Opposition give
consideration to what a contract might contain. If it
is to be the instrument of appointment and
termination by which the executive regime will be
administered by the responsible employer, why not
talk about it - especially if it is the fundamental
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reason why you disagree with the bill? We heard not
one word about it, even though it seemed to be the
instrument with which the Leader of the Opposition
was disagreeing.

management accoWltability for assistant
commissioners of police then they should be
accountable to the Chief Commissioner of Police.
That is what the bill will do.

I referred to the official secretary to the Governor
being exempt from these provisions, and so he
should be. The relationship between the official
secretary and the Governor has to be sacrosanct, and
the bill ensures that is so. That should offer comfort
to those who are worried about the independence of
office holders, but the Leader of the Opposition
made no mention of it.

The Leader of the Opposition also referred to the
termination provisions. He may have had a point if
he had been referring just to the propriety of the
instrument, the contract itself, but he did not touch
on that. He just said that the termination of senior
officers was somehow at the whim of the Premier.
He threw that out as an assumption, gave no
evidence and then moved on. That is not good
enough.

If the contract is to have supremacy, the employer
has to be the person who appoints, terminates and
administers the employment. The bill also ensures
public accoWltability. If that is not good public
policy, I am not sure what is.

The Leader of the Opposition commented on the
individual appointments provided for in the
schedule to the bill. He argued that giving the Chief
Commissioner of Police control and effective
management of his executive team was somehow an
attack on the police force. That does not make sense
to me. He admitted that the constabulary side, the
policing side, had nothing to do with the provisions
which the bill specifically spells out: it has to do only
with the management functions of assistant
commissioners. If they are not responsible to the
chief commissioner for the executive management of
the force, to whom are they responsible? The bill
properly gives the chief commissioner effective
management control over his executive regime and
creates management accoWltability within the senior
levels of the force; but it ensures that that in no way
impinges on the force itself, especially its
constabulary role. What could be more proper? Yet
the Leader of the OppoSition said that somehow that
would affect the independence of the officers
concerned.
We even heard an emotional appeal to a former
minister. I am not sure whether he desperately
needs the vote, but I have never heard such a
spurious vote of confidence - praising a former
minister by saying what a wonderful person he was
and how deeply hurt he was by these provisions and
then moving on. I fOWld myself wondering why the
Leader of the Opposition would to it, unless he is
carefully cOWlting the votes and needs to shore up
the support of a waverer by giving him a public pat
on the back, an emotional wrap, and hoping that
somehow that carries over into the party room. But
that does not wash in this place! If you want

These provisions provide management
accountability for an executive regime. Nothing in
these provisions suggests that criticism would be in
any way curtailed by employment contracts and
termination procedures.} remind honourable
members opposite that we are talking of very senior
people who are entering management contracts with
their eyes open and who must be accountable to
government and the people of Victoria. I cannot see
the problem with that. I cannot see why these
provisions are considered to be so sinister; to be a
plot against the independence of Parliament, the
Westminster system, the minister and the public
service; and to be a betrayal of the Victorian public.
Accusations, fear and smear are tossed aroWld in the
hope that they will stick, but they are
unsubstantiated and specious.
The honourable member for Williarnstown had a
problem with the issue of the independence of some
executive officers. He seemed to agree with the first
part of the Leader of the Opposition's arguments
and then disagreed with the second part of his
leader's comments. The honourable member for
Williamstown doesn't Wlderstand that the bill and
principal act provide the arms-length arrangements
that are necessary between independent officers and
the Parliament. Certainly clause 10 does that and
strengthens the provisions of the Public Sector
Management Act. Unfortunately, that was somehow
glossed over. The entirety of the conceptual and
general part of the opposition attack was on the
threat to the independence of office holders, but
when it came to the specifics of the bill he could find
only praise for the independence provisions.
The independence provisions will improve the
ability of the Chief Commissioner of Police to
manage and can in no way be construed as an attack
on him or his officers. In fact, it is the reverse - they
enshrine his independence.
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I have referred already to sections 5 and 17 of the
principal act and I invite the honourable member for
Williamstown to read them. They provide for
arms-length independence from government, which
is exactly what we want from these office holders.
11lat was made clear by the Premier during the
debate on the introduction of the principal act.
Mr Bracks interjected.
Mr DOYLE - Just be careful, I am about to
demonstrate how that has been followed through. In
response to requests for clarification by the
honourable member for Werribee and the then
Leader of the Opposition, on 21 October 1993 in the
debate on the principal act the Premier said that he
did not believe it was right to have people who were
independent of the parliamentary system employed
on contract. He also said by way of example that he
did not intend and that the government did not
intend to apply such provisions to the Ombudsman
or the Auditor-General- two positions specifically
mentioned by the Leader of the Opposition and, by
way of interjection, by the honourable member for
Sunshine. The Premier went further during that
debate and said that under his leadership the
government did not intend to apply the provisions
to those office holders.

The Leader of the Opposition would have us believe
that if there is some sinister intent, if there is some
attaclc on the independence of judicial office holders
and independent watchdogs, that that somehow
appears magically in the bill! The critical provision
of this bill is clause 10, which does exactly the
opposite.
However, there is another aspect to the prOVisions.
The Regulator-General, a recently appointed
independent watchdog, is included in them. I could
not understand why, during the debate on the Office
of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, the
opposition opposed a mechanism that would
provide protection for the public on the pricing and
quality of the electricity supply. I thought that even
if it were to oppose the bill it must applaud
provisiOns designed to ensure that the
Regulator-General is the independent watchdog on
the public's behalf and is at arms-length from
government and the executive.
If that is in some way an attack on the doctrine of the

separation of powers its subtlety escapes me because
it confirms that fundamental doctrine of the
separation of Parliament from those independent of
it.
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Further, the fact that the principal act and the bill
enshrine the independence of these people was
glossed over in the early general, frothing part of the
Leader of the Opposition's speech and, in an
astOnishing backflip, later acceded to and even
praised as a provision to ensure independence.
The Leader of the Opposition also went down the
old conspiracy-theory road that the Labor Party
seems to take at every opportunity. TIle amendment
to schedule 2 of the principal act provides for the
inclusion of the Chief Executive Officer of the
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation. That was
picked out as meaning that the government was
somehow targeting that officer. It was presented as
some draconian, sinister aspect of the legislation
because it would enable an individual to be targeted
and terminated. The opposition has a
Schwarzenegger vision of this type of legislation.
The Leader of the Opposition did not mention, of
course, that other senior office holders were also
included in the schedule. For example, the Deputy
Chairman of the Country Fire AuthOrity, the
Director of the Council of Adult Education, the Chief
Executive of the Public Transport Corporation, the
Chief Executive of the Roads Corporation and
assistant commissioners of police. The opposition
would have us believe that the government is taking
a shotgun approach and has thrown in these officer
holders just so that it can get at one of them, and that
the opposition has been terribly clever in sifting this
terrible intent from this sinister clause. I do not think
so!
If Parliament wants the legislation and those
positions to have the force necessary to implement
policy decisions those offices need to be included in
the amendments to schedule 2 of the principal act,

and the provisions must be gazetted before the
decisions of the holders of those offices have the
force of law. The opposition made no mention of the
other office holders to whom I referred. This is a
machinery provision to make sure that those office
holders are included, as they should be, in schedule
2 of the principal act. There must be clear lines of
responsibility and accountability.
There is one point the Laber Party has forgotten that
I wish to make clear. What is the alternative to a
standardised contract and termination provisions
with which to manage the executive regime? Do you
have sensible provisions providing proper lines of
responsibility, accountability and management, the
outcomes of which are clear to the public, or do you
appoint them for life because they are mates of the
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Labor Party? Do you offer them whatever they like,
with no questions asked about how they should
operate and be accountable to the minister, or about
what measures of performance and outcomes and
what accountability standards should be put in
place? Is there just a handshake as the bureaucracy
increases, as occurred under the former Labor
government?
The conspiracy theory might sound great to the
assembled barrackers behind the Leader of the
Opposition, but it is a specious, errant argument,
which is not supported by specific evidence and
which does not offer any alternative to the proper
relationships and proper accountability that are
being established by this government. It is just the
same fear-and-smear tactic and it is simply not good
enough.
Uke the debate yesterday, today's debate is not
shaping up to be particularly edifying either,
particularly if the members of the Labor Party
continue in the vein of the Leader of the OppoSition.
All honourable members in this place accept that
there are ideological divisions between us and that,
in office, the two sides would manage things
differently. That is fine and proper. But, if you point
out that policy and ideolOgical difference make sure
you do so by focusing on the provisions of the bill
and demonstrating specifically, precisely and
accurately where they depart from the doctrine of
your side of politics rather than making some
generalised slander of the entirety of the
government's program. Do not merely make some
general accusation, innuendo or assumption and
expect the barracking troops to accept it and for it to
then somehow have currency in the outside world.
That is not how it works.
The bill makes the management regimes of the
Public Service more efficient and more accountable.
It fixes some anomalies that have arisen so that no
shadow of a doubt can be placed on decisions made
and actions taken. Hence the reason for the schedule
in the earlier parts of the bill is not, as the Leader of
the Opposition suggests, to provide draconian
provisions which are attacks on the fundamental
democracy of the State. I hope I have demonstrated
that it does quite the opposite. It allows the
government to get on with its program, one which, I
might say, the general public is applauding.
The many provisions of the bill that the Leader of
the OppoSition mentioned will protect and enshrine
the independence of those who are the watchdogs
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over the operations of the Public Service. If we look
dearly at the bill and not through glasses inducing
doctrinal blindness that is what they will do.
I do not expect members of the opposition, for
reasons of their own, to support it, but I do expect
them to debate it. That has not happened so far. Let
us hope that the next opposition speaker will mark
the beginning of a proper debate on this bill, rather
than more of the fanciful assumptions, the fear and
smears we heard this morning from the Leader of
the Opposition.
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - The honourable
member for Malvern showed by his address that he
does not quite understand our concerns with the bill.
He said that the proper processes were being
followed and that the government was enshrining in
legislation provisions for chief executives which, in
the normal course of events, would enhance any
enterprise, be it public or private. The honourable
member for Malvern fails to understand that this
amendment to the Public Sector Management Act
effectively enshrines power in one employer, the
principal of the public service, the principal of the
Public Sector Management Act - the Premier.
It is not about giving ministerial support, which is
the tradition of the Westminster system, so that
ministers have the right to hire and fire. These
changes are really about correcting what the Premier
sees as an anomaly with the removal of George
Brouwer as the head of the Department of Business
and Employment. The Premier is removing what he
sees as an anomaly by ensuring that at any meeting
he attends with chief executives, he can say to them,
'You are not up to standard. I want you out and
your desk cleaned by the end of the day. I want you
out of this organisation, this public sector'.

It has been reported that this bill is known around
the public service as the George Brouwer Bill. It is in
response to the Wlprecedented action the Premier
took in an attempt to blame what was a failure in the
industrial relations regime on a permanent head in
the public sector. I should add that Mr Brouwer had
a distinguished reputation in the commonwealth
public service. He has worked for both Labor and
Uberal state and federal governments and is a
distinguished public servant.
To see this person, whom I know upholds the
standards of the public service better than anyone
else, removed from the chief executive role of the
department and to see this bill reinforcing that
action is a blight on this house and an indication of
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what the Premier wants to happen. He wants
executive control. Not only does he want chief
executives to meet frequently with the head of the
Department of the Premier and Cabinet, Mr Ken
Baxter, to ensure they are pumping out the
government line and that the public service is
unified, he wants the right to hire and fire those
chief executives, to usurp the ministers' authority
over their permanent heads and to ensure that he
has the right to terminate employment contracts if
he so desires. He even wants to remove proper
scrutiny of those contracts through Governor in
Council, which ensures that proper procedures are
followed before chief executives are appointed or
assigned. No longer will we have that requirement.
It is astonishing that the honourable member for
Malvern does not understand that change. Change is
the basis on which the Premier works in the public
sector. This is an important change. Certainly it is a
change that the opposition cannot support. It is also
worth noting that the Uberal government in New
South Wales does not require these provisions,
either.

The Labor Party does not support the original Public
Sector Management Act and, when again in
government, we will repeal it and put a proper
instrument in place to protect the integrity and
independence of those in both senior and junior
ranks of the public service. We will ensure that the
advice given to ministers and government is advice
given without threat of tennination of employment.
Advice will be given regardless of whether the
minister likes that advice. We will enshrine that
philosophy in new legislation.
The amendments not only reinforce the act - an act
that cannot and should not be supported and breaks
all the traditions of the Westminster system - they
actually make it worse. The amendments further
centralise the power of the executive with the
Premier and remove the checks and balances that
any public sector needs to.ensure independence.
The amendments politicise the executive. Now the
Premier and his advisers will have Significant power
to intervene when they consider the chief executives
of departments are not meeting their stated central
objectives.
I offer a warning to ministers and backbenchers. I
have been an adviser to a Premier and I know how
these things work and how you need checks and
balances. The reality of the bill is that the Premier's
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advisers will have more power in fact than the chief
executives of the state departments.
As I said, the bill is quite openly referred to around
the public service as the George Brouwer Bill. lbat is
the reaction to the actions of the Premier in
dismissing Mr Brouwer. The Premer walked into the
meeting with Ken Baxter and the chief executives,
threw down the memorandum from George
Brouwer and said, 'Did you write this? If you did,
you can pack up your desk and leave by the end of
the day'. The Premier did not bother to check that
the Minister for Industry and Employment had
actually authorised that the memorandum go out.
The Premier proposes to ensure retrospectively that
he has the power to take the action he did. We will
not again face the situation of people being sent
home on full salary to paint their houses as George
Brouwer did. In future it will be done cleanly and
there will be no recourse to proper compensation.
lbat is what the Premier proposes.
I now refer to some of the extraordinary events that
led to the commissioning of this bill. The day on
which the head of the Department of Business and
Employment was removed by the Premier was an
extraordinary day in the history of the state public
service. Not only was he told to go by the Premier,
he was not allowed back into his office. When he got
back to his office, he found that it had been cleared.
Files had been taken and his personal files in filing
cabinets had been cleared.
All head office staff on the fifth floor of the
Department of Business and Employment in Victoria
Street were told to go home at 5.00 p.m. so that the
files could be opened and either destroyed or taken.
TIUs was done to ensure that the documentary
evidence showing that it was the minister's decision
and not the chief executive's decision that led to the
memorandum about the 3 per cent wage rise in the
Department of Business and Employment was
attributed to the chief executive and not to the
minister. This action swept out the notion of
ministerial responsibility.
The staff were told to go home at 5.00 p.m. Mr
Brouwer's office was rifled through, and when he
went to his office he saw that his personal
documents had been taken away. That is not the
way to run the public sector. The honourable
member for Malvern says, 'Take us on trust; look at
our actions', but look at what happened with the
most recent example of a chief executive officer who
was removed summarily by the Premier. He had a
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distinguished public service career. If honourable
members and ministers check anywhere that George
Brouwer has worked in the public service such as
the commonwealth government, where he spent the
majority of his career, or the state government, they
will find that if any public servant upheld proper
processes it was the former Secretary to the
Department of Business and Employment. There is
no question about his systems or that anything that
he did would not have ministerial responsibility and
authority attached it There is no way someone of his
background and career would take action that
undermined the minister or that the minister would
have to authorise.
This George Brouwer Bill is about retrospectively
ensuring that the Premier does not have to worry
about checks and balances and those dreadful
encumbrances that mean he cannot have unfettered
power. Under the bill the Premier will have the
power not only to confirm appointments but also to
tenninate them. It contains the unfettered right to
hire and fire. !bat right exists to some extent with
some checks and balances, but what we see in this
amending bill is that there will be no checks and
balances. That right is there as a matter of course.
The bill will result in the politicisation of the
Victorian public sector.

The state needs independent advice from its
bureaucrats freely given without fear or favour and
without fear of their removal from public office. As
the Leader of the Opposition rightly said, we have
seen serious attacks on the independent
office-holders in this state. They are there to ensure
that the interests of the public and of the executive
are protected and that the institutions in Victoria are
not politicised to the extent that there is no recourse
for the public.
The institution of the Ombudsman, for which the
Attorney-General is responsible, after 18 months still
does not have a permanent incumbent. There is no
Public Advocate, and elected councillors, except for
those in the Borough of Queenscliffe, have been
removed so the notion of councils being able to
comment independently on matters relating to their
municipalities has gone.
Commissioners have been appointed not for only
four to six months - which the opposition may
have supported if it was about changing boundaries,
getting quick elections and ensuring the proper
reform was undertaken - but for up to two years.
In the municipality of Hobsons Bay in which I live
and work the COmmissioners, who were appointed
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by the government and whose constituency is not by
the public whom they represent but the minister, are
answerable to the government. They are not
answerable to the community in which they work;
there is no question about that! As good as some of
those people are - I have some respect for many of
the commissioners; I have enormous respect for the
commissioners for Hobsons Bay, but at the end of
the day, when a difficult issue is being dealt with
and it is one in which the government is concerned,
the government will issue instructions because the
commissioners are answerable to the government
and not to their respective constituencies. We are not
reforming local government to examine changes to
ward boundaries or other arrangements. The
structure of councils is being examined and advice is
sought not from the local constituency but from the
government, and so the interest of ordinary
ratepayers is not being represented.
The independent pOSitions held by councillors
through successive liberal and Labor governments,
under this regime and this radical government the most radical government in Australia - and
which provided independent advice, scrutiny and
arbitration have been removed.
We have seen pressure placed on the former
Director of Public Prosecutions to resign, and
subsequently he did so. We have seen changes to the
Equal Opportunity Commission; the former
Commissioner for Equal Opportunity, Moira Rayner
being sacked and changes made to that office.
The bill is about reducing the power and
independence of those institutions that protect
Victoria's interests. However, we still have some
independent bureaucrats in this state who offer
proper independent advice. I refer in particular to
the Employee Relations Commission and its
president, Susan Zeitz, whose alUlual report was
tabled in this house two days ago. It is good that
there is some independence left in the system so that
Parliament and the govenunent will know whether
they are on the right track. However, there is no
Ombudsman, no Public Advocate and no elected
councillors. The municipal commissioners are
accountable only to the government, not to their
constituencies. Pressure was placed on the former
Director of Public Prosecutions to resign, and the
former equal opportunity commissioner was sacked.
In general the independent nature of these
institutions has been damaged. We are grateful that
the president of the Employee Relations
Commission at least in her annual reports has been
game enough to offer sensible advice without fear or
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favour. She advised that this bill will mean that the
chief executives in the public service will be
answerable to the political imperatives of the
government because of the ability of the Premier to
dismiss them without notice and without a clear and
proper process, as he wished to do with
George Brouwer.
The president of the Employee Relations
Commission in her annual report 12 months ago
indicated that she felt the Employee Relations Act
was unfair because contract matters were lodged
with the commission but there was no power of
scrutiny to check those contracts to ensure that they
were fair and reasonable and had been undertaken
without an atmosphere of fear of coercion. Twelve
months ago the independent president of the
Employee Relations Conunission reported that these
contractual arrangements which the government has
created are lodged with the commission, but no-one
is allowed to look at them. The president and the
commissioners of the Employee Relations
Commission are not allowed to look at them to see
whether they meet the provisions of the act. It is an
extraordinary situation!
Rightly the president in her report to government she was the minister's own appointment -said,
'We would like you to rectify the situation so that
we can scrutinise and ensure that the act works
better and that contracts are entered into fairly and
without coercion and that they adhere to the
provisions of the Employee Relations Act'. No action
was taken, even when there was an opportunity to
amend the act late last year. No reform was
undertaken to ensure that the commissioners of the
Employee Relations Conunission or its president
had the power to scrutinise these contracts.
Two days ago the annual report of the independent
President of the Employee Relations Commission of
Victoria was tabled in the house. In her report the
president asked again about the employment
provisions; she wants the scrutiny of those contracts
to be undertaken again. She has chastised the
minister and the government a second time saying,
'We are only asking for reasonable powers to ensure
your act works properly. You have not given us that.
I am asking for it again'.
But she did not stop there. The president went on for
30 pages, clause after clause, criticising the
government for not following due process and for
not ensuring that its own objectives in the
second-reading speech of the Employee Relations
Act 1992 were being met, and quoted chapter and
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verse where the aims and objectives were not being
met.
In this amendment to the Public Sector Management
Act not only is the government prepared to ensure
that it politicises chief executives in this state by
providing for appointment and termination by the
Premier - the George Brouwer clause - but it is
also prepared to ignore those independent
arbitrators of the system that are in place to ensure
that the government's objectives are mellt ignores
advice when it is proffered or given.
That ignoring of advice is a consistent pattern in this
bill. It is obvious when one looks at what the
minister has failed to address even after being told a
second time by the president of his own
COmmission, whom he appointed, that he could run
the system better, could scrutinise contracts and
could ensure that the proviSions of the act were met.
She also had to tell him about many other matters.
Her 3O-page report contains criticism after criticism
and on unfair dismissal provisions in state
legislation says that Victoria is the only state in
Australia that does not provide for proper redress or
compensation and requires almost as a matter of
course that workers who are deemed to be W\fairly
dismissed must go back to the company for redress.
It is a great situation when, following a breakdown
in conununication between an employer and an
employee, the employee has to go back to the
workplace for redress. Victoria is the only state in
Australia in which that happens.
The president of the commission, who is the
independent arbitrator appointed by the minister,
also said, 'Not only did you get it wrong once and
you have not corrected it but there are other matters
where you have been deficient'. She went on to say
that the commission effectively has no powers to
ensure that the government's wishes are met. She
said, 'We have no compulsory powers of
conciliation and arbitration. We are impotent'. In
clause after clause the president states, 'We.cannot
call parties together when there is a dispute. We
cannot ensure that there is a mediation process to
avoid a dispute because no-one takes us seriously.
Because people are fleeing from the state system,
those left in the system do not want to use us
because we cannot compulsorily bring the parties
together to resolve an issue'. That was the key
objective of the 1992 act! When this government
introduced the act it said that one of the clear aims
was to ensure that there was a speedy resolution of
disputes and issues, proper mediation and
flexibility. The commission has no power. The
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president of the commission says she has no power
and reports that she would also like that situation
changed.
We have an extraordinary situation here and a
pattern has developed. The purpose of this bill is to
reduce the power of the executive and to increase
the political power of solely the Premier, rather than
ministers in general, over appointments and
terminations of chief executives. He would like to do
to other chief executives what he did to George
Brouwer but without fuss and with less recourse to
proper processes.
The bill - it is known in the public service as the
George Brouwer Bill; and honourable members can
check on that - is retrospectively attempting to give
the Premier the power he did not have when he
wrongfully dismissed a public servant who had a
long and distinguished career in the commonwealth
and state public sectors. The government is
effectively saying not only that it wants to remove
independent arbitrators, ombudsmen, the public
advocate, elected councillors and the DPP, but also
that when independent advice is properly
given - as the president of the commission did
twice, once last year and once this year - to ensure
that the government has a better system in
operation, the government ignores it.
The government does not care about independent
advice that is given freely without fear or favour if
that advice criticises the operations of the
government or, as happened in the case of the
Employee Relations Commission, if it suggests how
the government's aims can be better achieved. That
is a sad state of affairs and is the sign of an arrogant
government -a government which is obviously not
aware that it has a responsibility other than its own
political outcomes. The government has a
responsibility to Victorians to ensure not only that
its political objectives are met but also that it
provides good government, exercises scrutiny over
itself and accepts criticism. When criticism is given
without fear or favour the government has a
responsibility to look seriously at changes that will
ensure that that criticism is dealt with in legislation.
We are not seeing that happen at all. It is dear that
this amendment to the act will make worse an
already bad act - the Public Sector Management
Act - by reducing the checks and balances in the
system. It is clear from the Premier's second-reading
speech that the government's objectives are
transparent. I shall quote from the second-reading
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speech to illustrate the points I have been making. It
states:
In relation to department heads, the bill will remove
the ambivalence regarding their employment status.

It certainly will! The speech continues:

Currently they are appointed by the Governor in
Council, but their employer for the purposes of their
contracts of employment is me, as the minister
responsible for the Public Sector Management Act.
This confusion is removed by the bill as the Governor
in Council will no longer be part of the normal process

of appointing or terminating most department heads.
The power to appoint department heads, aside from
the Official Secretary, Office of the Governor, will now
be a ministerial function while the power to terminate
derives from the termination powers in the contract of
employment and in the act.
Who administers the act? The Premier. Who is able
to terminate? The Premier. Who is reducing
ministerial responsibility and the ability of ministers
to function properly and to have confidence in a
chief executive they know will give them proper
advice without fear or favour? Who is changing
that? The Premier.
When this matter came to cabinet every minister in
this house should have said. 'No, Premier, I respect
ministerial responsibility, I understand the
provisions of it and I accept the authority on behalf
of my chief executive. I will ensure that that is
undertaken. But we do not want the Premier
intervening to remove the chief executives of our
departments'.
That is what strong ministers who wanted to see
effective executive power in this state would have
said when the matter came to cabinet. But no, they
buckled under to the Premier, who wishes to do to
other chief executives what he did to George
Brouwer, when he wishes to do so, in his gift to
ensure that ministers are kept on their toes.
We in this state essentially no longer have the same
ministerial govenunent or authority that has been a
feature of the Westminster system in Victoria and in
Australia for a long time. We have government by
chief executives who are answerable to the head of
the Premier's department and therefore answerable
to the Premier. We have an extraordinary
centralisation of power with no checks and balances.
In most Westminster systems ministerial
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responsibility applies and premiers or prime
ministers can at least be asked legitimate questions
about their objectives. We do not have that here!
Instead we have regular forums in this state at
which the chief executives of departments are called
in to meet with the head of the Premier's
department, Ken Baxter, to get the government line
out, to make sure ministers are called into line.
Those ministers that are not deemed to be pushing
the govenunent line, the Premier's line, should be
called into account by the chief executives. There is
no other way of explaining the extraordinary
centralisation which operates in this state except to
explain it in terms of the Premier's wishes to assert
and to make sure that ministers do not go off and do
things that might be in the public's interest rather
than ministers doing things that they wish to pursue
through their regular chief executive meetings.
I repeat that at a meeting where the head of the
Department of Business and Employment was
Sitting one day the Premier threw the memo on the
table and said, 'I want you out by the end of the day
if I prove you were responsible for this memo!'.1hat
was done so that subsequently the Premier was seen
as responsible, not the minister. There was the rifling
through of the office at Victoria Parade. The staff
were told to go home at 5 o'clock. The rifling
through of the office was to ensure that the
ministerial note which the minister signed and
which said, 1 authorise this memo to go out,' was
removed from the word processors and removed
from the file.
I know of the independence and the ability of the
former head of the Department of Business
Employment, George Brouwer. I know how
meticulous he was; I know how careful he was; I
know how cautious he was. I know he had the
documentary evidence to prove that he was in fact
working under ministerial direction.
1hat is why this bill is dreadful; that is why this bill
is Wlacceptable. What we are seeing is a Premier
instructing ministers that he will do what he likes to
their department and to their ministerial portfolios.
He did what he liked over Christmas to the Minister
for Health when he took over her portfolio without
consultation and effectively said to the Victorian
public, 'She's not handling it. I'll handle it, and I will
ensure that I will fix those things she couldn't fix'.
If you were a minister with some integrity you
would resign if the Premier took over your
portfolio - tha t would certainly be the case if it
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were me. It is extraordinary that the Minister for
Health is still in this house as a minister subservient
to the Premier when he took over her portfolio over
Christmas. His actions once again are absolutely
consistent with his actions in this bill. They are
consistent with his ignoring the President of the
Employee Relations Commission, who proffered
advice to improve the government's performance
and adherence to the acl On two occasions he had to
repeat that advice. However, this government
chooses to ignore advice when it is independent and
freely given. It stifles independent criticism and
removes people from office when they offer advice.
Obviously the bill is one that the opposition strongly
opposes. It is a bill this govenunent will regret once
it is adopted. It is a bill all ministers will regret once
they see what happens when the Premier gets
control.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - The Public
Sector Management (Amendment) Bill amends the
Public Sector Management Act, which received royal
assent on 19 November 1992. The starting point in
this debate is to examine the original legislation that
the bill now seeks to amend.
I shall quickly pass through the original legislation
because it was truly innovative and welcome
legislation in Victoria. It was a successful endeavour
on behalf of the coalition government when it came
to power in 1992 to refocus the Victorian public
service and enable it to be brought into current
modes of practice and discharge its responsibilities
all the better in the service of the people of Victoria.
In many ways the objects in the original act have
been fulfilled. The first of them was to enable
Victorian public sector employees to be brought
Wlder the general industrial framework established
by the Employee Relations Act on a similar looting
to employees in the private sector. lhat was an
important issue from the government's point of
view right from the outset. It wanted to enable our
public service personnel to function in a fashion that
one could properly equate to the private sector.

The government is a strong supporter of the private
sector. It has done everything it conceivably can
within the ambit of its power to advance the
interests of the private sector, and it will continue to
do so. I believe it was a very laudable endeavour on
behalf of this govenunent to enshrine in legislation a
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process for its public service to follow, which sought
to embody in its practices those that are part and
parcel of private enterprise.
The act did not go on to deal with that particular
issue. Nevertheless further within the act's objects it
says that the legislation is being introduced: to
promote a spirit of service to the community within
public sector employees; to emphasise the principles
of merit, responsible management, management
competence and efficiency; and to maintain
appropriate standards of integrity and conduct for
employees in the Victorian public sector.
As I said, all of those things were deSigned to
maintain a proper balance in the way public sector
employees discharged their responsibilities. That
was the fundamental purpose of the Public Sector
Management Act. In my view the act has gone a
long way in achieving those objects. The fact that it
has been able to do that is in very large measure a
great tribute to the 170000 public servants who are
employed by the Victorian government and who
work on behalf of the Victorian public. It is a great
and direct tribute to them that the purposes of the
legislation as embodied in those words which I
referred to and which I paraphrased from sections 2
and 3 of the original act, have been able to be
achieved.
The act then went on to establish a structure. This
proceeded in section 6 of the act, which says:
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existing bill that I shall come back to. Section 18
deals with the appointments to senior executive
positions. Section 21 deals with the appointments of
officers other than the department heads and the
senior executive officers as defined by the act.
Section 34A deals with employment of fixed-term
employees. Section 35 refers to temporary
employees, and section 35A refers to casual
employees. Importantly, section 44 establishes the
Public Service Commissioner, who effectively took
on the role of a watchdog for the purposes of this
legislation.
Part 4 of the original act deals with public sector
executors. Contained within section 49 and
subsequent sections are various provisions
concerning the employment of public sector
executives. Section 50 deals with the question 'Who
are employers for the purposes of this part?', which
relates to the provision of the legislation for each
strata of the persOIUlel referred to in the act itself.
It follows on through the sections to section 55,
which deals with contracts of employment. Again, I
shall quickly refer to sub-section 4, which says:
If at the time of entering into a contract of employment
for a position, the executive officer had not been
appointed to the position, then the contract constitutes
his or her instrument of appointment

And sub-section 5 states:
The public service of Victoria consists of the persons
who are for the time being employed under this part.

A contract of employment of an executive offICer may
be terminated by either party to the contract on giving

Then section 7 establishes the various departments.
In so doing, it refers to the schedule, which is
schedule 1 in the act Column 1 of the schedule sets
out the 13 departments that comprise the public.
service. Column 2 sets out the department heads
who head up each of those departments. Colwnn 3
contains the four administrative officers, and
column 4 indicates the persons having the functions
of department heads, which are referred to in their
respective categories.
One of the basic aims behind the legislation was to
establish that fundamental structure. Section 11 of
the act deals with appointments to department head
positions, which is a matter to which I shall return to
in due course because it a subject of legislation now
before the house.
Section 17 deals with the powers of prescribed
officers, and again that is a matter touched on by the

four weeks notice of termination to the other party ...

If I may dwell for a moment on that provision: much
criticism has been made of the actual system of
employment and the use of employment contracts.
Without having specific reference to it, as I
remember saying during the second-reading debate
on the principal act, no-one is requiring anybody to
come along and work for the government if he or
she does not choose to do so. The people who apply
for different positions know full well the terms of
the legislation as embodied in this act; they know
what is required of them. No doubt, at interviews
and the like any queries would be expanded upon.

At the end of the day no-one working within the
ranks of the government pursuant to these contracts
or otherwise is there because he or she was dragged
in the door, chained to a desk and told to sign on the
dotted line. Those people in particular filling the
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positions contemplated by these provisions are able
to and no doubt do get independent advice as to
what they should or should not do. It is a matter for
them. If they choose to sign contracts, they come and
work; if they see greener pastures elsewhere they are
entitled to act in another way. The concept the house
has heard spoken of today - of people being
coerced as it were into being part of a process laid
down carefully in the Public Sector Management
Act - is simply nonsense. That is not the case.

Governor in Council affected schedule 2 of the
legislation but, for whatever reason, those orders
were not actually gazetted. So it is that in the
explanatory memorandum for clause 2 reference is
made to a series of amendments to schedule 2,
detailed in clauses 12 to 14; they are self-evident on
their face. They refer to the Deputy Chairman of the
COWltry Fire Authority, the Chief Executive of the
Public Transport Corporation and so on. One
reference is to an assistant commissioner of police.

The next section of particular relevance that I turn to
is section 89, which deals with declared authorities.
The purpose behind that section is to enable certain
authorities to be included within the work practices,
if you like, contemplated by the original act. Section
89 provides for the establishment of the second
schedule to the legislation. That schedule appears
within the act and the idea is that certain authorities,
as declared authorities, are able to have applied to
them some aspects, where appropriate, of the
original act. Those authorities are defined in
section 89 and I shall not go through them; they are
there to be seen. That was the fundamental structure
behind the original legislation when introduced in
1992.

Clause 13 amends schedule 1. The intention always
was that the office of the Victorian Government
Solicitor should be incorporated within schedule 1.
For the reason I mentioned, that did not occur. So it
is that again the amendment has been made to give
effect to the original order which wUortunately was
not gazetted.

That brings me to the bill. In the course of debate
this morning the bill does not appear to have rated
much of a mention in contributions from the
opposition. I thought it may be of assistance to the
.house if I were actually to consider the terms of the
bill.
Firstly, clause 1 goes to the purposes of the bill tha t is, to make amendments to the principal act.
Clause 2 is very pertinent to the operation of the
legislation because even with the best will in the
world occasionally glitches, shall we say, occur in
the system. As it happens, one has occurred in this
instance.
The intent of clause 2 is to cure deficiencies which
otherwise existed in the manner in which the
original legislation was intended to take effect. lbat
has happened fundamentally in two ways.
Clause 2(1) contains an amendment which, in
reference to clause 12, serves to ensure various
statute law revisions are effected. They are relatively
minor in compass and are not of substance to issues
before the house. I will not go through them because
there are matters more deserving of detailed
consideration.
Subclauses (2) to (6) inclusive deal with a number of
problems that arose because orders made by the

In both instances - that is, in clauses 13 and 14 there are saving provisions which ensure that
whatever actions may have been taken by the
individuals subject to those provisions, in the course
of the time which has expired from the date of the
original order until today, those orders are able to
take effect in a proper manner. lbat is necessary so
no criticism may flow from the fact that the orders
were not gazetted as they should have been in the
first instance. In practical terms, that is the effect of
clause 2.

Clause 3 simply refers to the Public Sector
Management Act as being the principal act Clause 4
provides a definition of 'Official Secretary' as it
appears in section 4 - that is, the Official Secretary
to the Office of Governor.
Clause 5 relates to appointments to positions of
department heads. This provision has drawn much
comment from the opposition in the course of
today's debate and is really reds under the beds stuff
on behalf of the oppoSition. There is nothing dark
about all this.
The practical fact is that the employment agreements
are the responsibility of the minister responsible for
the legislation -namely, the Premier. Here a
practical and pragmatic effect is given to the
intention behind the original legislation to ensure
section 11 is amended in the manner set out in
clause 5(1), which states:
Appointments to vacant Department Head positions,
except the position of Official Secretary, are to be made
by the Minister.
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As I have said, the minister referred to in this
legislation is the Premier.
Proposed new section l1(lA) states:
An appointment to the position of Official Secretary is
to be made by the Governor in COWlcil.

That brings me to the next matter at issue. The bill
preserves the unique position the Official Secretary
to the Office of Governor fulfils in the role he or she
undertakes. The appointment of the Official
Secretary will continue to occur as historically has
been the case.
Clause 6 contains an addition to the 'prescribed
officers' detailed within the original act, as they
appear in section 17(1). lbat is an important
provision because already to be added to the list is
the position of the Regulator-General. I will return to
that issue shortly.
Clause 7(1) amends section 49, and clause 7(3) deals
with employment contracts and their meaning.
Reference is made in clause 7(4) to the Official
Secretary and the fact that within section 55(5) of the
act an exception is made to ensure that the Official
Secretary is still within the direct ambit of
responsibility of orders of the Governor in Council.
Clause 7(5) refers to the fact that in certain
circumstances, and despite what the act otherwise
implies and despite what may be the contents of
employment contracts, there is reserved to the
Governor in Council in what I may term 'emergency
situations' the power to be able to terminate a
contract of employment without the necessity for
four weeks notice. One can envisage situations such
as those may arise when, for example, the
wrongdoing of a member of personnel is discovered
and immediate action has to be taken.
Proposed section 56(3)is very important because it
stipulates that:
In a contract of employment relating to an office of
assistant commissioner ot police, the performance
criteria must relate to management matters only.

That is a vital qualification because it means the
government is giving effect to its intention that there
be no effect at all on matters relating to the way in
which police discharge their operational
responsibilities. All we are doing is bringing
assistant commissioners of police under the second
schedule of the act as declared authorities, if you
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like, and their roles within the police force will be
management roles. Members of the public service
are rightly subject to the sorts of criteria to which I
have already referred concerning the discharge of
their responsiliilities. In the same way, those who
fulfil management roles in the police force should
also come under that category, and that is what will
happen. In assessing the performance of those
people the provision specifically says their
management roles will be imperative, and the
government will otherwise not interfere.
Clause 8 deals with the termination of
appointments. The provisions are self-evident so I
do not propose going through them. Clause 9
preserves the existing arrangements that apply to
the official secretary to the Governor. Clause 10 is
very important because it represents a fulfilment of
an undertaking the Premier gave in the course of a
debate in this house on 21 October 1993:
The government under my leadership does not intend
to apply the provision to the Auditor-General and the

Ombudsman.

He said that following assertions that personnel of
that type would be subject to contracts under the
Public Service Management Act. The provision gives
effect to that undertaking. Proposed section 89(7)
says that the positions of persons who are excluded
under section 5(1) from the operation of the
legislation will be preserved. Those persons are any
judge of the Supreme Court, any judge of the
County Court, any master of the Supreme Court,
any master of the County Court, a magistrate, the
Solicitor-General, the Director of Public Prosecutions
and others working within that office, persons under
the Police Regulation Act and officers of the
Parliament within the meaning of the Parliamentary
Officers Act 1975.
In addition to those persons being excluded, the
prescribed officers referred to in section 17 of the
principal act are also specifically excluded from the
provisions of section 89. It means those people
cannot be included in the second schedule to which I
have referred; so in the course of carrying out their
duties in their respective offices they cannot be
subject to the provisions which the section
contemplates.

It is important that those positions be read into the
record, because they include the Auditor-General,
the Solicitor to the Director of Public Prosecutions,
the Electoral Commissioner, the Chief
Commissioner of Police, the Ombudsman and the
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Public Service Commissioner, and, as I have already
said, we can add the Regulator-General to the lisl
Those people on the other side who stand up and
talk about this so-called draconian legislation - its
purported effect on the administration of justice, the
supposedly dreadful way in which this goverrunent
is conducting itself and the alleged means by which
the government influences the ways in which the
various officers I have just named conduct their
affairs - are talking absolute rubbish because the
Public Sector Management Act will not apply and
the independence of those positions will be
preserved. Section 89 contains specific exclusions so
we cannot have the sorts of complications referred to
by members of the opposition.
It is pertinent to mention that while driving through
my electorate recently I heard an interview with the
Leader of the Opposition. He was telling a caller to
the radio station that the government of the day was
putting the Auditor-General on a contract. The
provisions of the legislation are clear, so I hope that
sort of thing will be put to rest.
The legislation is a further step in ensuring that the
public service and those declared authorities are all
able to discharge their very serious and onerous
responsibilities in ways that give the best results for
the people of Victoria. I commend the bill to the
house. It is a further step in ensuring that Victoria's
recovery from the 10 years it suffered under Labor
rule will continue. The legislation will enhance the
way our public service personnel and those others
affected by it conduct themselves, which will be for
the betterment of all members of our commw1ity.
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - I found the
contribution of the member for Gippsland South
fairly interesting and informative in a technical
sense, but we must also look at the political
consequences of the technical aspects of the bill. The
opposition opposes the Public Sector Management
(Amendment) Bill for very sound reasons. The
second-reading speech talks about the removal of
ambivalence. Phrases like 'removal of ambivalence'
mean the introduction of master-servant clauses.
People who are employed in the public sector and
come under the ambit of the Public Sector
Management Act will know exactly what they are
there for and for whom they are working. The
contracts mean their appointment can be terminated
if they do not toe the party line, and I think that is
very sad. It is all right for the member for Gippsland
South to attack our use of words such as 'draconian',
but the content of those contracts is a matter of very
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real concern, both for the wider community and for
those who sign them.
It is also very easy for the honourable member to say
that nobody is forcing anyone to work under
contract in the government sector. If you want to
pursue a public sector career, those are the options
that are put in front of you, and you often have to
make those sorts of decisions in a climate that is not
conducive to fair and reasonable decision-making,
given all the circumstances.
It is not fair to say that you do not have to work for
the public service, you do not have to sign a contract
and you do not have to take the job. That disregards
the fact that your whole career orientation and
background may have led you in that direction,. so
you have to make those decisions. It is unreasonable
of the honourable member to make those sorts of
assertions.

We oppose the Public Sector Management
(Amendment) Bill because it increases the power of
the Premier and the executive over the public
service; it reduces the capacity of senior public
servants to give advice without fear or favour; it
undermines the independence of the public service;
and, like the principal act, it is badly drafted. It is
another example of the Kennett government using
the Fitzgerald report in reverse. I make these points
because they could form the basis of a contract for a
public servant to sign -or else. That makes things
very difficult.
An independent, apolitical public service is
extremely important and is fundamental to the
workings of an effective system where the
separation of powers is a prerequisite for the system
to work effectively. I continue to oppose the bill on
that basis. It blurs what I believe to be the separation
of powers very effectively, it cuts across the
independence of the public service and introduces
an element of political patronage into that area: that
is certainly not desirable.

The principal act talked about by numerous
speakers was passed in November 1992 during a
period when a series of draconian bills were passed
by this house in the late hours of the night on
matters including Workcover, the Employee
Relations Act, vital state industries and so on. When
this bill is read in conjunction with those other acts,
especially the Employee Relations Act as the area
where contracts are covered, it is certainly a concern.
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As the shadow Minister for Industrial Relations has
pointed out, the Industrial Relations Commission
has made sweeping criticisms of the Kennett
government's industrial relations reforms. Workers,
unions and employees are voting with their feet and
moving across to a federal system of awards to
escape the ambit of the state acts, and those charged
with implementing the acts are themselves very
critical of the acts.
We have an untenable situation: the shadow
Minister for Industrial Relations has called on the
Minister for Industry and Employment to resign for
failing to get his act together and for failing to get
the legislation to work effectively and do what it is
supposed to do: bring about a proper system of
industrial relations in this state that will protect
workers who previously worked under the ambit of
awards. He made those criticisms on the basis of
there being an absence of any capacity to prevent
unfair employment contracts. lbat is fwldamental.
Forcing people away from the security of tenure and
permanency of public service employment and into
contracts and then having a backup system of
legislation that does not provide for fair
employment contracts is just ridiculous. This house
should act in response to those criticisms and do
something to correct the situation. lbat is a key
point in opposing the current industrial relations
legislation in this state.
Penal provisions do not do anything to support the
act; they just make draconian noises about the fact
that those who may not be aware of its requirements
can be fined up to $10 000. This government has
been very tardy in implementing penal provisions
for those who breach regulations within the
industrial relations area. One has only to look at the
regulations in the occupational health and safety
area to see tha t this government is certainly not
backing up those regulations with the required
support services, personnel and directions to
inspectors to police breaches of the regulations.
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party may be given four weeks notice under the
contract. However, we all know that if somebody
wants to get rid of an employee, whether he or she is
employed under a ~ontract or an award, there are
certain ways that things are put into action and
certain subtle pressures and harassments that the
minister Sitting oppoSite, the Attorney-General,
ought to know about that can be brought to bear.
Those who have had anything to do with the area
know this.
Mrs Wade interjected.

Mr MICALLEF - You were certainly not
harassed enough, by the sound of it! Anyone who
has had anything to do with unfair dismissal - and
certainly a whole range of people have come
forward whose protection by awards has been taken
away - and who is now under a contract or a
rolled-over award is seeking help. This applies to
people who have been forced out not necessarily on
the basis of unsatisfactory employment because they
have done something wrong, but perhaps by
employers trying to downsize or 'rightsize' whatever they want to call it -without paying the
proper retrenchment or retirement packages. Those
issues need to be considered.
The report from Susan Zeitz of the Employee
Relations Commission calls for amendments to the
act to fix all these problems. Instead of bringing this
rubbish in as legislation we ought to deal with the
totally flawed fundamental principal acts. This is
another damning indictment of the industrial
relations system Wlder the Employee Relations Act.
The system is not working for employers and it is
not working for employees.

The govenunent's failure to give the commission
compulsory powers of arbitration and conciliation is
important, because any Industrial Relations
Commission must have the power to arbitrate,
especially if there are contracts that can cause
disputes. That is a fairly important issue that needs
to be considered.

The results of a recent survey among employers
called for the reintroduction of awards. Previously
the Minister for Small Business was sitting opposite.
If small business people understand the rules and
know that their competitors are bound by certain
rules and regulations, everybody will be competing
on a level playing field. That is the only proper way
for us to conduct business in this state. We should
not have a system of contracts where the vulnerable
are subjected to contract provisions that may be
inconsistent with those of contracts entered into by
people working for much more reasonable
employers.

The operation of the commission's mediation
services and the inadequate provisions in relation to
unfair dismissal certainly need bolstering. It is all
right to say that if you enter into a contract either

The Public Sector Management Act removes security
of tenure, transfers conditions to the jurisdiction of
the Employee Relations Act and places all
departmental heads on individual contracts with
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provisions for time lines of four weeks termination

It cuts across the quality, commitment and merit in
relation to the employment of departmental heads,
and supports a system of patronage and cronyism. I
think those departmental heads are probably
headhunted on the basis of their ability and
willingness to carry out the directions of the
govenunent and the Premier. It is very sad because
Victoria has a tradition of having an apolitical public
service; the Attorney-General worked Wlder and
obviously did extremely wen Wlder that system and
I think she could speak glowingly of it.
It further politicises the public service and
Wldermines its accountability and independence. If
the Attorney-General has any real problems with her
time in the public sector, one can imagine the sorts
of problems she would have under the current act if
she found herself in a similar circumstance today.
She would be extremely vulnerable. On that basis,
she should be opposing the provisions of the bill. If
she were a fair and reasonable person, she would
look at the overall position rather than her own
unfortunate set of circumstances, whatever they
may have been.

The legislation has been introduced without proper
consultation Under their contracts, departmental
heads do not have the opportWlity to consult on the
provisions of their overall position. It is unforhmate
that once they have entered into those contracts,
they sell out the right to change the overall poSition
of employees, or future departmental heads. There
needs to be proper consultation with public servants
so that those on a proper career path have the ability
to become departmental heads without being seen to
be part of the cronyism and patronage system, so
that they can serve Victoria in an apolitical way.
Unions like the State Public Services Federation
should have been properly consulted as part of the
negotiation process in bringing in such bills to
ensure that legislation is fair and reasonable.
Victorian teachers, nurses and health workers are
moving out of the state system and looking for the
protection of unfair dismissal legislation, awards
and coverage other than individual contracts so that
they can go about serving the community they have
been trained to serve.
As I have pointed out, the movement of employees
to federal awards is a positive direction. It is a
consequence of both the Public Sector Management
Act and the Employee Relations Act. Public servants
and workers in state instrumentalities have been
subject to massive cutbacks. They are under extreme
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pressure. More than 40 000 public sector workers
have been sacked or retrenched, have retired or have
been' got rid of' by this government. This drives
down the general morale and conditions under
which people work. It certainly has had a
detrimental effect. Those acts are part of the
draconian package of legislation that has been
introduced in Victoria.
Given that tobacco companies have given the liberal
Party strong support, it is interesting that when the
Leader of the Opposition spoke of the independence
of bodies such as the Victorian Health Promotion
Foundation and the head of the Victorian Health
Promotion Foundation, Rhonda Galbally, being
placed under a contract that could potentially
compromise the foundation's pOSition on tobacco
advertising, the Leader of the House took offence.
As a former board member of the Victorian Health
Promotion FOWldation and having taken part in
many discussions of the board that were critical of
the federal government's actions regarding tobacco
advertising, I would like to see the Victorian Health
Promotion FOWldation come out more strongly
against tobacco advertising, especially as regards
Albert Park and the comments of the Premier. If that
were to happen and the Premier of this state did not
sack the head of the Victorian Health Promotion
Foundation, it could be said that the government is
taking a reasonable position, but who will test the
water?
The legislation acts as an intimidation. People who
may have to make decisions that are not popular
with governments - giving policy directions and
making public statements to the community ought to be protected and ought not to be able to be
sacked with four weeks notice according to the
whim of the government.

This continues the government pattern of
politicising the public service. It is an unfortunate
extension. No govenunent has shown less regard for
the conventions of the Westminster system.lt is sad
that we always see conservatives talk about how
good the Westminster system is -we see flag
flapping and all that nonsense - but when it comes
to the real conventions and protecting the
community, the government shows no regard. It is
all about self-interest and power, as the Leader of
the Opposition pointed out. It is about the blatant
exercise of power in a political and undemocratic
way. The closer we get to the election, the more the
opinion polls will show the drift away from the
government. People will vote to get rid of people
like the honourable member for Tullamarine. He has
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been an interesting addition to this house, a
temporary addition, as history will show.
We have had attacks on the public service and the
Director of Public Prosecutions, the sacking of Moira
Rayner, which the Attorney-General ought to be
ashamed of, and the sacking of the Accident
Compensation Tribunal judges. Only this morning I
listened to a talkbaclc. radio show. A woman rang the
Premier, saying that just before the election at a
shopping centre the now Treasurer and then
shadow Treasurer assured her that the
compensation appeals board would not be touched
and her job would be safe. Two months later she
was out of a job. The Premier said that at the time
there was no decision. We all know that that
legislation was certainly in the pipeline. I am not
saying that the Premier is lying. Either he is stupid
or he did not know what was going on in his own
shadow cabinet, but that legislation was certainly in
the pipeline. It was being put together by the legal
friends of the government. That woman was badly
misled and is bitter about it.
Many people helve been misled by the government.
The sacking of the Accident Compensation Tribunal
judges, the industrial relations commissioners and
George Brouwer, the forcing of Greg Levine to
resign and department heads being put on contracts
under which they receive only four weeks notice all
have to be examined. I jOin with other speakers on
this side of the house in opposing this unfortwlate
legislation. I again make the point that it cuts across
the fine traditions of the publiC service that has
served this state well under both Labor and Liberal
governments. It is rather sad that members of the
government collectively are not able to see the
benefits of having a professional, competent,
apolitical public service that is ready to serve
whichever government is in power.
When talking about the traditions of the
Westminster system, you must look at this type of
legislation as cutting across those traditions and
conventions.
With those comments I strongly oppose this
draconian legislation. The government should have
another look at it, redraft it and come back with
something that makes a bit of sense. The
government needs to take away those aspects of the
legislation that politicise the public sector, and it
needs to have another look at itself.
Or DEAN (Berwick) - Unlike what has
happened on the other side of the house, it is my
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intention to speak on the bill and not range into a
whole series of other topiCS including the original
bill and associated bills. When a bill comes before
the house it is important to use the time available,
which is quite often not a lot, to concentrate on that
particular bill.
I will start by picking up a couple of points that have
already been made by those on the opposite side of
the house. I will flag one or two comments because I
wish to come back to them la ter on. The previous
speaker made it clear that his position in relation to
the public service is one of no change. His
contribution contained a great deal of criticism,
proffering of broad generalisations and accusations.
He made no constructive comments on whether or
not we can make the public service more efficient.
lbat is the first point I want to make.
In his contribution the honourable member for
Williamstown concentrated specifically and spoke at
length on the present position of the Employee
Relations Commission and the comments made by
the president of the commission. He basically said
that as far as the commissioner was concerned, there
was no avenue for conciliation. He was critical of
that position. It is important to get this point right
Conciliation can take place when both parties wish
it. The commission's position is that conciliation
should occur even if only one party wishes to
conciliate.
In a situation where the democratically elected

government has one particular view and a
commissioner has another, the only appropriate
course is that the position of the democratically
elected government prevail. The position is simple,
if both parties wish to conciliate then conciliation
takes place. It takes both parties. The difference is
simply this: it is extraordinary that someone should
suggest that conciliation can take place when one
party does not wish to conciliate. It makes a total
nonsense of the concept of conciliation. If I had to
choose between the two positions I would adopt
that of the government.
The previous speaker referred to occupational health
and safety and suggested that the industry believes
not much is being done. Having recently attended a
breakfast arranged by the major association
representing the interests of those engaged in the
occupational health and safety industry, I can assure
honourable members that the industry does not
believe that. Legislation is pending this year and
there has been a very extensive program of
conciliation and discussions about consultations.
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The honourable member for Gippsland South went
into some detail about the provisions of the bill, so I
shall make only a cursory review of the provisions
and attempt to give the flavour of what the bill does
as distinct from the act. We are not here to talk about
the act; we have had that debate and the views of the
house on that have been heard. We are now talking
about the Public Sector Management (Amendment)
Bill.
I will summarise it in this way: clauses 1,2,3, 12, 13,
and 14 are only technical alterations to the act.
Clauses 4 and 9 ensure that the conditions of
employment of the Governor's private secretary and
the manner in which the employment is carried out
is solely under the purview of the Governor and not
ministers. That is entirely appropriate.
Clause 5 makes the minister responsible and
accountable for appointments, rather than the
Governor. It comes to me as something of a surprise
that the party which goes to great lengths to suggest
it is inappropriate for the Governor to be involved in
the day-to-day business of a govenunent and would
like to see the position of the Governor abolished
entirely - although it is not quite clear yet, we are
trying to get an answer on that - then gets on its
high horse and suggests the Governor should be the
person embroiled in the appointment of employees
of the department and departmental heads. It
suggests he should have the final say. That is totally
inappn)priate. Those people who have to wear the
impact of their decisions - that is, the ministers and
the departmental heads - should be the ones who
do the choosing. I do not know why on earth the
opposition believes the Governor should be brought
into this process. I would think the Governor would
be a bit bemused about why he should be brought
into that process.
Mr Bracks - To scrutinise.
Or DEAN - Well, according to the opposition
the Governor has a new role. The Governor, a
person it would very much like to see disappear
from the scene entirely, now has a new role and is to
be brought into the politics of hiring and firing.
Mr Bracks interjected.
Or DEAN - The honourable member says
'scrutinising'. What does one mean by scrutinising?
If one scrutinises and says this is no good, what does
one do?
Mr Bracks interjected.
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Or DEAN -Exactly, and say something has to
be done. All of a sudden the Governor is in the
political process of hiring and firing. We have to
ensure that those responsible make the decision, and
that is what has occurred.
Clause 7 provides that the contract of an assistant
commissioner of police is encompassed by the
provisions of the act only so far as it entails
management responsibilities. That is entirely
appropriate. Clause 10 ensures that those who have
been exempted from the act are exempt from an
executive order in council bringing them within the
act. That is also entirely appropriate and
understandable.
Clause 14 ensures that the contract system operates,
so that it is no longer the case that those appointed
by order in council may be argued to have had
extraneous rights as a consequence of that
appointment. It is by contract, and the contract has
priority.
That basically summarises the bill. It is an entirely
proper process of reform. However, it appears to be
a process that our friends on the other side of the
house have discarded. It used to be an area of
concern to them but it is no longer. It would seem
that they are no longer interested in the reform
process. That process requires fmetuning and the
inspection of reform legislation after it has been
working for some time. Therefore, amendment bills
are always a part of the appropriate reform process.
I will now summarise the arguments made against
this bill. I remember the argument of the previous
honourable member for Williamstown when
referring to the original act, and her view appears to
be maintained by speakers on the other side of the
house. In her words the argument is tha t the public
service requires permanency; there must be
permanency in the public service and those in the
public service have a right to expect that they will
remain in the public service.
Apparently the ability to remain in the public
service indefinitely guarantees the giving of fearless
advice. How totally inconsistent that is. I shall give
an example involving two people. One knows that
whatever advice he or she gives will not affect his or
her income or position. So he or she can give
hopelessly wrong advice, be as critical as he or she
likes and lead the government away from those
policies which it put to the electorate and which it
was elected to implement, without any ramifications
because of this thing called permanency. The other
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person is under a contract that simply says: these are
the duties, objects and terms you are required to
fulfil. Which of those two people is more likely to
give fearless advice that will lead to a proper result
and benefit the community - the person who
knows that nothing will happen regardless of what
advice is given or the person who knows that if he
gives advice that turns out to be incorrect and
misconceived. and the public loses out, it will have
some impact on that person's employment? I say
that it will be the person who knows that under his
contract he must give proper advice because the
results of that advice will have an impact on him.
The private sector has been operating on that
principle for a long time. BHP and other huge
corporations tluoughout the world that are the same
size as the Victorian government have been doing
exceedingly well, making the right decisions and
implementing them for the benefit of their
shareholders and achieving the objectives they set
out to achieve. They are getting stronger, yet
permanence is not required in the private sector.
The notion that somehow permanence is required to
ensure a good, proper and dutiful performance by
the public service is simply a red herring. It is a
attitude that belongs in the 196Os; it is an attitude
typical of Sir Hwnphrey Appleby and Jim Hacker,
whom we all spent many hours laughing at on the
television. We only have to look at those processes to
understand why Yes, Minister was so amusing. One
of the reasons we found it so amusing was that we
were laughing at ourselves: we knew the system
was rotten and inappropriate. Every time
Sir Hwnphrey gave advice that was for the benefit
of the public service and not necessarily of the
minister - on the basis that, because of his
permanency, he could not be harmed in any way no
matter what he did - he led the minister around on
a lead. We all laughed because we knew it was true.
Those people throughout the world who are trying
to set that right have realised that the thing called
permanency does not do what it is said to do.
Instead, it leads to a public service mentality and
environment that prevents the public from getting
what it intends.
Let us follow the process tluough. Politicians go to
an election and put forward policies. The parties
fight over those policies, after which the electors say
to one or the other, 'We choose your policies. We
want you to implement them'. How are those
policies implemented? The answer is, through the
public service. Time and again we have heard the
other side say that the essence of the public service is
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that it be separate from government In that way, it
can effectively carry on with its own processes and
its own advice. Yet the opposition has a problem
with a minister saying to a public servant, 1 have a
duty to implement this policy, you go ahead and
implement it Here is a contract that says you must
implement the policy'. In the past the public service
has often ignored directions such as that and has
carried on in the Sir Humphrey vein. Members of
the opposition say we should maintain that system.
They made no comments about reform; they simply
say, 'Let's retain that system'.
From a logical and historical point of view we can
see that great changes were necessary. Those people
who take taxpayers' money have a duty to recognise
that because it is not their money it must be
efficiently used. If a public service is overpopulated
and under-motivated, featherbedded with
unnecessary jobs and not doing what the
government was elected to do, and if a government
does not ensure that the necessary efficiencies are
carried out, that is a gross breach of the trust of the
people who gave their money to the government to
implement its policies.
Finally, it is essential that the public service is and is
seen to be more efficient than its private sector
counterpart. The public requires the carrying out of
that duty.
Those who have been studying the issue for some
time have expressed similar concerns, something
that the opposition has missed. Bill Scales, a former
Chairman of the Industry Commission wrote a
paper on reforming public sector enterprises. He
puts it extremely well:
U improvements in the performance of the government

business sector are to be successfully implemented,
they must be based on a proper and widespread
understanding of why the hard work and inevitable
dislocation is justified. Activity and jobs in Victoria, for
example, will not grow if Victoria lags behind the rest
of Australia in implementing productivity enhancing
reforms. The magnitude of the task facing the state
argues for it to lead in its reform efforts, not to lag
behind the rest of the pack.

He then acknowledges John Cain's admission that
he tried to do that in his third term but was
frustrated. He goes on to say:
One of the forces which is focusing reform effort on to
the public sector is the fact that other sectors of the
economy have already been subjected to increased
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competitive pressure. Manufacturing protection has
been halved over the last decade and phased
reductions in protection will mean that the majority of
tariffs will be no higher than 5 per cent by the year 2000.
Governments must realise that their performance is a
major consideration of firms faced with large
investment decisions. Firms require stability of policy
direction and governments whose zeal for reform is
equivalent to their own. Our trading industries-

I would include the public service departments are up against intense international competition. They
cannot be expected to succeed if they are burdened by
inefficiency on the home front. It is this realisation
which must condition the search for better performance
from the public sector.

The federal Labor Party recognised that during the
1983 election campaign Bob Hawke, the then federal
Leader of the OppoSition, said:
We intend to try and mirror in our public service the
private sector.

In an article written about that, Mr Hawke said:
... a 'leaner more efficient public sector' based on 'best
private sector practice' was an essential precursor to a
restructured Australian economy. Demanding that the
bureaucracy became tough and hard nosed in the
essential drive towards economic restructuring ...
In the minister's words, the government intended to
give a lead to the private sector through increased
efficiency and better work practices. Legislative
changes facilitated retrenchments and redeployment
and devolved significant powers to departmental heads.

All that has been seen by the opposition's brothers in
Canberra; it is Wlderstood by those who are outside
the purview of this small Labor enclave in Victoria.
Their brothers and sisters in other states have seen it,
so if they do not wake up soon they will simply be
disregarded by the Australian public. They are
watchdogs, but watchdogs that bark at anything
that raises its head will never be trusted.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.05 p.m.
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The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the house that I
have given permission for still photographs to be
taken during question time today. No additional
lighting or flashlights will be used.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Privatisation: SEC
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Treasurer to his recent overseas trip, and I
ask: will he inform the house whether he gave
guarantees to potential buyers of electricity
companies that the coalition government would
allow electricity prices to increase in real terms
beyond the year 2000?
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - The answer is
very Simple: no.

Industry: policy
Or DEAN (Berwick) - Will the Minister for
Industry and Employment inform the house of
recent developments in relation to industry policy in
Victoria?
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I thank the honourable member not
just for his question but also for his deep interest in
the subject He is one member who, Wllike the
normally muted jackals opposite, is making a real
contribution to the refurbishing of Victoria.
I am very pleased today to annOWlce that at least
another 130 new jobs will be created as a result of
two new Victorian investments. They come at a most
appropriate time because we have heard a great deal
about the need for new investment and the need to
create new long-term jobs, something we all want.
I am always keen to talk about the success of the
government's program in commWlity-based
employment and I am proud to say that we have
created apprOximately 10 000 jobs as a consequence
of these programs. We have done it at the lowest
cost per capita of any state in the commonwealth
and in the most efficient way possible. I am even
more proud of the state's industry policy and what it
has been delivering for Victoria.
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Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr GUDE - Captain Plastic over here says
nothing. You are transparent, manipulative - a
rubber man! Stand up, Captain Plastic!
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the minister
that he must use the correct terms when addressing
another member of the house. U the minister ignores
my direction I shall call the next speaker.
Mr GUDE - Some 60 jobs will be created in
South Melbourne as a consequence of a commitment
made by the insurance and financial services
software company, Continuum Australia Ltd. This
afternoon I will meet with the managing director of
that company and we will make a detailed joint
announcement.

In the near future I will be able to announce that 75
jobs will be created in Laverton North as a result of
an Asian company value adding to our raw
materials and investing several millions of dollars in
the western suburbs. It is a very important
investment.
These are Significant investments because I know
that members on both sides of the house are rightly
concerned about the level of unemployment that
exists in the western and northern suburbs of
Melbourne.
Let us be clear about how this has occurred. These
investments have come about as a consequence of
the recession we had to have and of the economic
vandalism of the Australian Labor Party when in
government for a decade in this state. This
government's policy is all about laying the
foundation.
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr GUDE - It is something that you would
never have heard of, sonny! You must put down the
foundations before you put on the roof. I know it is
hard for you to understand. In short, the
government is repairing the damage that was done
to the western suburbs in the Cain-Kimer years.
Sadly, when the Premier recently announced that
some 600 new jobs would be created by Martin
Dawes Telecommunications in Footscray the Labor
Party in that area knocked it and whinged and
moaned. All the Leader of the Opposition does is
knock and knock. All the opposition does is tear

down the bridges that are being built in the interests
of Victorians.
These investments are what the Kennett government
is all about - building a real future for Victorians
toward the years 2001 and 2050.
As bad as all of that might seem the government has
now unearthed some new information in relation to
industry policy. We find out that the current Leader
of the OppOSition, the sandwich shop owner's
assistant opposite - and it is interesting because we
have Captain Plastic, Jim, and the Forger - The SPEAKER - Order! I have already
cautioned the minister.
Mr GUDE - But they make up the front row.
Now, let us see how bizarre the plarming of their
industrial policy is. A Mr Bruce Cohen, an adviser
for the opposition - Mr Batchelor - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
I refer to standing order no. 127. It is clear that the
minister is debating the question and he ought to be
brought back to order.
The SPEAKER - Order! I uphold the point of
order and ask the minister to come back to the
question.
Mr GUDE - I remind the house that the
question related to the recent developments on
industrial policy in this state. Nothing is more
relevant than what I am about to reveal, because it is
all about industry policies.
Mr Bruce Cohen, who works for the Leader of the
Opposition, recently wrote a letter to Craig Cook, an
employee of CRA Ltd, asking for assistance in the
development of research and development policies.
It is an interesting letter, which reads:
DearCraig,
Please find enclosed a brief description of the type of
paper 1 am seeking on research and development. This
represents a general guide only.

You wouldn't have expected much more from that
lot than a general guide, would you?
I think it is consistent with our previous discussions.

He states further on:
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... a draft (based) on the papers you sent last year by
late February / early March would be fantastic.
Finally, and most importantly, thanks for helping. It's
much appreciated.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I remind honourable
members that they are wasting their own question
time. Will the minister please conclude his answer.
Mr GUDE - The people of Victoria will at least
be pleased that one member of the staff of the
Leader of the Opposition is concentrating on policy
because the others are concentrating on personality
assassination and, given the description of the policy
document that Mr Cohen is seeking, I am happy to
give them back their letter. I am happy to give them
the research and development policy and I am
happy to give them the industry policy.

Pri va tisa lion: SEC
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - Will
the Premier guarantee that a coalition government
will not allow electricity prices to increase in real
terms beyond the year 2000?
Mr KENNFIT (Premier) - Firstly, I am pleased
that the Leader of the Opposition recognises, based
on his performance and importantly the
performance of his staff over the past week, tha t this
side of the house will be in government beyond the
year 2000. Today we have seen the white flag of
surrender -you are clearly no leader. You clearly
have no understanding of the issues. You are not
supported by your backbench and, as the Treasurer
said-Mr Brumby - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
on the question of relevance, the question asked of
the Premier is very straightforward: will he give a
guarantee that beyond the.year 2000 there will be no
increases in electricity prices in real terms? It is easy
enough for the Premier; we need either the answer
yes or no.
The SPEAKER - Order! I uphold the point of
order and I ask the Premier to come back to the
question.
Mr KENNFIT - I made a mistake in my answer
before. In fact, it really means that the Leader of the
Opposition has accepted that we are going to win
the election in 1996 and in the year 2000 - in other

words, two elections! Based on your performance
here today I think the public who have observed
these proceedings will understand why.
Mr Batchelor interjected.
Mr KENNETf - Not the printing of electoral
cards? My colleague the Treasurer answered the first
inane question from the Leader of the OppOSition by
stating that we can give that guarantee to the year
2000.
Mr Brumby - What about beyond 2000?
Mr KENNETf - And beyond. On behalf of the
Victorian government, I say beyond the year 2000.
And on behalf of many of my colleagues who will
still be here - I suppose I will be heading for my
ninth year as Premier - I give that guarantee as
well.
We will actually live through the next four years,
beyond the year 2000 to make sure we deliver it. I
will welcome the Victorian community and the
opposition into the 21st century under a responsible
coalition government that will continue to be
opposed by a miserable leader who does not have
the courage of his convictions to lead with decency
on a personal or political basis.

Bus services: Craigiebum
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - Will the Minister for
Public Transport infonn the house of the transport
arrangements for schoolchildren at Craigieburn and
whether any individual involved in the protest
outside Parliament House organised by the local
residents association has political links?
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - I
thank my colleague for a question on a very
important issue. I received in my office on the 10th
of last month a fax in handwriting headed 'Urgent'.
It states:
Your prompt telephone response to this urgent letter
would be appreciated.

It had the name of Nerrida on the front sheet. I can
assure the house that all of this will become relevant.
The letter was from the honourable member for Yan
Yean.1t states, in part, that he wishes me to meet a
deputation to discuss issues involving changesthat is his word - to the school bus system for
children in the Craigieburn area. He goes on to state:
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I ask that you attend to this as a matter of urgency, as
parents have crucial safety concerns regarding the new
system.

1 have to say I could not recall that we had made
changes to the system out there, which was
inherited from the Labor Party. It gets better! We
then received a follow-up fax. Again. the fax header
was signed by Nerrida. It sought that an
appointment be arranged as a matter of urgency.
The letter from the honourable member for Yan
Yean referred to transport for children travelling out
of Craigiebum to attend secondary schools and it
also indicated 'changes'. He continued:
As the new system is causing many problems and
posing a potential safety risk - -
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Mr BROWN - Any changes that occurred were
the direct result of Labor government policy, and
that policy continues unabated. Correspondence
from the former Minister for Transport,
Peter Spyker, confinns the policy, which continues
to this day.
I wrote in succinct terms to the honourable member
for Yan Yean indicating that the policy was that of
the former Labor government, and I made it clear
that the policy had not been changed. I said that I
supported the process put in place by the former
Laborgovernment.
Next an organisation called the Craigieburn
Residents Association faxed material: this fax was
sent to the media on the header of the electorate
office of the honourable member for Yan Yean. This
press statement wilfully tells lies.

again he asked for an urgent meeting.

Honourable members interjecting.
My office then received a threat of retaliatory action
from the honourable member's office if I did not
respond within 24 hours. That is strange behaviour
indeed! However, I have not lost much sleep since
receiving that telephone call.
I decided I had better find out what changes had
been made that I could not recall. I called in the
senior PTC people involved in the school bus area
and they informed me that the only recent decision
on this matter was made by the former Labor
government, and they provided me with a letter
from the former Premier - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER -Order! It is difficult for the
Chair to appreciate the passion that the question is
creating. I ask all members to remain silent and I ask
the minister to conclude his answer.

Mr BROWN - This is an important public issue!
This press release, which was sent far and wide by
the honourable member for Yan Yean, using
taxpayers' funds, lies, distorts and misleads the
schoolchildren and their parents in the area. In part,
the message from the president of the Craigieburn
Residents Association, Ms Nerrida Jolly, says - -

An Honourable Member - Who is Nerrida?

Mr BROWN - I will come to Nerrida. It is clear
that Nerrida is the president of the Craigieburn
Residents Association, who at taxpayers' expense
sent this fax to most media outlets in Victoriamore communication that purportedly was from the
association but was sent at taxpayers' cost from the
fax machine in the honourable member's office.1lle
fax dealt with school bus protests. It states:
For further information, call Nerrida on 408 7388.

Mr BROWN - I was prOVided with a letter
signed by a former Labor Premier, Joan Kimer,
setting out chapter and verse the new policy for
buses in that area and spelling out its virtues. In no
way, shape or form has that policy been changed by
our government. It gets worse!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The house will come to
order. There are a few members who are making the
job of the Chair very difficult: the honourable
members for MOmington and Mordialloc and a few
others in that corner, as well as those on my left.

I then pulled out the telephone listing for
electorates - Mr Batchelor interjected.
The SPEAKER -Order! The house will come to
order. The Minister for Public Transport has 1
minute to conclude his answer.
Mr BROWN - As I have only 1 minute I will
have to be relatively brief. The tragic truth is that I
was halfway through informing the house of this
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It is well known in this place that it must be
withdrawn instantly, and I ask him to withdraw.
Mr Brumby - I withdraw.

Mr BROWN - And aided and abetted by you!
You probably printed the brochures! The telephone,
stationery, staff time and fax macltine -all were at
taxpayers' expense. The Labor Party front group
suggests in its literature that interested persons
should telephone the office of the honourable
member for Yan Yean for Labor Party information.

Mr KENNETr - I repeat, I do not know who the
head of DOS Needham is. 1 cannot recall his or her
name. If the honourable member wants to give me
the name of the person it might assist me, but all I
can tell the house is that the process of the
commwtication campaign has been conducted in the
normal way. It has gone out to tender.

In recent days we have seen the Labor Party sink to
the gutter and do many grubby things in its interest.
This is another example of it using well-meaning
citizens - the parents and excellent children, who
are away from school for one day - because this
Labor Party front group is funded by the taxpayers
and backed by the despicable honourable member
for Yan Yean, who has misled that commwtity and
therefore done the wrong thing.

Mr Brumby - Did you meet with Tom Dery?
Mr KENNETr - So you did know the name of
the person!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETr - So you did know. If Mr Tom
Dery, the name that is now being supplied by the
Leader of the Opposition, is the head of - -

DDB Needham
Mr BRUMBY (leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the government's $1.5 million
advertising campaign on the sale of the SEC and I
ask: is it a fact that the head of DOS Needham met
with the Premier prior to Christmas to solicit some
new work from the government and that this
·lucrative contract was handed to DOS Needham
Melbourne Pty Ltd by none other than
Mr Peter Bennett, the former chairman of DOS
Needham?
Mr KENNETr (Premier) - Firstly, to help me
answer the question: who is the head of DDB
Needham?
Mr Brumby - You ought to know!.
Mr KENNETr - Who is it?
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETr - I have no idea who is the head
of DOS Needham.

Mr Batchelor - You don't know if he is the head
or not?
Mr KENNETI - To be quite honest, 1 don't
know. I have no idea. I meet a lot of people in the
course of my business, which would surprise - Mr Batchelor interjected.
Mr KENNEIT - I beg your pardon.
The SPEAKER - Order! Will the Premier please
take a seat. The opposition has asked a question. 1
ask its members to listen to the answer in silence, not
through a barrage of interjections.
Mr KENNETI - The honourable member for
Thomastown said I gave a contract for $1.5 million
and I don't know who it is. I don't give contracts. I
haven't given one. It all goes through due process. It
all goes through the tender board and ultimately the
decision is based on the calibre of the submission
made. If this means - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETr - I beg your pardon, say that
again!
The SPEAKER -Order! The Leader of the
Opposition has used an unparliamentary expression.

Mr KENNETI - I can understand it. If the
Leader of the Opposition doesn't like the answer or
won't accept it he will now probably try to besmirch
the name of the individual who he has indicated is
the head of this agency. That will be the next thing.
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If you have any information you ought to put it
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Mr KENNFIT - Whereabouts?

forward.
Mr Thwaites interjected.
Mr KENNETT - What?
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier will ignore
interjections and the honourable member for Albert
Park will remain silent.
Mr KENNETT -1 am meant to remember
everyone I meet! At times I meet hundreds of people
a day and I don't have a photographic memory.

Mr Brumby - You don't keep a diary, do you?
Mr KENNETT -No, I don't keep a diary. I
might pass on to you why I think. there are very
good reasons that you should never keep diaries.
All I can say is that this contract, like others, has
been correctly and independently handled. If the
Leader of the Opposition can prove anything that is
in any way untoward he should bring it to my
attention. If he can't he ought to apologise, as he
should apologise to Neil Cole. You ought to - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETf - Let us not come in here today
with double standards.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I take it the Premier has
concluded his answer.
Mr KENNETf - Just about.

The SPEAKER - Order! Will the Premier please
take a seat. It is impossible to control the house with
a barrage of interjections across the table. I implore
the Leader of the Opposition, having asked his
question, to cease interjecting. He may not ask
supplementary questions.
Mr Brumby - But he won't answer it

Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and
Vegetable Market
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - Will the Minister
for Agriculture outline to the house what action the
government has undertaken to implement
recommendations of the 1993 review of the
Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market
and, in particular, the need for the market to more
adequately meet the needs of the Victorian flower
industry?
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) -Some time ago I put together a
committee to review the activities and functions of
the wholesale market at West Footscray. The
committee, which was chaired by the honourable
member for Mildura and included a number of other
members of the government coalition, subsequently
made a number of recommendations, many of
which have been implemented.

That action has put the Fresh Centre on a very good
footing under the chainnan of the new board,
Jeremy Gaylard. The board is moving forward in a
very positive way in providing good leadership and
is therefore rightly creating an air of confidence
among both the wholesalers and retailers who now
utilise the Fresh Centre.

Mr Micallef - You're in the gun.
Mr KENNETT - I can only say that this contract
has been awarded through the tender board,
through the official process. At no stage has there
been any interference by me or any other minister.
Mr Brumby - There was a meeting!
Mr KENNETf - When was there a meeting?
Mr Brumby - Before Christmas!
Mr KENNFIT - Where was it?
Mr Batchelor interjected.

One of the recommendations of that committee was
that a separate section should be established at the
Footscray market for the Victorian cut flower
industry. I am pleased to report that today the
executive of the board of the Fresh Centre has acted
on that recommendation and has announced the
creation of a separate section at the Footscray market
for cut flowers which will accommodate something
like 100 wholesalers and retailers.
It is important to examine the statistics of the
Victorian cut flower industry. It accounts for about
50 per cent of the overall national production and
supplies 40 per cent of the domestic market and
25 per cent of Australian export sales. In 1992-93 the
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Victorian industry grossed almost $40 million. It is a
very big industry and a thorough industry. The
growers who participate in the industry have made
enormous inroads in making sure - -

highly politicised public service that exists only to
serve the government of the day, not to serve the
greater public good or the broader interests of
society.

The SPEAKER - Order! There is too much
audible conversation. The honourable member for
Yan Yean will resume his seat or vacate the house.

The SPEAKER - Order! There is too much
movement and noise in the house. Would
honourable members please sit down and be quite
or vacate the chamber.

Mr W. D. McGRATH -Cut flower growers
have displayed enormous leadership and their
substantial industry is contributing significantly to
the return of growth to the economy of Victoria. The
initiative by the market board shows that through
the recommendations of the review committee the
government is prepared to support industry sectors
in the Victorian community to allow them to pursue
their endeavours, make the necessary profits and
thereby provide the long-term jobs that provide
stability in the Victorian economy.

The SPEAKER - Order! Time for questions
without notice has expired.

PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr SHEEHAN (Northcote) - I join with
previous speakers on this side of the house in
opposing the Public Sector Management
(Amendment) Bill. I oppose the bill on the grounds
that it will provide for poor government and, worse
than providing for poor government, because we are
becoming used to that in Victoria, will further erode
confidence in the system of government.
One of the saving graces of a government in this
country has been that regardless of the government
of the day there has always been a sense of
confidence in the system that we have. What the
Public Sector Management (Amendment) Bill does is
fundamentally change that system of government. It
confirms a shift from the Westminster system to a
United States style of a politically appointed public
service.
Without the authority of the electorate this
government has chosen to not just weaken but to
completely dismantle the notion of an independent
public service. What we already have in this state as
a result of the actions of this government, which has
been confirmed by the introduction of this bill, is a

Mr SHEEHAN -lhis bill puts at risk the very
notion of an independent public service. When we
consider the role of the public service in this country
we must understand it exists for two reasons: firstly,
to implement the policy of the government of the
day, and secondly, to serve the public interest and to
protect the public good. lhis should be a creative
tension. At times there should be tension between
those two objectives and at times they should go
hand in hand. Creative tension between the two
objectives will lead to effective government and
probity in public affairs.
When the balance of the tension between the greater
public interest and the implementation of the policy
of the government of the day is destroyed, you have
either anarchy as the public service resists the
elected government of the day and attempts to
sabotage the policy of the government of the day, or
on the other hand you have what many of us feel
you witness in Victoria today -corruption, fear and
repression as the public service toes the government
line.
The only way you can maintain any balance in the
public service between anarchy and resistance on
the one hand and corruption, fear and repression on
the other is by having an independent public
service. The key to an effective public service of
integrity is one that is independent in the sense of
security of tenure, promotion by merit, and freedom
from reprisal.
What we see in this bill and the original act is a
continuing erosion of the integrity and
independence of the public service. An independent
public service is vital to good government. When I
talk about an independent public service I do not
preclude the appropriate role of ministerial advisers
or political advice or the rights of ministers to have
the department head of their choosing.
What it does mean is that the broad base of the
public service and the policy advice and the
expertise in the public service should be
independent of party politics. That is important for a
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nwnber of reasons. Firstly, it is important to
preserve public confidence in dealings with the
bureaucracy. Members of the public should have a
sense of confidence when dealing with the
bureaucracy that they will not be disadvantaged
because of their political views, associations, racial
or religious views or by way of gender.
Politicising the public service, as has happened in
Victoria over the past two years in an
unprecedented way - and this bill intends to
cement that course for the next two years - results
in a massive erosion of public confidence and
dealings with the bureaucracy. Instead of dealing
with an independent officer you are dealing with a
political appointee, one whose job is at risk if he or
she speaks out independently, one who is afraid to
give independent advice and is in absolutely no
position to put the case for an individual before a
minister. They are there entirely to serve the whim
of the minister or, in this case, the Premier of the day.
The independence of the public service is
fundamental to that sense of confidence in dealing
with the bureaucracy. Independence of the public
service preserves the integrity of advice, which
provides the basis for implementing policy, the
legality of policy, the appropriate processes to
follow when implementing policy, the legitimacy of
public concerns and the issues of probity involved.
All of those are very strong reasons for having an
independent public service to ultimately preserve
the quality and integrity of advice.
Mr Weideman interjected.
Mr SHEEHAN - This is the most disgraceful
politicisation of the public service we have ever
seen. An independent public service is also
important for the protection of the minister. At the
moment ministers are being given advice on the
basis that the advice will please the minister. We see
minister after minister - we saw the Minister for
Public Transport do it toda.y - reply totally
inaccurately to a question from this side of the
house. The Minister for Public Transport did so on
the basis of advice prOVided to him by his staff in the
public service. Why did they give him that advice?
Because they are too afraid to say anything different.
We have the same thing in education, where the
Minister for Education frankly does not have the
facts about what is going on in schools. We have a
health minister who has absolutely no control over
the health system and who has been sidelined by the
Premier. All these things happen because no-one in
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the public service is prepared to give consistent,
good quality adVice. They tell the minister and the
Premier what they think that minister or the Premier
want to hear.
The basic reasons for an independent public service
are ultimately the efficiency, effectiveness and
probity of government and confidence in the system
of governmenl Confidence in the system of
government is more important than confidence in
the government of the day, because if we lose
confidence in the system the fabric of our democratic
processes will fall apart very quickly. Yet what does
this bill do? This bill has two purposes. One is to
explicitly politicise the public service. I am not
referring to a ministerial adviser or the head of a
department, because I have no objection to such
appointments. This bill will politicise the length and
breadth of the public service. Every appointment in
the public service is now beholden not to the head of
the department, not to the public service board and
not to the minister, but to the Premier!
The purpose of the bill is to ensure that this Premier
has all power concentrated in his hands. Not most,
but all! We know the way he dominates the Liberal
Party and the poor old National Party, whose
members are skulking off to the bush this afternoon.
Now he has complete control over the public service
without any reference to any safeguards at all.
It is important to note the form of direct control over
the department heads. No longer are they to be
appointed by the Governor in Council; they will be
directly appointed by the Premier and, if necessary,
sacked by the Premier. lbat makes the department
heads answerable to the Premier and not to their
own ministers. 1bat is hardly the stuff of good
government and is not consistent with a system of
good govenunent.
lbat is particularly important when given the nature
of the Premier of Victoria. The powers in this bill put
into the hands even of any reasonable person would
be enough to turn his head and make him think he
had no reason to answer to the people of Victoria or
to his own party. However, in the hands of this
erratic and irresponsible man, who is so arrogant
and ruthless in the exercise of his power, this bill is
absolute dynamite. The temptations for this man
who knows no ethical constraint or for whom there
are no boundaries of political behaviour are
enonnous.
Today during question time the Leader of the
Opposition asked the Premier about government
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advertising. The Premier again not only failed to
respond to the Leader of the Opposition but in my
view misled the house.
Look at the treatment of the Minister for Health and
the relationship which has developed there. It took
two years for the Minister for Health to bring the
health system to its knees. The head of the
department, Or John Paterson, is the architect of
changes in the health system but is cunning enough
to know that his relationship with the Minister for
Health is not important as is the relationship to be
developed with King Kong himself. He has said to
King Kong, 'We can fix this. Sideline the Minister for
Health and I will give you a plan to fix the system in
50 years'. Who else but the Premier would fall for a
plan to fix the system in 50 years?
Simply because the head of the department is not
responsible to his minister and because the Minister
for Health does not have effective control over her
department, we have an extraordinary situation
where the Premier walks in, makes the head of that
department directly responsible to him and has him
produce a wild plan to fix the health system in 50
years!
It is not only the nature of the bill itself and the
concentration of powers in the hands of this erratic
and extreme man that causes concern; it is the nature
of the man himself. To give him more powers in
these circwnstances is to threaten Victoria with
wider devastation of the political processes, to
further erode the probity of government and faith in
the system of government that exists in Victoria.
The opposition may have some confidence that
some constraint may be imposed on the Premier if
the government had any sort of record of accepting
independent advice. However, we know that is not
possible and we know the government is completely
unable and unwilling to accept independent public
advice.
The record of disregard of all the conventions of the
Westminster system includes the complete rejection
of independent advice and the terrorisation of
potential, independent witnesses, as evidenced by a
number of examples including the attacks on the
Director of Public Prosecutions, the sacking of Moira
Rayner, the sacking of the then Accident
Compensation Tribunal judges, the sacking of
members of the Employee Relations Commission
and the sacking of George Brouwer. The sacking of
George Brouwer is a fine example. As the head of
the Department of Business and Employment
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George Brouwer pursued what in his view was a
correct course of action. We understand he had the
support of the minister.
Mr Gude - You might be wrong.
Mr SHEEHAN - What happened? George got
the sack! The Premier did not like the action and
needed a scapegoat That is a replay of the situation
in the health portfolio and across the bureaucracy
where the heads of departments do not respond
either to the public good or to the minister of the day
but to this Premier.
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr SHEEHAN - Do you want to add further
evidence?
Mr Gude - I do not think it would stand up to
close scrutiny.
Mr SHEEHAN - We will agree with the rest,
though.
Further evidence of the unwillingness of the
government to accept independent advice is the
attempt to force the resignation of Greg Levine; the
placing of department heads on contracts; using
public servants in the political debate; amending the
constitution 50 times to prevent judicial review from
the Supreme Court; coercing public servants to sign
employment contracts that reduce their rights and
conditions; sacking local government councillors;
and creating a climate of fear in the health and
education portfolios. The list goes on and on.
This government has either dismissed, intimidated
or victimised any person or any organisation that
attempts to offer independent advice. 1his bill is a
further erosion of any source of independent advice
to the government. Ultimately, this legislation will
be to the disadvantage of the government and
Victorians because at the end of the day theJack of
independence and integrity and the sort of
self-serving advice the government wants and from
which it draws comfort leads to poor advice.
The way for people to climb the ladder is to tell a
minister, and particularly the Premier, what he
wants to hear. That makes the government feel
comfortable today, but they will find the process
results in poor quality decisions for which they will
then pay the price. We have innumerable instances
of poor decision-making processes.
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Allow me to reflect for a moment on the Northland
Secondary College decision. What minister or
Premier would have made the decision to
relentlessly pursue that issue? Only ministers given
poor quality and self-serving advice would have
sought to pursue the Northland issue in the way this
government has. Who will stand up to them and
who will tell this Premier something he does not
want to hear? Who will tell him he is wrong? Which
minister will tell the Premier he is wrong? lbat will
not happen.
In a strange way the self-serving advice it so
strongly seeks will be the cause of the government's
own destruction.

Mr Honeywood interjected.
Mr SHEEHAN - I am quite happy to. That
person has served Liberal, then Labor and now
Liberal governments.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Mr SHEEHAN -lbat is the sort of attitude I
expect from the government because it has taken
upon itself the right to pursue individuals who
served the former government. It has pursued them
in a career sense, professionally and personally; it
has libelled and slandered them and has pursued
them relentlessly around the state. That is
unforgivable. I will not forgive you, nor will the
people of Victoria. lbat is precisely what I am
talking about.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Richardson) Order! I ask the honourable member for Warrandyte
to be less passionate.
Mr SHEEHAN - This bill erodes confidence in
our system of government. This is particularly
Significant when people such as the Premier and the
member for Warrandyte are in government, because
they do not consider themselves bound by ethical
constraint or notions of proper process. They pursue
individuals, not just professionally but personally,
simply because those people served the previous
government. If opposition members pursued some
of the government individuals I know of in the same
personal way, we would have a very messy
situation on our hands. If we were to tip buckets on
individuals and pursue them in the personal way
that troglodytes like the Premier and the member for
Warrandyte think is acceptable, Victoria would be in
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an even worse situation. The sustained personalised
and professional attacks on members of the public
who have done no more and no less than serve the
government of the day have eroded confidence in
our system of government In their outrageous
pursuit of individuals they have held up to ridicule
any semblance of decent process.
The precise problem with the bill is that it empowers
people like the member for Warrandyte - as well as
the likes of King Kong. There are no constraints. You
would not dare tell the Premier he was wrong.
Heads of departments will not tell him he is wrong
and the caucus will not tell him he is wrong.
Here comes the honourable member for Monbulk, a
man who is just about to collect his pension cheque.
You are not going to last here very long; you will be
back in the north-west shortly!
One of the things we on this side of the house draw
great strength from is the complete stupidity of the
government backbench. King Kong can say you will
win more seats at the next election, but it is all
slipping away from underneath you, boys! Two
years into his first term this man is the most
unpopular Premier in Australian post-war history.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The member
for Northcote might perhaps like to return to the bill.
I think he has made his point.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
The ACfING SPEAKER - Order! The member
for Warrandyte wil1 restrain himself.
Mr SHEEHAN - He certainly needs restraining.
The problem with the Public Sector Management
(Amendment) Bill, Mc Acting Speaker, is that it
imposes absolutely no constraints on the Premier.
He can hire and fire at will. Absolutely no
consideration has been given to seeking
independent advice. You will rue the day ~and
Roux the day might well be the term, might it not,
Mr Deputy Leader? - that you appointed some of
the people you have, that you failed to observe
proper process and that you were given unfettered
power. Without independent advice and without
some sense of integrity, you will make mistake after
mistake after mistake. You will rue the day!
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Mr SHEEHAN -It is interesting that the people
who are running Treasury Corp are the same people
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who ran it when I was there. I think they are all
members of the liberal Party, actually!

their little perks as chairmen of committees. 1bere is
absolutely no constraint on this man!

The reasons why we oppose the bill are well
demonstrated. It gives power to people who are
incapable of exercising power and who are
incapable of observing any ethical standards. In
terms of the old saying 'power corrupts and absolute
power corrupts absolutely', the bill is another step in
that direction-It concentrates more power in the
hands of the Premier, and there is absolutely no
countervailing force in the government 'That does
not fuss me, because it is the most corrupt,
disgraceful and vengeful government in Victoria's
history. I have never seen the likes of it. The sooner
they come down the better; and the tighter they grip
that handful of sand the more quickly the power
will flow through their fingers. I really do not care
about that.

It is not just about the bill itself and what it means; it
is also about the nature of the person in whom the
power resides and the inability and the complete
spinelessness of government members, who are not
prepared to take on the Premier on matters of
considerable public importance. Not one of them is
prepared to stand up in the interests of the public
good. They are completely intimidated by the
Premier, as is the public service. The bill simply
cements that situation.

What I care about is the erosion of faith in our
system of government. People are entitled to be
confident that, regardless of their view of the
government of the day, their public service is
independent and not highly politicised and that they
can have access to advice and seek redress in a fair
and reasonable way.lhis legislation takes all of that
away: it increases the power of the Premier and the
executive over the public service; and it reduces the
capacity of senior public servants to give advice
without fear or favour. It is one of the most
dangerous bills that has been introduced into this
Parliament because of its effects on the system of
government and irOnically on the government itself.
Unfortunately, there is no-one in the government
who has sufficient courage or intelligence to say,
'Look, we need some independent advice.'
Somewhere we need someone who is prepared to
say, 'Hey, Jeff, you may be a bit wrong on this, mate;
there may be questions of probity'. lhis government
and probity are a long way apart! There are
questions to be answered about the legality of the
govenunent's policies and the following of
appropriate processes. So many of the problems this
government has had have been the result of
inappropriate or inadequate processes of
consultation and its failure to recognise the
legitimacy of the public's concerns. More than most,
especially because of the particular character of the
Premier, the govenunent needs independent public
service advice. It is certainly not going to get it from
the poor old Nationals, who are finished as a
political force; and it will not come from the
govenunent's own backbench, who depend on the
Premier almost entirely for their preselections or

Debate adjourned until next day.

The AcrlNG SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member's time has expired.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr GUDE
(Minister for Industry and Employment).

DEFENCE RESERVES
RE-EMPLOYMENT BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 8 December 1994; motion of
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport)
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - The opposition
supports the thrust of and the provisions contained
in the Defence Reserves Re-Employment Bill.
Although I have not had a proper briefing on the
bill, it looks fairly simple and quite straightforward.
I expect that the government would have consulted
widely with the major interest groups: the RSL, the
defence reserves and so on. On that basis I believe it
is appropriate, and the opposition fully supports it
The Defence Reserves Re-Employment Bill amends
the old Discharged Servicemen's Preference Act of
1943. For those who have not been around long
enough to have seen its application, that act applied
to those who had been away on active service - the
original legislation was introduced during World
War II -and had applied to re~nter the work force.
It provided affirmative action by giving
ex-servicemen preference in employment over
others applying for the same jobs who did not go
away on active service. In the main the act was
applied by state govenunent instrumentalities like
the SEC, the Gas and Fuel Corporation and various
other instrumentalities.
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Some years ago when I worked for the Melbourne
City Council it had a cell of returned servicemen. As
a union official I consistently negotiated with that
group because it was quite progressive and would
always come to the appropriate union to negotiate
those sorts of issues where ex-servicemen were
competing for jobs.
I suppose times were a bit different then: there were
quite high levels of employment and in the main
there was not quite the same competition for jobs.
The ex-servicemen seemed to be attracted to
government instrumentalities and the act provided
successful programs to look after those who had
served their country. From that point of view the act
filled the spot at the time.
The only criticism one could have is that it was
called the Discharged Servicemen's Preference Act,
when we all know that in the Second World War
both men and women served this country. In not
acknowledging the role of women I suppose it
illustrated the rhetoric and views of the time. The
new board that has been set up will accurately
reflect the change in attitude that now prevails.
The bill also expands the coverage of the act to
include men and women who are active in the
armed forces reserves. We are becoming more and
more reliant upon highly skilled core defence
services backed up by highly skilled and competent
reservists, who may even include members of
Parliament in some areas - the minister agrees.
People go about their daily business in their
professions, trades and so on, and at night or in
various blocks of training during the year
complement that with defence force training - it
may be as engineers or as army reservists - but
they complement the highly skilled and professional
full-time defence force we have.
These people need to be protected so that if they
spend time away completing block training or
upgrading their skills with the armed forces as
reservists, their job security and career paths are not
threatened. The bill provides for those situations,
and that is commendable.
The way the government reacts to many of these
issues is the reason that we on this side of the house
support the retention of awards and the like.
Although one would think that employers would
fully support people who give time and service to
their country either by doing active service or going
overseas in a peacekeeping force for the honour of
serving their country, some employers do not take
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that into account in relation to job security and
career paths. Therefore these provisions are needed
to safeguard those personnel.
I see a parallel in the need for awards and other
regulations such as occupational health and safety
regulations and superannuation regulations that
need to be policed very effectively because there is a
group of WlSCIUpulous employers out there who
will not play cricket they will exploit, get out of
their obligations or become irrational in the way
they relate to people who need to be protected and
who have given good service. Those are the key
points.
We are starting to see a proliferation of small
peacekeeping and humanitarian operations with
Australian armed forces overseas in places like
Somalia and Cambodia. They include very
professional and skilled people. I have been to many
functions at the Springvale Town Hall where I have
met members of the Cambodian peacekeeping force.
The community, especially the Khmer community in
Springvale, have put on many functions to honour
those who go across to Cambodia to serve in
peacekeeping forces. They are obviously very fine
and committed people and they deserve to have the
full support not only of their country but of their
employers. The provisions in this bill will allow that
to be done.
It is also being supported by a new Defence

Reserves Re-Employment Board which replaces the
old ex-servicemen's board. The change in name
reflects the changing views of society. If the
regulations that are set out under this bill are
breached, the board can advise the minister on a
range of specific or general issues as they arise. It
will continue to deal with persons who have
eligibility under the original 1943 act.
The bill also spells out the qualifications clause for
those reservists who come under the ambit of the
board. They are to be on either active service or
full-time service directly connected with overseas
operations. I think we will tend to see more of these
peacekeeping forces utilised overseas as Australia
has a responsibility as a country that is relatively
secure, highly skilled and by world standards quite
well off in its standard of living. I jOin with those on
the government side in supporting the people in the
armed services, the Returned and Services League
and other groups in the community who support the
legislation before the house.
Debate interrupted.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
ASSEMBLY
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The ACflNG SPEAKER (Mr Richardson) Order! I wish to make an aIUlouncement before
calling the next speaker. The resolution of the house
to adjourn the previous bill, the Public Sector
Management (Amendment) Bill, until tomorrow
succeeded an earlier resolution of the house that the
same legislation would pass through the house by
4 o'clock this day. Therefore, the adjournment of the
Public Sector Management (Amendment) Bill is until
later this day, not tomorrow. In accordance with the
previous resolution of the house, it will be passed
through all its remaining stages at 4 o'clock this day.

DEFENCE RESERVES
RE-EMPLOYMENT BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr PERRIN (Bulleen) - I rise in support of the
Defence Reserves Re-Employment Bill, important
legislation that I am pleased has the support of both
sides of the house. I reitera te the purpose of the bill
as set out in clause 1:
The main purpose of this act it to protect the civilian
employment of part-time members of the Reserve
Forces who have completed certain periods of full-time
service. The act also provides for the continuation of
the rights given by the Discharged Servicemen's
Preference Act 1943.

The bill has two important aspects. First, it
encourages people in our community to become
members of the reserve defence forces. We would all
agree that it is excellent for an act to do that. It does
that by supporting reservists' current employment
rights. Second, it encourages voluntaryism in the
community. It encourages.ordinary members of the
community to give up some of their spare time to
the defence reserves. Again that would be warmly
supported by both sides of the house. It is important
for our society that people are prepared to volunteer
their services.
Honourable members will no doubt be aware that of
late the reserve defence forces have been involved in
exercises mainly of a peacekeeping nature.
Honourable members will remember that Australia
sent a naval force to participate in the United
Nations peacekeeping action in the Gulf War. As I
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understand it, that involved some members of the
reserve forces. In Rwanda and Cambodia the two
expeditionary exercises undertaken by Australia in
support of the United Nations involved the army
and its reserve forces. No doubt there will be
increasing numbers of such peacekeeping forces in
the future as Australia honours its international
obligations as a member of the United Nations.
Another interesting aspect of the bill is that it
protects the traineeships of reservists who have to
serve overseas. If they have to go away, they can be
assured that they will be able to continue with their
traineeships on their return. that is a great incentive
for them. Honourable members would agree that
there is widespread community support of the
United Nations peacekeeping exercises Australia has
been involved in over the past few years. Those
exercises involve not only regular army and navy
persoIUlel but also reservists, and the bill will be of
some protection to the reservists.
I point out that the provisions of the Discharged
Servicemen's Preference Act 1943 are still in place.
Nothing is changing in that regard. All regular
army, navy and air force pecsoIUlel who served, say,
in the Second World War, Korea, MalaYSia, Vietnam
or Brunei continue to be covered by the protections
in the original act.
An interesting feature of the bill is the incentives
given to employers to support the people in our
defence reserves. The bill applies to employers in
both the public and the private sector. Just as there
are incentives, there are some disincentives, too, for
employers who may want to do the wrong thing.
There is up to a $50 000 fine for employers who do
not re-employ a defence reservist who has gone
away serving Australia.
Another important aspect of the bill is that the board
will be restructured. It will have new duties that are
clearly outlined in the bill, something I am sure
board members will relish. I understand fram the
minister's second-reading speech that the existing
board members will continue. lhat decision is good
and should be supported by the house because those
board members are very experienced. The bill
expands the functions of the board, making them
more relevant to today'S environment. In particular,
it makes it easier to include new peacekeeping forces
that may become available in the future by
removing impediments preventing the participation
of reservists.
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In conclusion, there is strong support for the bill. I

understand that the Returned and Services League
has been a strong advocate and supporter of the bill.
The existing board has supported the proposed
amendments. The bill sends to the general
community an important message: we support
reservists, voluntaryism and people who are
prepared to give up their spare time and who may
eventually go away on behalf of the people of
Australia. We want to send a message that we
support both the enlisted personnel and the
reservists who are called away to partidpate in these
peacekeeping forces. All of them are entitled to
guarantees that their job and promotion prospects
will be preserved so that they can go away with a
clear conscience and do their job, as I am sure they
will without any problems.
We must encourage those who serve their country
and we must support volunteers. Reservists in the
community can rest assured that the Parliament
supports their excellent work. They give up their
spare time and when called away put themselves in
personal danger. We send a message that the
Parliament strongly supports everything they do as
part of the defence forces of Australia.
Mr WELLS (Wantima) -It gives me great
pleasure to join the debate on the Defence Reserves
Re-employment Bill. I support the comments of the
honourable members for Springvale and Bulleen. In
particular, I support the comments made by the
honourable member for Springvale that the bill is
necessary because of unscrupulous employers. It is
difficult to believe that a reservist can be called up
and sent overseas only to find that when he returns
to take up his normal position or employment his
employer no longer wishes to employ him and
leaves him on the scrap heap. That is incredibly
unfair.
This bill is about a fair go for defence reservists who

have given up their time. Some of those people may
have full-time employment and are called up to go
overseas to work in peacekeeping forces. They
might be called up at any time and required to travel
anywhere. In recent times we have seen
peacekeeping forces in Namibia, Somalia and
Kuwait. It is a very difficult time for those men and
women who are called up - sometimes at short
notice. They have family commitments as well as
sporting and community commitments. They must
all be put on hold for periods of up to and longer
than three months.
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Great stress is placed on families - especially young
families - with the spouse travelling overseas. 1be
last thing those reservists need is to have concerns
about their employment. They need to be in a
position where they can travel overseas and come
back to find they still have their jobs. I heard of a
situation in the recent past where a person travelled
overseas -to Kuwait I think -and came back to
one of the hospitals to find that his position was no
longer available. That was devastating after a stint
overseas.
These days it is more sensible that we rely on
full-time employed reservists who perhaps work as
surgeons or specialist doctors in hospitals. It is of
little value to have the army employ them because
they would not have opportunities to maintain their
skills. It makes sense that we use those people who
are working full-time in the hospital. We can use
them at any time and send them away fully skilled
and briefed on the latest operations. It makes good
sense.
The bill provides that an eligible reservist employed
in Victoria under contracts of employment
immediately before commencing the period of
qualifying service may, within three months after
completing the period of qualifying service, apply in
the prescribed form to his or her employer or former
employer to resume work or be reinstated in
employment, according to whether or not his or her
employment has terminated.
The minister has the power to extend the
three-month period in exceptional circumstances.
TIlat is commonsense because if a person comes
back from overseas and has an injury he or she has
received during the time away that person needs
time to get fit so he or she can resume employment
as soon as possible. As the honourable members for
Springvale and Bulleen have mentioned,
WlSCrupulous employers could face a fine of up to
$50 000 if they do not re-employ those people. That
is just being fair.
An employer needs to be able to reinstate the eligible
reservists in employment in the pOSition in which
they were employed immediately before the
commencement of the qualifying period, or in a
more favourable position in which they would have
been employed if they had not been absent. The
reservists should also be re-employed under
conditions not less favourable them than those that
would have applied if they had not been absent.
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Obviously, the employer also needs to be protected
from a reservist who is not playing ball- that is,
that he or she has been absent but not due to a
qualifying period. For instance, if a reservist does
not like his job and decides he needs a holiday in
Queensland, he cannot claim to be in a qualifying
period. In those particular cases, the employer has
protection against someone who is not playing ball.
This legislation sets up the Defence Reserves

Re-employment Board. The function of the board is
to actively assist employers and employees to
understand and implement the provisions of the bill.
The new board will consist of three well qualified
and highly recommended people. Further functions
of the board are to give advice or make
recommenda tions to the minister on ma tters
relevant to the re-employment of eligible reservists.
It will also assist members of the reserve forces to
regain employment after completing a period of
qualifying service, investigate alleged
contraventions of the proposed act and, with the
authorisation of the minister, prosecute for offences
against the proposed act.
As mentioned before, all reservists must be eligible
to receive the protection of the bill. It will not be
automatic that any absence from a job will trigger
coverage by the legislation. The time away will need
to be on service in connection with a declared
operation in a defined area.
Clauses 5 and 6 provide that the reservist must have
been on active service or spent minimum time on
full-time service directly connected with overseas
operations or conflicts. Along with those who have
spoken preViously, I strongly support the legislation.
I believe it is very important that we encourage
people to join the reserves so that Australia can
participate with the United Nations and carry out its
responsibility in areas of conflict overseas.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
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SPORTS DRUG TESTING BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 8 December 1994; motion of
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing).
Mrs WILSON (Dandenong North) - The
opposition supports the bill and is committed to the
eradication of the use of drugs in sport. The Sports
Drug Testing Bill is a flow-on from the
establishment of the Australian Sports Drug Agency
in 1990 by the commonwealth government. The
agency was established in response to the
recommendations of a Senate standing committee on
environment, recreation and the arts and an inquiry
from the minister into drugs in Australian sport. The
agency is vested with the responsibility for the
conduct of comprehensive drug testing and
education programs for Australian sport.
Subsequent to the establishment of the agency, the
commonwealth government introduced the
Australian Sports Drug Agency Bill in 1990. It was
an exercise in putting the cart before the horse.
This bill sought to establish the agency as a statutory
authority and separate the agency from any direct
involvement with sports administration. The Sports
Drug Testing Bill has been introduced into the
Victorian Parliament with the purpose of ensuring
that a statutory framework exists for the collection of
samples for the purposes of testing state
competitors. That will extend the powers of the
Australian Sports Drug Agency to cover state
competitors representing Victoria.
On behalf of the opposition I make it clear that we
are totally committed to the measures in this bill that
seek to eradicate the use of drugs in sporl We think
the use of performance enhancing substances is
nothing more or less than cheating. It attempts to
prevent the fastest and the fittest or the most skilled
from winning on their merits. It is a perversion of
the purpose of sport, which is to develop healthy
lifestyles and to promote a robust but fair
competitive spirit. It also distorts the bodies of
yOWlg athletes and promotes the notion of winning
at all costs.

It is alien to our concept of an equal contest; and
when instances of drug use occur they represent a
blot on our reputation as a state and a nation of
sports lovers who thrive on fair competition.
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When she introduced the legislation to establish the
Australian Sports Drug Agency, the federal Minister
for Arts, Sport and the Environment said:
I take this opportunity to emphasise the government's
resolve to address the problem of drugs in sport ... It is
totally against the values we have in Australia, the
values of fair play, the values of reward for excellence
and dedication ... We have a proud sporting record that
has been built on the notion of fair play, of the best
athlete winning, not the athlete with the best chemist.

I am sure those sentiments are reflected and shared
by members on both sides of the house. We do not
want sportsmen and women representing Victoria
or Australia who depend on drugs to enhance their
performances and who in doing so gain unfair
advantage. We do not want cheats representing this
state in any of its sporting activities.
The opposition is committed to the aim of the
legislation. When we are in government we will
continue the process established by the
commonwealth government to ensure that illegal
drug use in sport is eradicated. I believe it is
important to differentiate between the different
forms of substance abuse that are prevalent in sport
today. The media attention has unfortunately
focused mainly on anabolic steroid use. But the
reality is that drug testing by the Australian Sports
Drug Agency has fOWld that anabolic steroid use in
Australia is low by international Olympic standards.
Steroid use appears to be confined predominantly to
both professional and recreational body builders
rather than to elite Olympic athletes or those
representing Australia or Victoria in other forums.
Obviously, any drug use will be of concern to health
authorities. It will be of concern to sporting bodies,
but it is Wllikely that resources would be wisely
invested in focusing on the use of anabolic steroids
by state-sponsored athletes.
At the same time, it is important to note that some of
the substances outlawed by sporting authorities are
often found in medication that can be easily
purchased over the cOWlter at any pharmacy. For
example, high levels of caffeine used to enhance
concentration saw pentathlete Alan Watson
disqualified from the Seoul OlympicS. In May 1992
an Australian hockey player was suspended for
testing positive to codeine, which is a very common
analgesiC. The use by an athlete of pain killers, cold
medication or stimulants, all of which are used by
thousands of Australians every day, could, if used in
sufficient quantities, result in suspension or other
disciplinary action. In addition, athletes with
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disabilities or those who suffer from ailments such
as asthma may find that the medications they are
required to take daily to assist with their conditions
place them in contravention of international drug
testing standards.
Sensible formulas need to be devised to
accommodate the special needs of those athletes as
their drug use is driven not by a desire to obtain an
unfair advantage but by sheer medical neceSSity. Of
equal concern is evidence suggesting that the use of
masking agents by athletes to conceal illegal drug
use is increasing. Drug detection will essentially be
driven by available technology. Uke tax evaders,
chemists will devise even more elaborate schemes to
prevent the detection of their client's illegal activities.
Govenunents must be willing to contribute the
necessary resources, particularly financial resources,
to ensure that the agencies responsible for drug
detection have the technical expertise to remain
ahead of those who attempt to obtain an unfair
advantage through drug use.
A growing body of research since the 1970s has
attempted to ascertain why athletes are willing to
risk their long-term health to gain a short-term
competitive advantage. That has probably been the
result of several factors, such as the
commercialisation of sport, which has increased the
media focus on winning and which has also raised
the financial rewards for success. Changes in
chemical technology and the use of masking agents
to prevent the detection of drugs and other illicit
substances have also contributed to an increase in
drug use by athletes.
Studies consistently find that a majority of sports
administrators, doctors, coaches and parents are
opposed to the use of performance enhancing drugs,
the major reasons cited for the opposition being
ethical ones. Research again indicates that the more
competitive or serious an athlete is the more likely it
is that drug use may occur. A synopsis published in
the Health Promotion Jou11UlI of Australiil on a study of
the Australian Sports Drug Agency stated that:
Any decision about drug use was taken with
consideration of how such use would affect
performance and there was a willingness expressed to
use any substance which was not banned and which
reportedly enhanced performance.

The concern I have, and, I am assured, it is shared by
other members, is that when athletes are fully
informed about the potential risks associated with
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drug abuse they accept those risks in the drive for
success and continue to use the substances
regardless of the consequences.
A recent survey published in the International Jounull
of Drug Policy 1993 surveyed 100 top American
athletes. The survey revealed that nearly 55 per cent
of the athletes reported they would be willing to
take a drug that could kill them within a year if it
would assure them an Olympic gold medal. I find
that survey hOrrifying. It is a startling revelation of
the battle that exists between the minority of elite
a thletes who are willing to risk using such
substances and sports administrators in whom is
vested the responsibility of ensuring that sport
remains drug free.
Much of the blame for drug use in sport must lie
with the images presented by the media. Young
athletes are constantly bombarded with images of
perfect bodies, the message being that they are the
only acceptable images for our sportsmen and
women. This adds to the pressure placed on young
people by their peers and the wider community to
conform to often unrealistic expectations. When the
Senate select committee commenced its inquiry into
the use of drugs in sport it received many thousands
of submissions from individuals and organisations.
The report is a volume of more than 1000 pages
containing 65 recommendations, the main
recommendation being the establishment as a
statutory authority of the Australian Sports Drug
Agency, thereby guaranteeing its independence and
allowing for parliamentary scrutiny of its activities.
As the minister said in his second-reading speech,
the main purpose of the bill is to confer on the
Australian Sports Drug Agency functions and
powers to enable it to collect samples from state
competitors and to test those samples for prohibited
drugs or doping methods. At present the agency is
restricted to detecting the use of these substances in
a thletes who represent Australia or who are
receiving assistance from the commonwealth. The
legisla tion will broaden the functions of the agency
and allow it to test those athletes who represent or
who are receiving assistance from the state.
The legislation raises a number of issues. The bill
contains provisions regarding the testing of minors.
The opposition is pleased that the bill does not
preclude the testing of athletes who are under 18
years of age, because young people are taking up
athletics at an earlier age. In fact, the second-reading
speech rightly acknowledges that the best
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performers in some sports are under the age of 18
years.
The opposition's only concern with those provisions
is the capacity of laboratory testing to detect illegal
substances after the notification period outlined in
the bill has expired. We wonder whether, if the test
is to take place in the presence of a parent or some
other appropriate adult and permission must be
obtained, it is possible that traces of drug use may
disappear by the time the procedures have been
completed. It may be possible for a parent or coach
to use the administrative arrangements to
sufficiently delay the testing process so that a
negative result is obtained.
Concerns have been raised with the opposition
regarding sanctions. This bill does not contain
penalties but the commonwealth bill does. Will
sanctions or penalties be imposed on those people
not complying with the legislation? Penalties of
sufficient magnitude are an appropriate way of
ensuring that a sufficiently wide range of diverse
responses are available. It is important that
uniformity should exist where appropriate. The
opposition does not believe that athletes should be
treated differently because they are answerable to
different peak sporting associations.
The issue of privacy has been raised. The opposition
supports the confidentiality requirements that are
essential to maintain the integrity of the provisions
of this bill. However, it is also concerned that the
focus on educating athletes, administrators and
coaches is retained. When my colleague the
honourable member for Footscray had responsibility
for this portfolio he consulted widely with sporting
organisations and this issue was constantly raised
with him. The opposition believes provision for
education as well as enforcement penalties must be
included in any budget allocation that may be made
by the Department of Arts, Sport and Tourism.
Another issue raised with the opposition is.the
question of who will pay for the cost of testing. The
cost of the test is $380 and some small sporting
groups are concerned about that I understand that a
recent meeting of sports and recreation ministers
endorsed the establishment of a working party to
develop a national drugs-in-sports framework. The
working party will comprise an official from each
state and territory as well as representatives from
the Australian Sports Drug Agency and Australian
Sports Commission. The aim of the working party is
to provide a comprehensive, coordinated and
consistent response to drugs in sport. It is reassuring
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to know that Victoria is playing its part in
attempting to deter the use of drugs in sport and, in
cooperation with the commonwealth. is contributing
to a uniform approach.
I conclude by saying that irrespective of which
government is in power we must look at ways of
combating the use of drugs in sport. We need to
educate our young sportsmen and sportswomen,
coaches and administrators about the disastrous
effects of the use of drugs and illegal substances.
Mr WEIDEMAN (Frankston) - The legislation
will allow the Australian Sports Drug Agency to
select and test competitors who represent Victoria in
sports competition or who receive financial
assistance from the Victorian government. I declare
a pecuniary interest because the minister appointed
me Chairman of the Victorian Sports Drug
Education Committee. The committee has worked
through many of the problems and debated many of
the issues being raised today. It is unfortunate that
time for this debate is limited because many of my
colleagues want to comment on aspects of the bill.
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athletes take part in some sports - for example,
athletes of 8 to 10 years of age in the case of
gymnastics, and from 14 years up in the case of
Swimming. It is important that the provisions take
that into consideration.

It is interesting to note the areas in which one should
be careful. The drugs include stimulants, narcotics,
anabolic steroids, diuretics and peptides.

The SPEAKER - Order! The time for me to
interrupt business has arrived.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading

The Victorian Sports Drug Education Unit especially Mrs Suzanne Henderson and Ms Debbie
Humphries -has worked in conjunction with the
Australian Sports Drug Agency. Located at the
Victorian Institute of Sport, the unit has been
involved for some years in a program of education
for elite sportspersons involving coaches and
athletes. The issues being raised today are familiar to
those involved in the area.
Two types of drug taking are prevalent in sport:
intentional drug taking and the inadvertent taking of
drugs by people who have no knowledge of the
substances contained in those drugs. The national
body has made available to all athletes cards that
carry a drugs-in-sport hotline number and the
catchcry 'If in doubt, check it oul'. Athletes need to
discover whether their sporting associations have
been given written permission by the national body
for them to use asthma inhalers and so on. Athletes
who suffer diarrhoea may be concerned about
Imodium. Those suffering pain or inflammation
may be concerned about Veganin and Tylenol.
Others may be concerned about Dexal and
Dramamine, which are taken for vomiting.
The committee of which I am chairman is also
concerned about the cost of drug testing, which is
approximately $200 to $300 per test. The committee
is taking up the issue with state and federal
authorities because it recognises that very young

Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr KENNFIT (Premier).
The SPEAKER - Order! A statement having
been made under section 85(S)(c) of the Constitution
Act, I am of the opinion that the second reading of
this bill is required to be passed by an absolute
majority. There being fewer than 45 members
present, I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.
Required number of members having assembled
in chamber:
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 54
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark,. Mr
Coleman, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Dean, Or
Doy\e,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliolt, Mrs (Teller)
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr

Maclellan, Mr
Maughan, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs (Teller)
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.}.
Reynolds, Mr
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Richardson. Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith. Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall. Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure,Mr
Turner,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr

Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John,Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGilI,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.D.
McLellan, Mr
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and forms part of the national legislative scheme for
the Wliform regulation of corporations, the securities
industry and the futures industry. Similar
application-of-laws legislation has been passed by
each of the other states and the Northern Territory.
The national scheme is based upon an agreement
reached between the commonwealth, the states and
the Northern Territory at Alice Springs in June 1990.
While the scheme does not specifically state that the
states or territory are bound to introduce and pass
legislation complementary to or consequential upon
commonwealth legislation, the spirit of the
agreement requires this where the legislation has
passed through the Ministerial Council for
Corporations process.

Noes, 25
Andrianopoulos, Mr (TelltT)
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Brack.s, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Coghill. Or
Cunningham. Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Leighton, Mr
Loney. Mr

Marple, Ms
Micallef,Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos. Mr (TelltT)
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan.Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites. Mr
Vaughan.Dr
Wilson,Mrs

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.

On 30 June 1994 the commonwealth Parliament
passed the Corporations law Amendment Bill.
Schedule 1 of this legislation confers on lower
courts, including intermediate courts in each state
and territory, civil jurisdiction in respect of
corporate law claims relating to debt recovery or
monetary compensation. In accordance with the aim
of unifOrmity of the national scheme, all states and
the Northern Territory agreed to introduce
amending legislation which complements the
commonwealth amendments.
The bill presently before the house performs this
function as well as taking the opportunity to make a
number of minor technical amendments. The bill
covers four main areas.

Read second time.

Third reading
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages ..

CORPORATIONS (VIcrORIA)
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill amends the Corporations (Victoria) Act
1990 which applies the Corporations Law in Victoria

Firstly, the bill confers jurisdiction on lower courts to
hear certain civil matters arising under the
Corporations Law. Over the past few years there
have been court decisions to the effect that lower
courts such as the County and Magistrates courts do
not have jurisdiction to hear civil claims made under
the Corporations Law. These cases have raised the
issue that legitimate civil claims are not being
pursued under the Corporations Law because of the
cost of bringing actions in superior courts such as
the Supreme or federal courts.
The amendments propose that civil jurisdiction will
be conferred on lower courts in respect of corporate
law claims relating to debt recovery or monetary
compensation. Civil jurisdiction will not be granted
to lower courts where this would involve high level
discretionary powers. The civil jurisdiction granted
to the lower courts will be subject to the monetary
limits applicable in the relevant court.

TRANSPORT (TOW TRUCK REFORM) BILL
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Secondly, the bill provides for the amendment of the
term' officer'. TIUs amendment is consequential on
the commonwealth Corporate Law Reform Act 1992,
which replaces the official management provisions
relating to voluntary administration of bodies
corporate. TItirdly, the bill provides for an
amendment to section 75 of the act which enables
the application of certain provisions of the
commonwealth Evidence Act 1995, which updates
references to provisions in the commonwealth
Evidence Act 1905.
The passage of this bill will once again demonstrate
the govenunent's commitment to reducing the cost
of justice and thereby ensuring access to the court
system as well as confirming the government's
support for a national scheme for corporate
regulation.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr MILDENHALL
(Footscray).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 16 March.

TRANSPORT (TOW TRUCK REFORM)
BILL
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years. As part of that review, private consultants
were engaged to report on towing in Victoria, and
their report, submitted in May 1994, has been the
basis of many of the changes in the bill before the
house.
The changes proposed will require tow truck
operators to better control their operations. At the
same time the bill provides significant penalties
where operators and drivers are not acting in the
best interests of the community and the client
motorist These measures are aimed at ensuring
customer protection, particularly of the accident
victim motorist.
As with recent reforms to the taxi industry, this bill

proposes measures which will increase the efficiency
of the industry, reduce costs, enable the provision of
new and expanded services for the community,
reduce regulatory barriers for trade towing and give
the community greater security against illegal
practices.
The Industry Commission has also inquired into the
tow truck industry as part of its report Vehicle and
Recreational Marine Craft Repair and Insurance
Industries. The proposals in this legislation address
many of the recommendations in the draft report of
November 1994.

Second reading
UCENCE CATEGORIES FOR TOW TRUCKS

Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill amends the Transport Act 1983 to
implement far-reaching reforms to the tow truck
industry for the purpose of prOViding an
environment in which the industry better services
the commwtity. The bill addresses a range of general
towing issues which have been of concern to the
community for some time. The government
continues to receive complaints about aspects of the
towing industry and, in particular, its relationship to
the vehicle repair industry. These complaints have
come from a range of sources, including motorists
themselves, the police and insurance companies.
Also the tow truck industry has sought legislative
changes to enable it to become more efficient and
customer orientated.

REVIEW OF TOW TRUCK INDUSTRY
A review of the regulation of the tow truck industry
has been undertaken by Vicroads over the last two

It is proposed tha t there be separa te licence
categories for trade towing, heavy accident towing
and accident towing as defined in the bill. Trade
towing will be as-of-right licences and will not be
transferable. Heavy penalties will apply where a
person operates a tow truck where he or she does
not hold an appropriate licence. In most of COWltry
Victoria it will also be possible to tow a disabled
motor vehicle on a trailer without requiring a trade
towing licence.

ACCIDENT TOWING

The most Significant changes in the bill relate to
accident towing - that is, the towing of the normal
motor car or light vehicle which most of us drive. A
person must not operate a tow truck for accident
towing Wlless he or she holds an accident towing
licence. Severe penalties will be applicable for
breach of these provisions. The accident towing
licence held will attach only to a particular tow truck
and the licensee must continue to be the registered
owner of that tow truck. Accident towing licences
will be transferable.
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A practice has developed in the industry of some
opera tors holding several licences and several tow
trucks. Most of the tow trucks are not operable and
the licences are not being appropriately used. This
practice is clearly undesirable and the industry itself
has expressed concern about the anomaly. The bill
provides a transitional arrangement so that existing
licences for accident towing will establish an
entitlement within an accident allocation controlled
area. Operators will have the choice of transferring
those entitlements to an operable licensed tow truck
or of selling those licences. For the purposes of an
allocation for accident towing, operators will be able
to use only the tow truck to which the specific
licence applies.
New procedures are laid down in the bill for the
granting of accident towing licences. In general, new
licences will be issued in a controlled area only on
the basis of the need for additional tow trucks
arising from the level of accidents in that area. In
areas that are not controlled areas new licences will
be issued on the basis of population increase.
The bill also specifies the procedures that will apply
to the granting of new accident towing licences and
the circumstances in which the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal can review any refusal to grant an
application. In summary, licences will be issued
either through a tender process or a fixed-price
method.
CRIMINAL RECORDS

The eligibility of people to hold accident towing
licences will have regard for their criminal record.
The government is determined that undesirable
practices are eliminated from the accident towing
industry. To that effect people convicted of criminal
offences as specified in the bill will be ineligible to
hold an accident towing licence for various specified
periods. Similar provisions will also apply to drivers
of accident tow trucks and I will refer to those later.

OBUGATIONS ON TOW TRUCK OPERATORS
AND DRIVERS Mm ON VEHICLE REPAIRERS
To promote operator accountability, both at the
scene of an accident and subsequently, a number of
measures have been included in the bill. It will be an
offence to attend an accident scene without
authorisation and to charge for unauthorised towing
and storage. It will also be an offence to tout or
solidt at the scene of an accident in relation to
towing, staring or repairing of a damaged vehicle
other than in accordance with the regulations.
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Repairers of damaged vehicles will be required to
meet certain obligations with respect to damaged
vehicles. They must ensure that they have obtained
and recorded information about the authorised
towing of the vehicle before quoting on the repair of
the vehicle or before commencing repair work.
A cooling-off period will be introduced for the
repair of vehicles towed from an accident scene. An
owner of a vehicle or his or her representative can
revoke an authority to repair within 48 hours of
signing the authority.
Owners will also not be liable for the cost of repair
work carried out on a vehicle at an unauthorised
place. It will be an offence to fail to release, or to
obstruct the release of a damaged vehicle from a
place to which it has been towed.
These measures are aimed at ensuring that tow truck
owners focus on the task for which they are
licensed - the safe and effective clearance of
vehicles from accident sites. It also clearly separates
the towing task from the repair task, an aspect
which has been the subject of much concern and
complaint.

DEMERIT POlr-..'TS SYSTEM
A demerit points system will be introduced for tow
truck operators. Operators who incur penalty points
within any three-year period will have their accident
towing licence suspended for one month - 6 points;
three months - 12 points; or two years - 18 points,
depending on individual points accumulation.
ACCIDENT TOWING DRIVER AUTHORITY

To ensure proper standards for public safety in the
operation of tow trucks the bill provides for the
introduction of an Accident Towing Driver
AuthOrity. An accident tow truck driver or any
person accompanying that driver must hold such an
authority. Holders of the authority must cauy the
authority when driving to or when attending at an
accident scene and must produce it for inspection if
asked to do so by police, Vicroads officers or the
driver or owner of a damaged vehicle. An accident
tow truck operator must not allow a person to drive
an accident tow truck or accompany that driver,
other than the driver of, or passenger in, a damaged
motor vehicle at the time of an accident unless he or
she holds an authority.
It is proposed that to gain an Accident Towing
Driver AuthOrity a person will require accreditation
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through an industry-based training program
encompassing, among other things, road safety,
vehicle towing practices and customer service
aspects.
As with towing licences, people will be ineligible to
hold an authority if they have been convicted of
certain criminal offences. In addition, a person will
not be eligible to hold an authority if he or she has
committed serious traffic offences. A demerit points
system will also apply to authority holders in the
same way as for licence holders. It provides for up to
two years suspension of the authority.
This bill contains far-reaching measures important
for the provision of efficient and effective towing
services to the commWlity and for ensuring that the
commWlity can have confidence and a sense of
security about those services.
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another place a serious matter concerning the
Government Employee Housing AuthOrity selling
former teacher houses. Without wanting to delve
into the merits of the decision to sell or not to sell
teacher houses, particularly in remote areas, I point
out that there is a serious planning question that
must be addressed immediately to ensure that
prospective purchasers are not saddled with
enormous rezoning costs.

It has come to my attention that many of these
Government Employee Housing AuthOrity houses
are currently situated on land that is zoned public
land and because the authority is refusing to have
the relevant land rezoned as residential A, the
purchaser will be left with a huge bill for such
rezoning. In some cases roads will have to be
remade, sewerage and water will have to be
connected, and kerbing, channelling and drainage
undertaken before such rezoning can occur.

I commend the bill to the house.
This could involve costs of up to $20 000. A typical

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HAMILTON
(Morwell).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 16 March.

GRIEVANCE DAYS
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - By leave, I move:
1hat for the purposes of sessional order no. 4(1),
Wednesday, 22 March 1995, Wednesday, 19 April 1995,
and Wednesday, 24 May 1995, be appointed days upon
which the question 'That grievances be noted' may be
put.

Motion agreed to.
Remaining business postponed on motion of Mr
GUDE <Minister for Industry and Employment).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

example, I am informed, exists in the Wahgunyah
areanear-Mr Jasper - Rutherglen! Get it right!
Mr DOLLIS -It is near Rutherglen. Take it easy,
Ken, I am representing your constituents!

It appears that a particular house will be sold there,
and it is possible that this Saturday we will have a
prospective purchaser who will be saddled with
. enormous rezoning costs, which even the council
suggests should be met by the authority.
It is totally inappropriate for the Government
Employee Housing AuthOrity to be abrogating its
responsibility for the cost associated with the
rezoning. The authority must ensure the houses it is
selling are rezoned to enable the purchaser to have
known rights so that every house owner starts on an
equal basis. Given that the sale may take place this
weekend I ask the minister to act forthwith on this
matter in order that the potential purchaser is not
saddled with costs that he or she may not be able to
afford in the future. I ask the minister, through the
Minister for Agriculture in case the minister does
not come into the house, to act immediately to
ensure that a fair sale takes place.

Government Employee Housing Authority
East Bentleigh Community Health Centre
Mr DOLlIS (Richmond) - I direct to the urgent
a ttention of the Minister for Planning in both his
capacity as planning minister and his capacity as the
representative of the Minister for Housing in

Mrs PEULlCH (Bentleigh) - The matter I direct
to the attention of the Minister for Health concerns
the East Bentleigh Community Health Centre, more
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particularly the podiatry services if offers. I had
several discussions with the chief executive officer of
the centre, Mr Rod Wilson, as well as representatives
of the conunittee of management and some of the
constitutents who have clients there. The problem is
that the reduced access to podiatry services has
wUortunately been exacerbated by an increased
demand that is obviously due largely to the ageing
nature of the electorate.
Bentleigh, as I am sure honourable members would
know, has the fourth highest number of over-65s in
the state of Victoria. It is an ageing population. In
addition, a relocation of the Diabetes Resource
Centre from the Monash Medical Centre to the East
Bentleigh Community Health Centre represented an
increase of some 20 per cent in demand for podiatry
services. Many residents of Warrawee, a fairly
impressive nursing home for the frail aged that
opened just before the state election, require ongoing
of podiatric services.
As a consequence, the waiting list for podiatry
services is currently more than three months. A
Significant nwnber of clients have been infonned
they can no longer have access to podiatry. The East
Bentleigh Community Health Centre is seeking an
increase in funding to podiatry. Its expressed wish is
for an increase of some 50 per cent, which is a
half-timer. The need has been identified for quite
some time in previous years, but it has not been
acted upon. Now there is a pressing need, and given
the pressing nature of the problem and the people
who need ongoing care, I ask the Minister for Health
to look into the matter and explore the possibilities
for funding of podiatry services at the East Bentleigh
Community Health Centre.
I point out that if people in need of ongoing care go
untreated, unfortunately there is a risk of hospital
admissions and fairly expensive residential care. I
know that given the ageing population of our state
and country, there is a pressing demand for various
health services and that this is just one example. I
know the budget is tight, but I would appreciate it
very much if the minister could treat it urgently, as it
is a matter of some importance to the Bentleigh
electorate.
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to carry out an urgent investigation and to advise
the affected tenants accordingly.
Dolphin Gas Plumbing Pty Ltd, the principal officer
of which is Ronald James McWilliams, carried out
the faulty installation work on between 600 and 900
houses and flats. lhat firm used unlicensed
plumbers whose work was of poor quality. For
instance, some stoves were not stabilised or set at
regulation heights and therefore became fire
hazards. Some gas heaters also were not stabilised
upon installation, so children could tip them over.
The plastic and rubber fittings used by the firm on
the gas heaters which could melt, constituting a fire
hazard. In some cases, the heaters were not
connected to the flues so the gas fumes could not
escape. The fumes tended to build up in the rooms
and constituted a risk of explosion or of gassing the
tenants. I inspected the flat of Miss Helen Duke in
Ashburton. The heater was not connected to the flue,
thereby aggravating the asthma of her five-year-old
daughter.
It appals me that the Department of Planning and
Development has subsequently engaged in a
cover-up rather than advising the tenants of the
truth. It has a list of all the affected properties but
has simply told Gas and Fuel Corporation inspectors
to visit the properties W\allllounced, to try to get in
with as little fuss as possible, to fix the problem and
then to escape. At one block of flats in Marlcham
A venue, Ashburton, the inspectors worked for two
weeks and have now moved to the Port Melbourne
area.

The irony is that the department is breaching its own
Residential Tenancies Act by not going through the
access provisions for tenants which provide, except
for emergency situations, 24-hour notice plus
reasons for entry, or a mutually agreeable entry time
within seven days of the department's approach.
lhat has not been done.
The few officers who know anything are being
tight-lipped. The area officers of the Department of
Planning and Development do not know what is
happening. In one case when an officer tried to find
out what had happened he was lied to.

Housing: faulty gas installations
Mr LEIGIITON (Preston) - I ask the Minister
for Agriculture to direct to the attention of the
Minister for Housing in another place the faulty
installation of gas appliances in public housing
accommodation. I ask the minister in the other place

About 600 to 900 houses and flats are involved and
public tenants are at great risk. The department and
the minister have not had the decency to give
tenants advance notice or to let them know of the
problem.

ADJOURNMENT
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On one occasion, for a change, the minister should
not hide the work - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
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licences by another 12 months, given that they have
paid for three-year licences. If he did that it would
be very well received by the duck shooting fraternity
and the various field and game associations
throughout Echuca and other parts of Victoria.

Duck shooting licences

Automatic ticketing machines

Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) - My matter of
concern is for the attention of the Minister for
Natural Resources. I preface my remarks by
advising the house that last week I attended the
arumal meeting of the Echuca Field and Game
Association. Along with a number of other field and
game organisations throughout Victoria, it is a
responsible group. It takes a great deal of interest in
the preservation of wetlands and conservation issues
generally such as planting trees, prOViding the
necessary boxes for the breeding of ducks and so on.
It encourages the responsible use of fireanns. It goes
without saying that this group is also - -

Mr BATCHELOR (Thomas town) - I direct to
the attention of the Minister for Public Transport the
debacle of the supposed introduction of automatic
tick.eting machines to the metropolitan system.
There are massive problems with its introduction. In
fact, there are more gremlins in the system than in
the famous Hollywood movie. Stories emanating
from within the transport industry indicate that the
system is in very serious trouble and may never see
the light of day. That received partial confirmation
by the minister at the recent Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee hearings, at which he and the
Chief Executive Officer of the Public Transport
Corporation admitted they could not even get the
system past the prototype stage, let alone the trials.

Mr Batchelor interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN - They do, they enjoy and
derive pleasure from their duck shooting, as do a
vast number of Victorians. As honourable members
will be aware, last month the Minister for
Conservation and Natural Resources, along with his
New South Wales colleague, announced that the
duck shooting season this year would be suspended
because of the drought conditions prevailing at that
time throughout Australia. As the duck numbers
were concentrated in Victoria he considered there
would be reduced breeding activity and the risk that
if the duck shooting season proceeded, the number
of ducks not only in Victoria but also throughout
Australia would be significantly depleted.

Industry sources say the contract is currently under
review to see whether the government can extricate
itself from this mess and what costs will be imposed
on the Victorian taxpayers if it does not proceed.
Industry sources claim it will cost Victoria millions
of dollars. Sources also claim that the current review
of the contract between Onelink. and the PTC is
being carried out by the Premier, who has gone over
the head of his public transport minister. These
stories are alive and are widespread. They are being
told throughout the transport industry and they
need urgent clarification.

The field and game associations have no objection to
that action. They want to conserve the ducks and
they support the minister's decision, although since
the widespread rains in Northern Victoria the
minister may well review his decision. I have no
knowledge whether he will do that.

The SPEAKER - Order! If we have to stay here
late after school to get it right, we will. I ask
govenunent members to come to order.

The association is concerned because its members
now pay significant licensing fees for duck. hunting.
A three-year licence costs about $40 a year. If
shooters did their sums they would find the ducks
they shoot are rather expensive by the time each
shooter gets his three or four ducks a year.
Assuming there is no duck season this year the
shooters ask the minister to at least give some
consideration to extending their duck shooting

Government members interjecting.

Mr BATCHELOR - We call on the minister to
tell the Parliament and the Victorian public in
unambiguous terms when the system will be ready
or whether it will be scrapped. We ask the minister
whether the problems associated with its installation
and operation on the tram system are so great that
the Onelink company will never be able to get the
machines to operate. We ask the minister to clarify
the position because the contract will see in excess of
$300 million paid to the consortium over a number
of years. The matter has been badly handled from
the beginning. It appears the company is unable to
fulfil its contractual obligations.

ADJOURNMENT
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Leader of the Opposition: adviser
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) -1 direct a serious
matter to the attention of the Minister for Local
Government in another place concerning the chief
adviser to the Leader of the Opposition, better
known as Captain Plastic.
The SPEAKER - Order! 1 have already told the
house that members must use correct terms. If the
honourable member uses the correct tenn, I will
hear him. If not, 1 will pass to the next matter.
Mr LEIGH -lbank you, Sir. The matter I raise
concerns an article in this week's Oakleigh SpringvaJe
Times about Mr Philip Reed, who now runs aroWld
as both the Leader of the Opposition's adviser and
the co-convener of a group called COWlcil Watch, a
Labor front group on cOWlcil amalgamations. Mr
Reed attacked the appointment of the CEO of the
new City of Greater Dandenong and said in the
Oakleigh SpringvaJe Times of 1 March 1995 about the
people who appointed him:
This has been done by people who haven't shown a
long-term or prior commitment to the area. They are
political appointments by the state government making
long-term decisions for the community.

It seems to me that in his illustrious career in the
Labor Party, Mr Reed is somewhat outshone by the
fact that the Chief Commissioner of the City of
Greater Dandenong is none other than the fonner
minister in the Cain and Kirner governments, the
Honourable Ian Cathie, who I suspect has much
greater credibility in the Labor Party than the Leader
of the Opposition.

The SPEAKER - Order! Would the honourable
member come to the point of what action he wants
taken?
Mr LEIGH - I am, Sir. I suspect that Mr Cathie
has appointed the new CEO on a performance-based.
contract over five years, but Mr Reed has the hide to
tackle the commissioners based on the fact that they
have done something wrong. I suspect that Mr
Cathie was serving his political party in this state
while Mr Reed was still in nappies. It seems to
me-Mr Batchelor - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
in the adjournment debate members are required to
bring matters of government administration to the
attention of ministers. During the first 2 minutes of
his contribution there has not been one attempt by
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the honourable member to do that. Unless he is able
to do that he must be ruled out of order.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have already
requested the honourable member to do that. The
honourable member for MordialIoc will get to the
point.
Mr LEl GH -1 am calling on the Minister for
local Government to show that he has every
confidence in the Chief Commissioner of Greater
Dandenong. There has been too much nonsense
from the Labor Party claiming that we are
appointing cronies to local government circles when,
in the case of Fitzroy, which closed the swimming
pool, we appointed members of the shadow minister
for transport's own faction. People like Mr Cathie,
who, although I did not agree with him politically
while he was here, was a very good minister, and
frankly I ask - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Fitzroy Legal Service
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - I raise for the
consideration of the Attorney-General the matter of
the Fitzroy Legal Service's Alphaline, which for the
past 10 years has received funding from Office of
Youth Affairs grants. This year, in conversations
with officers from that department, the service
received every indication that funding would
continue. Unfortunately, it was ostensibly defunded
not because it was not a worthwhile service, because
the Minister responsible for Youth Affairs is on
record as saying he believed it would be funded, but
evidently because of a view of that minister that it
should be funded by the Department of Justice.
The volWltary service, provided and supported by
lawyers throughout the state, is very important in
the structure of justice for yOWlg people. The grant
money it received from the Office of Youth Affairs in
the past was used for administrative purposes only
and not to pay for the legal services. The service is
valuable to yOWlg people who find themselves in
trouble with the law. Since 1985, the date the records
go back to, the service has helped more than
2500 yOWlg people, some as yOWlg as 11 years of
age. It generally looks after yOWlg people in inner
city areas, who are often homeless. The service often
receives calls late at night or at 2.00 or 3.00 a.m. from
people who have been taken into custody and are
being held in the cells.
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Over that ID-year period Alphaline has been a very
important service because it provides access to
justice for a group of highly vulnerable people in our
society. It is not good enough that its further
funding is being duckshoved between two
departments because no decision can be arrived at
about whether it will continue.
The Attorney-General should immediately make a
decision to provide funding to the Fitzroy Legal
Service for Alphaline. This is an extremely urgent
matter. This service should not be allowed to run
down simply because two ministers cannot agree on
who should fund it.

Meat: inspection standards
Mr BILDSTIEN (Mildura) - I bring to the
attention of the Minister for Agriculture the
standards in place to protect consumers of our meat
products in Victoria. The minister would be aware
that in July last year we established the Victorian
Meat Authority after long consultation with all
sectors of the meat industry and after the coalition
parties made a commitment in the policies they took
to the 1992 election. The reforms to the meat
industry introduced by the minister must be among
his greatest achievements in the two years he has
held the portfolio.
I am aware that during the time when the changes
took place and when meat inspection procedures
were assumed by the state from the commonwealth
Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service, the
public services union mounted a widespread scare
campaign in the metropolitan area in particular,
distributing propaganda in supermarkets and
butcher shops suggesting that the changes proposed
by the government would lead to a diminution in
standards in health and hygiene. I was eminently
involved in the preparation of that legislation
through the government's agriculture committee. I
believed at the time that we were imposing strict
self-regulation standards on our meat operators and
that uppermost in the minister's mind was the
maintenance of health and hygiene standards to
protect domestic meat consumers in this state.
I naturally was most alarmed to see allegatiOns in
the print and electronic media in recent days by
people who are anonymous but who claim to be
meat inspectors that these standards are being
undermined and that consumers are receiving at the
end of the day meat that has not been properly
inspected and that could be contaminated.
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I want to know what action the minister has taken to
investigate those allegations and whether they have
any substance. My understanding is that there have
been no complaints to the Victorian Meat Authority
or the minister's offices, but these are concerning
allegations so I ask that the minister have them
investigated and make some public comment on the
maintenance of those standards for our consumers.

Questions on notice: answers
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Dandenong) - I bring
a matter to the attention of the Minister for Tourism.
The Minister for Tourism has replied to questions on
notice nos 156 and 189 but failed to answer them
adequately. I sought from the Minister for Tourism
the following informa tion: all details of
entertainment expenses to a value exceeding S500
and purchases of alcohol for the minister's office
since the change of government.
Unfortunately, the minister has refused to provide
any information. One of the things the community
expects is that members of Parliament can come into
this place and receive proper answers from
ministers. That is particularly so when it relates to
how the government spends taxpayers' money,
especially in the current environment of massive
cutbacks.
Mr Bildstien - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
the honourable member knows full well the
allegations levelled at the former minister when his
party was in government about the grog bill and
about-The SPEAKER - Order! Sit down! There is no
point of order.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS -In this case the
Minister for Tourism has not provided basic
information about how taxpayers' money is spent in
his office. The Minister for Housing has done the
right thing and has been good enough to provide a
proper reply regarding the alcohol purchases in his
office. For example, he listed that on 5 October 1992
the Department of Planning and Development
purchased alcohol, obviously to celebrate a change
of government. The Minister for Tourism - tourism
being his smallest portfolio responsibility and one of
the smallest ministerial portfolios in the state -will
not provide this information.
Question on notice 22 refers to consultancies and the
minister--
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Mrs Peulich interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the honourable
member for Bentleigh that I will not tolerate her
penetrating voice one more second. If she opens her
mouth once again I will name her.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS - In reply to question
on notice 22 the minister set out in detail the cost of
consultancies. In answer to the question about
entertainment expenses the minister replies:
The time and resources required to provide the detailed
information sought cannot be justified.

Is there so much voluminous information that it will
take too long to provide proper answers to the
Parliament? Does the minister thinlc it is not
appropriate to provide that information? The
minister may want to party at taxpayers' expense
but he refuses to tell us about it, and he refuses to be
accountable for how resources are spent in his office.

Tocumwal Bridge
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) - I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Public Transport.
I have received representations from the Tocumwal
Bridge Centenary Committee relating to the
celebration of the centenary of that road-rail bridge.
Many older honourable members will be aware that
in the early 19805 a bill came before the Parliament
which removed from the acts of Parliament
reference to the Tocumwal road-rail bridge because
it had not been raised for about 3O-odd years.
Honourable members may also recall that a former
transport minister, the honourable Steve Crabb,
indicated some knowledge when debating the issue,
but when I interjected and said that he really did not
understand because he had never visited the bridge
he sat down and said, 'Well, let us hear it from you'.
I gave him chapter and verse on the history of that
particular bridge. Now we· have the centenary of the
bridge.

It is pleasing to know that the minister has approved
$1 million in redevelopment and reinstatement of
the rail line between Strathmerton and Tocurnwal so
that it can be used for grain traffic between New
South Wales and Victoria.
I ask the minister whether he is aware of
representations that have been made to him and
what action he is he taking to support the centenary.
I refer in particular to representations from V JLine
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regarding a steam train coming along for the
opening of the centenary celebrations to be held on
Sunday, 16 April 1995. We would like to see the
minister there with all those who are celebrating
100 years of this rail bridge, which continues to be
used for rail traffic moving from New South Wales
into Victoria. It is no longer used for road traffic as
we now have a new bridge over the Murray River at
Tocumwal.

Responses
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - The honourable member for Rodney
raised the issue of the suspension of the duck season
and wanted to know what might happen with
respect to those people who have purchased
licences. It has been indicated that the decision is to
be reviewed some time this month. At present,
counts are taking place to ascertain what is
happening with water foul populations in particular.
There has been some rain in northern New South
Wales and it is expected that there will be some
movement of birds as a result of that. Nevertheless,
the question remains about what is to happen to
people who purchased licences prior to the
announcement that there is no season. I put that
condition on it simply because I think those who
have purchased licences subsequently have
purchased them in the knowledge that there may be
some alterations to the season, but those who
purchased licences prior to the announcement being
made were in a situation where they expected the
season to go ahead.
On that basis I am prepared to review it. Not only
have the Echuca field and game people sought a
review, but the Victorian organisation is interested
in an outcome. The matter is under consideration
and I thank the honourable member for raising it

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - The
honourable member for Bentleigh raised the public
podiatry service at the East Bentleigh Community
Health Centre. She said the people who use the
health centre belong to an older population group.
In 1993-94 the Department of Health and
Community Services funded 58 podiatrists through
two public community health centre programs the community health program and the home and
community care program. Of those 58 public
podiatrists, 16.79 are in the southern metropolitan
region.
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The funding of community health centres, including
the East Bentleigh Commwlity Health Centre, gives
committees of management the flexibility to make
their own arrangements on how they spend their
funding. The 1994-95 funding for the East Bentleigh
Community Health Centre is in the vicinity of
$860 000, some of which is used to employ one
podiatrisl If management believes there is a
growing demand for podiatry care it can transfer
funds from some other expenditure item in its
budget to pick up that priority.
I know that talks are continuing between the
podiatrists association and groups comprising
people I once knew as chiropodists but who are now
called pedicurists, who may be able to assist in
trea ting basic foot needs, perhaps under the
supervision of podiatrists. At present podiatrists
predominantly provide the service, but there is no
reason why pedicurists or chiropodists could not be
trained, under the supervision of podiatrists, to meet
the demands the honourable member has alluded to.
A mapping exercise of all allied health services in
the southern region is currently being undertaken,
and the East Bentleigh Commwlity Health Centre
would be part of that exercise. Some podiatrists
operate from the Moorabbin and Kingston
community health centres, which similarly serve
part of the East Bentleigh commwtity. Some of the
demand could be taken up through better
cooperation between commwtity health centres.
Maybe different priorities could be set for the
funding received by the East Bentleigh centre. The
health centre could pilot an innovative program
using pedicurists, and an input into the mapping of
allied health services would be a useful means of
finding out how we can continue to meet the
demand. I know the provision of foot care is a basic
requirement, especially for older people. Sometimes
it is simply a matter of their no longer being able to
do what they have previously done for themselves.
I am conscious of the need to address the issue, but
there are often innovative ways of meeting that
need. I hope I have assisted the honourable member
in replying to her question about an important
component of the health care services prOVided by
the East Bentleigh Commwlity Health Centre.
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - The honourable member for
Mordialloc raised a ma tter that he asked to be
brought to the attention of the Minister for Local
Government regarding a Mr Reed, an adviser to the
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Leader of the OppOSition, who criticised the Chief
Commissioner of the City of Greater Dandenong,
Ian Cathie, for appointing a chief executive officer
on a five-year contract
I agree totally with the honourable member's
comments regarding !an Cathie. He served this
Parliament with some distinction. His appointment
as Chief Commissioner shows the fairness displayed
by the Minister for Local Government in the
appointment of commissioners. He has taken a
bipartisan approach regardless of people's political
affiliations and has attempted to appoint as local
government commissioners the best possible people.
Those commissioners will be vitally important in
shaping local government during the next 12 to
18 months.
Mr Batchelor interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - You cannot guarantee
that. On behalf of the honourable member I shall
bring this matter to the attention of the Minister for
Local Government.
The honourable member for Richmond raised for the
attention of the Minister for Planning a Govenunent
Employee HOUSing AuthOrity home at Rutherglen.
The honourable member for Murray Valley has been
working on this ma tter for some time. The
honourable member for Richmond referred to costs
of some $20 000 that may be the responsibility of a
new owner Wlless the land on which the house is
sited is rezoned. I will direct the matter to the
attention of the Minister for Planning.
The honourable member for Preston raised for the
attention of the Minister for Housing an issue
relating to the faulty installation of gas appliances in
600 to 900 homes. He believes there have been some
breaches of the Residential Tenancies Act. Once
again, without having any of the details, I shall bring
that matter to the attention of the Minister for
HOUSing.
The honourable member for Thomastown referred
to problems associated with the installation of
automatic ticketing machines for the public
transport system. He was very critical of the delay
and of the difficulty that the Minister for Public
Transport is experiencing. When he was speaking
about this matter I recalled the problems that a
former Minister for Transport, the Honourable Jim
Kerman, had with all the trams lined up in the city.
Surely that was a far greater disaster for public
transport!
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Mr Finn - It cost us the Olympic Games.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - That is so. At that time
Melbourne was bidding for the Olympic Games and
the fact that the trams were lined up in the dty and
that that was shown on television night after night
must have created some doubt in the minds of the
international delegates who came to judge
Melbourne's suitability about whether we had the
capacity to stage the 1996 Olympic Games that
ultimately went to Atlanta.
I will direct the matter raised by the honourable
member for Thomastown to the attention of the
Minister for Public Transport and ensure that the
minister gets back to him.
The honourable member for Geelong North raised a
matter for the attention of the Attorney-General on
behali of the young people who have been assisted
by the Fitzroy Legal Service. He said that over the
years some 2500 young people had been helped
through Alphaline and the Fitzroy Legal Service,
and he was looking for a commitment to the
administration of that service.
lhat is a justifiable request because a number of
young people within our community need support
from time to time, and I will certainly bring that
matter to the attention of both the Minister
responsible for Youth Affairs and the
Attorney-General to see what they can do.
The honourable member for Dandenong raised a
significant issue relating to the cost of running the
tourism office and the minister's entertainment
expenses. I was not intending to use this example
but the opportunity has arisen. I am afraid that if
you give it, you have to be prepared to take it, and
the honourable member for Dandenong is about to
absolutely cop it!
The same request came to my office through
freedom of information. My research people handle
the department correctly and properly. I do not
interfere until something is directed to my attention.
However, my research people drew to my attention
the fact that for the last 15 months of the Labor
government, from July 1991 to October 1992, the
ministerial office of the Department of Agriculture
spent $10 400 on food, alcohol and entertainment. In
his first two years in office the current Minister for
Agriculture has spent approximately $3990 on food,
alcohol and entertainment.
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Mr Pandazopoulos -At least you are providing
an answer.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - Yes, I have no worries
with it. But the point is that if you live in a glass
house you can't afford to throw stones. That is
exactly the attitude the honourable member is
taking. The accusations do not hold up. If the
honourable member wants to do something positive,
he should start developing some sensible policies on
behalf of his constituents in Dandenong.
The honourable member for Murray Valley wanted
the Minister for Public Transport to be made aware
of the centenary of the road-rail bridge at Tocwnwal.
He has given an indication that something like
$1 million has been-Mr Batchelor - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
the honourable member for Dandenong North asked
a question relating to the Minister for Tourism. We
want to know whether the Minister for Agriculture
will give an undertaking that the Minister for
Tourism will provide the information, not the
Minister for Agriculture.
The SPEAKER - Order! The rules of debate
pertaining to the adjournment debate are not as
stringent as those relating to questions. However,
the answer must be relevant and I ask the minister
to be relevant.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - I am sure that the
Minister for Tourism will have this inquiry brought
to his attention and that once again he will be able to
justify his answer in exactly the same way as I
justified my claim.
Mr Pandazopoulos interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH -If you are claiming there
has been abuse, you should be aware that abuse has
been well and truly established in days gone by.
The honourable member for Murray Valley, as I
said, raised a matter relating to the centenary
road-rail bridge at Tocumwal and indicated that
something like $1 million has been set aside for the
development from Strathmerton to Tocumwal. 1be
government, through the Minister for Public
Transport, has done a good job ensuring that the
freight lines within the state are kept in good
condition whether they are in the north-east - Mr Batchelor interjected.
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Mr W. D. McGRATH - The honourable member
for Thomastown has indicated that they are not
going too well in Horsham. We are spending
$20 million standardising the spur lines to coincide
with the national rail link: from Murtoa to
Hopetoun; Dimboola to Yaapeet; and Ararat to
Portland.
Mr Batchelor interjected.
MrW. D. McGRATH - You would not put that
sort of money up. You had better start to analyse
your own conscience before you throw stones. On
behalf of the honourable member for Murray Valley
I shall bring the matter to the attention of the
Minister for Public Transport
Mr Bildstien - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
the minister may care to comment on the issue I
raised with him.
The SPEAKER - Order! It gives the Chair some
concern and 1 will have to exercise my very best
judgment to rule on this point of order, but because
it is late in the day and the honourable member for
Mildura did raise a matter, it is beholden on the
minister to give an answer.
MrW. D. McGRATH -1 thank the honourable
member for Mildura for raising a matter relating to
concerns of the Public Sector Union about hygiene
and the inspection of the domestic meat industry in
Victoria. Indeed, this matter is on the agenda of the
agricultural ministerial council meeting in Canberra
tomorrow with Senator Collins, the federal Minister
for Primary Industries and Energy. The model we
have put in place with the Victorian Meat AuthOrity
is one that should be copied and pursued from a
national point of view.
Indeed, the new auditing standards for our meat
industry give a great deal of security for public
health and hygiene standards required in the boning
rooms and abattoirs. An inspectorial system is in
place in abattoirs and the inspectors check a number
of factors as the carcases go through.
A third independent auditing system is carried out
by the international company SGS on behalf of the
meat authority. It has a specific auditing program in
place, and in the 7.5 months that the Victorian Meat
Authority has been established it has carried out
more than 250 audits at the 42 domestic abattoirs in
this state. I should like to see this type of auditing
system not only in the domestic system but also in
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the export system across the nation because we have
had problems with residue contamination, which
occurred recently when waste cotton was fed to
cattle.1bat has caused concern in the international
marketplace.
The recent Garibaldi incident was very sad for a
particular family in South Australia. Many
accusations have been made about meat that
originated from Victoria but nothing has been
proved. It was suggested that contaminated meat
supplied by a boning room in Victoria contributed to
the E. coli 111 strain of bacteria that caused the HUS
problems in South Australia.
We also need to put in place a national cattle
identification system where there is a means of easy
trace-back when cattle pass from property to
property and ultimately to the abattoir for the kill so
that if a residue problem shows up it can be traced
back. The best way of putting that system in place is
through a national accreditation scheme rather than
a state-by-state situation similar to the one we have
recently put in place in Victoria. The industry would
benefit significantly if an states arld the
commonwealth agreed to a national identification
scheme for our stock producers under that vendor
declaration. I am sure we would have a much better
identification system in place if that were the case.
I can only endorse the action of the Victorian Meat
AuthOrity. It is continually encouraging our
abattoirs to establish quality assurance programs.
We have two abattoirs in Victoria, Herds in Geelong
and Sherrys in Colac - Mr Loney interjected.
MrW. D. McGRATH -Exactly. As the
honourable member for Geelong North says, Herds
has a very good operation with high-quality
assurance programs in place.
In the next three years I would like to see every
domestic abattoir in Victoria with a quality
assurance program in place complying with the
ISO 9000 standard. If we can achieve that the quality
and hygiene of the meat products that go to our
consumers in this state will remain at a very high
standard and will continue to be high quality food
products.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 5.23 p.m. until Tuesday,' March.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Statutory Rules: repealed and replaced
(Question No. 6)
Dr COGHILL asked the Minister for Small Business:
Whether there were any statutory rules, repealed in 1993 which regulated private sector business and which were not
replaced with new statutory rules regulating the same activities, if so - what was the name and number of each
statutory rule?

Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small Business) - The answer is:
There were 23 statutory rules repealed in 1993 which regulated private sector business and which were not replaced
with new statutory rules regulating the same activities.
These were:
Department of Agriculture
Seeds Regulations
250/1983
Dairy Industry (Milk Tanker) Regulations
128/1986
Egg Industry Regulations
264/1989
Business and Employment
Sunday Entertainment Regulations 1992
171/1992
Workers Compensation Rules
246/1983
Building Control (Fees) (No. 2) Regulations 1983
282/1983
Building Societies (Notice) Regulations 1990
341/1990
Conservation and Natural Resources
Environment Protection (Establishment of Sites
for the Disposal of Wastes on or in Land) Regulations
158/1983
Environment Protection (Relocatable Hot Mix
157/1983
Asphalt Plant) Regulations
Department of Education
Industrial Training (Motor Mechanics Trade
Apprenticeship) Regulations
020/1983
Industrial Training (Furniture Trades
Apprenticeship) Regulations
074/1983
Industrial Training (Textile Mechanics
Trade Apprenticeship) Regulations
072/1983
Industrial Training ('tile Laying Trade
Apprenticeship) Regulations
233/1983
Department of Energy and Minerals
Mines (Mines Managers) Regulations
362/1983
Department of Finance
121/1983
Unclaimed Moneys Regulations
278/1983
Valuation of Land (Supply of Wormation) Regulations
Health and Community Services
252/1987
Food Standards Regulations
Health (Cattle Sale-Yards) Regulations
264/1984
Health (Cinematographer Operator) Regulations
205/1992
Health (Entry into Confined Spaces)Regulations
280/1984
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Health (Harmful Gases, Vapours, Fumes, Mists,
Smokes and Dusts) Regulations
279 /1984
Health (Pesticide Manufacture and Preparation) Regulations 284/1984
Justice
284/1992
Sheep Owners Protection Regulations
The repeal of subordinate legislation is only one part of the government's strategy to improve the regulatory
environment for business.
There are some areas which will always require a degree of regulation. In such cases regulations have been reviewed
and remade to address the problems faced by private and public sector activities in a more efficient and effective
manner. This has involved, inter alia, clarification, simplification and a reduction in the number of provisions within
some regulations. Examples of such initiatives include:
Occupational Health and Safety Plant Regulations
The proposed plant regulations, together with the public safety regulations, form an integrated regulatory
package replacing the current four equipment specific regulations. This initiative is central to the reform of
Victoria's occupational health and safety system. The proposal represents a new performance based approach to
the regulation of plant. Implementation will simplify and standardise design and registration requirements for
specific types of higher-risk plant, reduce fees, and enable firms to maintain or improve health and safety
standards in a more cost-effective manner.
Building Regulations 1994
The regulations address administrative, technical, maintenance and other issues to improve habitability, safety
and energy-efficiency of buildings. Builder accreditation, adoption of nationally uniform standards and the
removal of local government monopoly of the approval and inspection by allowing private sector certification
have been key changes.
Environmental Protection (General Amendment) Act 1994
The new legislation enables the EPA to grant companies with a proven capability and commibnent to
environmental protection the status of accredited licensees. Accredited environmental licensing reflects a
movement away from prescriptive regulation and from focus on controlling bad environmental performance to
rewarding the good performers and providing genuine incentives for other companies to follow the lead of
industry pace-setters. Accredited licensees will also benefit from reduced EPA licence fees.
Planning and Environment (Amendment) Act 1993
This legislation ensures that the legal framework within which planning operates is in tune with the community
needs. The previous development approval system was considered cumbersome, expensive and slow, thus
inhibiting development and job opportunities.
Under the previous system excessive notice requirements for a wide range of applications added unnecessary
cost and delay to the building process. This Act provides that a planning scheme may set out certain types of
applications which are exempt from normal notice provisions and for which other requirements may apply. The
Act provides a better balance between a person's right to object and appeal if adversely affected by a proposal
and the need to ensure that decisions on straightforward applications can be made quickly.
Nurses Act 1993
This act repeals the Nurses Act 1958 replacing separate registrations for nursing specialties with a register of
nurses with separate divisions for different streams of nursing. The streamlining of nursing registration will
assist to break down artificial barriers that have impeded the mobility and professional development of nurses, in
particular, multiskilling.
The deregulation of various industries is also a Significant element of the government's strategy to improve the
regulatory environment. Some examples follow:
Egg Industry (Deregulation) Act 1993
The Egg Industry Act 1989, which imposed significant constraints and costs on aU sectors of the Victorian egg
industry, is repealed. This will remove production, marketing and pricing restrictions. As a result, Victorian egg
producers will be ab~ to compete on a more equal footing with producers from the deregulated states. Such
competition will benefit both the egg industry (by enabling Victorian producers to improve the efficiency of their
operations) and consumers (via lower prices for eggs).
Dairy Industry (Amendment) Act 1992
This removes price controls in the dairy industry by progressively abolishing all maximum and minimum price
controls on 'market' (for human consumption) milk. The deregulation is driven by increased competition from
New Zealand, new national arrangements for manufactured milk and refonns in other states.
Meat Industry Regulations Act 1994
These regulations ensure that where quality assurance arrangements are not in place, all meat processed in
Victoria is produced, handled and transported in a hygienic manner which provides safe and wholesome
products that are true to label and manufactures according to community expectations. The regulations
consolidate four sets of fragmented and duplicated standards into one, overcoming regulatory overlap and
achieve regulatory simplification.
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Tobacco Leaf Industry (Deregulation) Act 1994
This repeals the Marketing of Primary Products Act 1958 and the Tobacco leaf Industry Stabilisation Act 1966 and
provides for the transfer of property, rights and liabilities of the Victorian Tobacco Leaf Marketing Board to a
grower-owned enterprise, the Tobacco Co-operative of Victoria Limited. This will involve significant
restructuring in terms of the number, size and structure of farms via a voluntary quota retirement scheme and
marketing arrangements. The Tobacco Co-operative, with good management and stronger producer support, is
expected to provide the best opportwUty to compete under the conditions of a fully deregulated national market
after September 1995.
The Margarine (Repeal) Act 1994 repeals the Margarine Act 1975 in its entirety. The Repeal of the Act will
abolish licensing controls as well as labelling and packaging restrictions. Consumer protection is now
comprehensively provided through the national food standards code.
Dietitians Act 1981
Section 4(1) of the Health and Community Services (Further Amendment) Sill 1994 repeals the Dietitians Act
1981. Registration of Dietitians in Victoria was discontinued in accordance with the principles of mutual
recognition.
Occupational Health and Safety - Safety Management Achievement Program (SafetyMAP)
SafetyMAP is a non-legislative system developed by the OHSA to provide organisations with a means of
measuring or 'mapping' their health and safety management systems. It is designed in a non-prescriptive manner
to assist in the achievement of best practice not just minimum standards. Correlation of an organisation's
performance with the benchmarks in the system does indicate that health and safety legislative requirements are
being met. Formal recognition of improved health and safety outcomes is provided by SafetyMAP , Achievement
Certificates' which benefit both the organisations and the community.

Attorney-General: consultancies
(Question No. 10)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Attorney-General:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within her administration, for the period 1 November 1993 to 31
May 1994, what the details are of each consultancy commissioned, indicating - (a) date; (b) cost; (c) purpose; (d) name
and address of consultant; (e) recommendations made; and (f) action taken in response to any recommendations?

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - The answer is:
Please refer to the attached table for the relevant information.
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Police and Emergency Services: consultancies
(Question No. 22)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within her administration, for the period 1 November 1993 to 31

May 1994, what the details are of each consultancy commissioned, indicating - (a) date; (b) cost; (c) purpose; (d) name
and address of consultant; (e) recommendations made; and (f) action taken in response to any recommendations?

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and Emergency Services) - The answer is:
Please refer to the attached table for the relevant information.
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Corrections: consultancies
(Question No. 23)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Corrections:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within her administration, for the period 1 November 1993 to 31
May 1994, what the details-are of each consultancy commissioned, indicating - (a) date; (b) cost; (c) purpose;ld) name
and address of consultant; (e) recommendations made; and (f) action taken in response to any recommendations?

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Corrections) - The answer is:
Please refer to the attached table for the relevant information_
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Ethnic Affairs: consultancies
(Question No. 28)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Ethnic Affairs:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within her administration, for the period 1 November 1993 to 31
May 1994, what the details are of each consultancy commissioned, indicating - (a) date; (b) cost; (c) purpose; (d) name
and address of consultant; (e) recommendations made; and (f) action taken in response to any recommendations?

Mr KENNETI (Minister for Ethnic Affairs) - The answer is:
Adopting the definition of a consultancy contained in the Government Guidelines jrYr the Engagement and Ma1Wgement of
Consultants for Use Across the Victorian Public 5«tor, only one consultancy was commissioned during the period in
question.
This consultancy was commissioned on 1 April 1994;
a.
b.
cost $8800;
c.
was for executive search fees relating to the position of General Manager, Victorian Interpreting and
Translating Service [VITS);
d.
was undertaken by MaJUl Judd Reis, Human Resource Consultants of 111 LonsdaJe St. Melbourne; and
e.
after appropriate advertising and screening advised the VITS Board of a shortlist of suitable candidates.
Furthermore f.
the recommendations of the consultancy in respect of advertising and shortlisting were accepted by the
VITSBoard.

Fair Trading: consultancies
(Question No. 33)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Fair Trading:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within her administration, for the period 1 November 1993 to 31
May 1994, what the details are of each consultancy commissioned, indicating - (a) date; (b) cost; (c) purpose; (d) name
and address of consultant; (e) recommendations made; and (f) action taken in response to any recommendations?

MI5 WADE (Minister for Fair Trading) - The answer is:
Please refer to the attached table for the relevant information.
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Parliamentary Privilege
(Question No. 45)

Or COG HILL asked the Premier:
In respect of his reported comments concerning the abolition of Parliamentary privilege in respect of statements made
in the course of proceedings.
1.
Whether he will ascertain and advise the House of the name of any House of Parliament in Australia or
any other country in which such Parliamentary privilege - (i) has never existed, or (ii) has been
abolished?
2.
Whether he has received any advice concerning the abolition of Parliamentary privilege and the effect it
would have on the right of members to speak and act in Parliament without fear or favour, if sowhat are the details of that advice?
3.
Whether it is government policy or remove the right of members to speak and act in Parliament without
fear or favour?

Mr KENNEIT (Premier) - The answer is:
The privilege of freedom of speech exists in every House of Parliament based on the Westminster system of
government and currently exists in all the Houses of Parliament in Australia. The privilege has not been abolished in
any of these Houses.
My government recognises the fundamental importance of the privilege and we have no intention of abolishing it.
However, that privilege should not be abused by members on the other side of the Assembly by making statements
concerning high profile members of the community and then hiding behind the privilege. The privilege of freedom of
speech is a centrepiece of Parliamentary democracy but the government does not believe that the privilege should be
abused and Parliament be used as a cowards castle.
The Senate has a procedure whereby aggrieved persons may complain to the President of the Senate, who then has the
power to refer the matter to the Privileges Committee. This practice offers the right of reply to aggrieved individuals
and could be explored as an option by this House as a means of ensuring that members are accountable. The adoption
of this practice, however, is a matter for the Speaker.

Health and Community Services: Community Support Fund
(Question No. 54)

Mr LONEY asked the Minister for Community Services:
Whether the Minister will provide details of all money received from the Community Support Fund, specifically for the
'Street IGds' programme since October 1992, indicating details of the allocation of that money.

Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) - The answer is:
The "Street IGds" programme is administered by the Office of Youth Affairs. The Minister responsible for Youth Affairs
has consolidated a response to Mr Loney's questions regarding the "Street IGds" programme on my behaU.

Agricul lure: advertising
(Question No. 71)

Mr PANOAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Agriculture:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all advertising
undertaken since 3 October 1992 to date, indicating - (a) date of approval for each contract; Cb) cost of each contract; (c)
purpose of advertisement; (d) duration of advertisement; (e) where and when each advertisement was published or
broadcast; and (f) to whom each contract was awarded?

Mr W. O. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture) - The answer is:
The question is wide ranging and of a general nature and due to the cost and burden on government resources in
collating the information a detailed answer will not be provided. U Mc Pandazopoulos has specific concerns I invite
him to raise them so they may be given due consideration.
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Public Transport: advertising
(Question No. 73)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Public Transport:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all advertising
undertaken since 3 October 1992 to date, indicating - (a) date of approval for each contract; (b) cost of each contract; (c)

purpose of advertisement; (d) duration of advertisement; (e) where and when each advertisement was published or
broadcast; and (f) to whom each contract was awarded?

Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - The answer is:
Department of Transport:
The Deparbnent of Transport utilised the government's contracted media agency on a number of occasions
during the period in question. Advertising was necessary for varying purposes such as employment
vacancies and public notices.
While the department has provided the following breakdown of the total amount expended on the above
media advertising, the data is not retained in a form which allows easy identification of the detailed
information sought by the honourable member. To compile the infonnation from the department's records
would involve the use of considerable time and resources which could not be justified.
1992-93

1993-94

1994-95

(to December 1994)
Nil

$18,958.70·

$16,525.95·

• Excludes advertising in Government Gautte
Public Transport Corporation:
The Public Transport Corporation (PTC) places numerous advertisements in the press, radio and
occasionally on television. Advertisements are also placed on Met trams and on buses and PTC property.
The purpose of advertising is to keep customers informed; to offer additional travel options; to attract new
customers and to educate and inform the community of the integral role public transport plays in the life of
the city and country Victoria. To this end the PTC's advertising covers a variety of subjects including public
transport service details of sporting and other special events, new and existing products and services,
works and service alterations, personnel and tender advertisements, and special offers for PTC customers.
The PTC has advised that the detailed information sought by the honourable member is not readily
available in respect of the broad range of advertising carried out by the PTe. The task of collecting the
inionnation would place a considerable cost and burden on the resources of the PTC which could not be
justified. If the honourable member identifies a particular area of interest or advertising campaign every
effort will be made to provide relevant information.

Roads and Ports: advertising
(Question No. SO)
Mr PANDAZOPOUlOS asked the Minister for Public Transport, for the Minister for Roads and Ports:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all advertising
undertaken since 3 October 1992 to date, indicating - (a) date of approval for each contract; (b) cost of each contract; (c)

purpose of advertisement; (d) duration of advertisement; (e) where and when each advertisement was published or
broadcast; and (f) to whom each contract was awarded?

Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Roads and Ports is:
Department of Transport:
Advertising in the media was undertaken by the Department of Transport for varying purposes such as
employment vacancies and public notices. The government's contracted advertising agency, Leeds Media,
was used for this purpose.
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While the department has provided the following breakdown of the total amoWlt expended on the above
media advertising, the data is not retained in a form which allows easy identification of the detailed
information sought by the honourable member. To compile the information from the department's records
would involve the use of considerable time and resources which could not be justified.
1992-93

1993-94

1994-95+-

(to December 1994)
Nil

518,958.70·

$19,191.39'

+ Includes Victorian Taxi Directorate
• Excludes advertising in Govemmmt Glu.ette

Roads Corporation:
Advertising in the media was undertaken by VicRoads for varying purposes such as employment
vacancies and public notices. While VicRoads has provided the following breakdown of the total amoWlt
expended on the advertising for special campaigns, data in respect of all advertising is not retained in a
form which allows easy identification of the detailed information sought by the honourable member. To
compile such information would involve the use of considerable time and resources which could not be
justified.
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Marine Board of Victoria:
The Marine Board expended the following total amounts on media advertising since 1992:
1992-93

1993-94

1994-95
(to December 1994)

Nil

$5,165.55·

$2,415.60·

• Excludes advertising in Government Gazette
The board advise that the data is not retained in a form which allows easy identification of the detailed
information sought by the honourable member. To compile the information would involve the use of
considerable time and resources which could not be justified.
Port of Melbourne Authority;
The authority undertakes a wide range of print advertising for a variety of purposes, including port
promotion, tenders and public notices. The information in respect of the advertising is not retained in a
form which is easy identified. To answer this question in the detail sought by the honourable member
would require an inordinate amount of time and resources which cannot be justified. Should the
Honourable Member identify a specific area of concern every effort to obtain relevant information.
Port of Portland Authority:
The authority has advised that the information is not retained in a form which allows easy identification for
then purpose of answering the honourable member's detailed question. To compile the information would
involve the use of considerable time and resources which could not be justified.
Should the honourable member identify a specific area of concern every effort to obtain relevant information.

Arts: advertising
(Question No. 81)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, for the Minister for the
Arts:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all advertising
undertaken since 3 October 1992 to date, indicating - (a) date of approval for each contract; (b) cost of each contract; (c)
purpose of advertisement; (d) duration of advertisement; (e) where and when each advertisement was published or
broadcast; and (f) to whom each contract was awarded?

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and Emergency Services) - The answer supplied by the Minister for
the Arts is:
The time and resources required to provide the detailed information sought cannot be justified. However I am
prepared to consider a more focused. and specific question on this issue, should you so ask.

Tertiary Education and Training: advertising
(Question No. 85)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Education, for the Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all advertising
undertaken since 3 October 1992 to date, indicating - (a) date of approval for each contract; (b) cost of each contract; (c)
purpose of advertisement; (d) duration of advertisement; (e) where and when each advertisement was published or
broadcast; and (f) to whom each contract was awarded?

Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Tertiary Education
and Training is:
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The full detail required is not able to be provided as it would necessitate the diversion of departmental resources from
priority work at very substantial costs. However, the honourable member was provided with some of these details in
April 1994 in response to a request that he made pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act 1982.
The honourable member should note that universities, TAFE colleges, regional councils of adult, conununity and

further education and other providers of adult, community and further education are self-governing bodies responsible
for any advertising they consider appropriate.

Agriculture: capital works in Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick
(Question No. 103)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Agriculture:
In respect of each of the electorates of Dandenong, Cranbourne and Berwic1c., respectively since 3 October 1992 to date,
what the details are of all capital works conducted, and new programs authorised, including - (a) project funded; (b)

expenditure approved; (c) date funding approved; and (d) expected completion dates?

Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture) - The answer is:
With the exception of a subdistrict office at Dandenong, the Department of Agriculture has no staff based in the
electorates of Oandenong, Cranboume or Berwiclc.. Consequently, no capital works projects have been undertaken in
these electorates since 3 October 1992.

Education: capital works in Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick
(Question No. 108)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Education:
In respect of each of the electorates of Oandenong, Cranboume and Berwic1c., respectively since 3 October 1992 to date.
what the details are of all capital works conducted, and new programs authorised, including - (a) project funded; (b)

expenditure approved; (c) date funding approved; and (d) expected completion dates?

Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The answer is:
The honourable member for Dandenong seeks extensive details of capital works undertaken in his electorate and the
growth corridor electorates of Cranboume and Berwick since the government came to office in October 1992.
The extent of the information sought by Mr Pandazopoulos would require the allocation of considerable resources at

both regional and school level that could not be justified. I invite Mr Pandazopoulos to submit more focussed and
specific questions on this matter.

Ethnic Affairs: capital works in Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick
(Question No. 115)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Ethnic Affairs:
In respect of each of the electorates of Dandenong, Cranbourne and Berwick, respectively since 3 October 1992 to date,
what the details are of all capital works conducted, and new programs authorised, including - (a) project funded; (b)

expenditure approved; (c)_date funding approved; and (d) expected completion dates?

Mr KENNElT (Minister for Ethnic Affairs) - The answer is:
I am informed that
There has not been any approval for capital works, or new programs authorised within the portfolio of
ethnic affairs, for the electorates of Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick respectively, since 3 October 1992
to date, 16 January 1995.
Further you would know, or should know that the ethnic affairs portfolio does not provide capital funds
for capital works.
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Tertiary Education and Training: capital works in Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick
(Question No. 117)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Education, for the Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training:
In respect of each of the electorales of Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick. respectively since 3 October 1992 to date,
what the details are of all capital works conducted, and new programs authorised, including - (a) pro;ea funded; (b)
expenditure approved; (c) date fwlc:Ung approved; and (d) expected completion dales?

Mr HAYWAIlD (Minister for Education) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Tertiary Education
and Training is:

n.e answer is:
T AFE COllEGES

Dandtmong
!

Project Funded

i

Expenditure Approved

S925.000

: Dandenong Valley
(Cleland St.) Campus
refurbishment
Occupational Health &
Safety Project

i
! Date Funding Approved

!

S133.000

June 1993

I

!

i

Completion Date
I

, 991 192 finanCial year

I

!
June 1993

1992/93 finanCial year
I

!

i

:

Cranbourn8

Project Funded

II

Land purchase for the
establishment of new
Campus

Expenditure Approved

Date Funding Approved

Completion Date

$1.227,000

1992f93 financial year

Dec 1994

i

I
I

I

!

I
i

S5.000,000

New Multi-purpose
Campus

I

1994/95 financial year

I

Date Funding Approved

!

' 990/91

I
I

I

I

I

June 1998

Berwick
Project Funded

Expenditure Approved

I New general purpose
: campus with a 35 place
i Child Care Centre.

$12.400.000

I

Completion Date

!

September 1 993

I

UNIVERSITIeS (Higher Educationl
On 3 December 1992. confirmation of a deCision to locate a campus of Monash University on the Casev
Airfield site at Berwick was announced. The Site has been acquired by the Government under the provisions
ot the Land Acquisition and CompensatIon Act 1986. Negotiations on the amount of compensation for the
land are still in progress through procedures set out in the ACt. The Commonwealth Government commined
S 11 ., m for capital works in 1994 and 1995.
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Agriculture: alcohol purchases
(Question No. 135)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Agriculture:
Since 3 October 1992 to date, what the details are of all alcohol purchased by the Minister or his office, indicating, in
respect of each purchase - (a) the date; (b) the value; and (c) the item?

Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture) - The answer is:
Due to the cost and burden on government resources in collating the information a detailed answer will not be
provided. If Mr Pandazopoulos has specific concerns I invite him to raise them so they may be given due consideration.

Arts: alcohol purchases
(Question No. 145)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, for the Minister for the
Arts:
Since 3 October 1992 to date, what the details are of all alcohol purchased by the Minister or his offICe, indicating, in
respect of each purchase - (a) the date; (b) the value; and (c) the item?

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and Emergency Services) - The answer supplied by the Minister for
the Arts is:
My office purchased beer and wine for a reception for Arts Victoria clients on 21 December 1994 at a cost of $286.00.

Agriculture: entertainment expenses
(Question No. 168)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Agriculture:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration since 3 October 1992 to date, what the

details are of all entertainment expenses incurred, indicating - (a) total costs incurred by each Section, including the
Minister's office; and (b) itemised details of all expenditure in excess of $500, including - (i) date incurred; (ii) cost; (ill)
number of guests; (iv) purpose, and (v) name of service provider?

Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture) - The answer is:
The question is wide ranging and due to the cost and burden on government resources in collating the information a
detailed answer will not be provided. If Mr Pandazopoulos has specific concerns I invite him to raise them so they may

be given due consideration.

Education: entertainment expenses
(Question No. 173)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Education:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration since 3 October 1992 to date, what the

details are of all entertainment expenses incurred, indicating - (a) total costs incurred by each Section, including the
Minister's office; and (b) itemised details of all expenditure in excess of $500, including - (i) date incurred; (ii) cost; (ill)
nwnber of guests; (iv) purpose, and (v) name of service provider?

Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The answer is:
To provide the information requested would require an inordinate amount of time and resources which are not
available. However, in each area within my administrative responsibilities the main expense relates to professional
development, seminars and conferences which are usually covered by registration fees. Mr Pandazopoulos may wish to
submit a more focussed and specific question on this matter.
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Arts: entertainment expenses
(Question No. 178)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, for the Minister for the
Arts:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration since 3 October 1992 to date, what the
details are of all entertainment expenses incurred, indicating - (a) total costs incurred by each Section, including the
Minister's office; and (b) itemised details of all expenditure in excess of $500, including - (i) date incurred; (ii) cost; (ill)
number of guests; (iv) purpose, and (v) name of service provider?

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and Emergency Services) - The answer supplied by the Minister for
the Arts is:
TIle time and resources required to provide the detailed information sought cannot be justified. However I am
prepared to consider a more focused and specific question on this issue, should you so ask.

Tertiary Education and Training: entertainment expenses
(Question No. 182)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Education, for the Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration since 3 October 1992 to date, what the
details are of all entertainment expenses incurred, indicating - (a) total costs incurred by each Section, including the
Minister's office; and (b) itemised details of all expenditure in excess of $500, including - (i) date incurred; (ii) cost; (ill)
number of guests; (iv) purpose, and (v) name of service provider?

Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Tertiary Education
and Training is:
TIle detail required is not able to be provided as it would necessitate the diversion of departmental resources from
priority work at very substantial costs.

Agriculture: publications
(Question No. 200)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Agriculture:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration since 3 October 1992 to date, what the
details are of all publications produced, indicating in each case - (a) the title; (b) the date of issue; (c) details of
distribution, including numbers and cost; (d) the number printed; (e) the cost of production; (f) the purpose of
production; (g) who it was printed by; and (h) whether tenders were called?

Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture) - The answer is:
The question is wide ranging and due to the cost and burden on government resources in collating the infonnation a
detailed answer will not be provided. U Mr Pandazopoulos has specific concerns I invite him to raise them so they may
be given due consideration.

Education: publications
(Question No. 205)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Education:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration since 3 October 1992 to date, what the
details are of all publications produced, indicating in each case - (a) the title; (b) the date of issue; (c) details of
distribution, including numbers and cost; (d) the number printed; (e) the cost of production; (f) the purpose of
production; (g) who it was printed by; and (h) whether tenders were called?
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Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The answer is:
Given the size of my portfolio and the nature of the work undertaken, to provide details as requested by the
honourable member would involve an inordinate amount of time and resources

Arts: publications
(Question No. 210)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, for the Minister for the
Arts:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration since 3 October 1992 to dare, what the
details are of all publications produced, indicating in each case - (a) the title; (b) the date of issue; (c) details of
distribution, including numbers and cost; (d) the number printed; (e) the cost of production; (f) the purpose of
production; (g) who it was printed by; and (h) whether tenders were called?

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and Emergency Services) - The answer supplied by the Minister for
the Arts is:
The time and resources required to provide the detailed information sought cannot be justified. However I am

prepared to consider a more focused and specific question on this issue, should you so ask.

Tertiary Education and Training: publications
(Question No. 214)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Education, for the Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration since 3 October 1992 to date, what the
details are of all publications produced, indicating in each case - (a) the title; (b) the date of issue; (c) details of
distribution, including numbers and cost; (d) the number printed; (e) the cost of production; (f) the purpose of
production; (g) who it was printed by; and (h) whether tenders were called?

Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Tertiary Education
and Training is:
The detail required is not able to be provided as it would necessitate the diversion of departmental resources from
priority work at be substantial costs.
It should be noted that the annual reports of agencies and educational institutions contain information concerning their
publications.

Planning: stress-related leave
(Question No. 229)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Plaruting:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration for each year from 3 October 1992 to
date, respectively, what the details are of all stress-related leave, indicating in the case of each section - (a) the number
of days taken; (b) the estimated cost; and (c) the total number of staff in the section?

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Plaruting) - The answer is:
The data presented in the following table is for leave taken for work-related stress for which work cover claims have
been lodged.
Days Lost
3.10.92-30. 6.93
1. 7.93-30. 6.94
1. 7.94-31.12.94

134
189
9

Estimated Cost
$12951.77
$38 834.93
$ 3110.60

Total Number of Staff

267
265
265
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The estimated cost includes weekly compensation payments, medical and like expenses, rehabilitation costs, lump sum
payments for permanent impairment and negligence claims through civil action.

Agriculture: stress-related leave
(Question No. 232)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Agriculture:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration for each year from 3 October 1992 to

date, respectively, what the details are of all stress-related leave, indicating in the case of each section - (a) the nwnber
of clays taken; (b) the estimated cost; and (c) the total number of staff in the section?

Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture) - The answer is:
Records about sick leave taken by employees do not, in many cases, sufficiently distinguish between the causes of sick
leave for an accurate or detailed answer about stress-related leave to be provided. The only specific information about
stress-related leave is associated with Workcare claims. If Mr Pandazopoulos has specific concerns I invite him to raise
them so they may be given due consideration.

Education: stress-related leave
(Question No. 237)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Education:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration for each year from 3 October 1992 to
date, respectively, what the details are of all stress-related leave, indicating in the case of each section - (a) the number
of days taken; (b) the estimated cost; and (c) the total number of staff in the section?

Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The answer is:
Employees are not required to specify whether any leave is stress related and as a consequence I am unable to provide
details.

Tertiary Education and Training: stress-related leave
(Question No. 246)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Education, for the Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration for each year from 3 October 1992 to
date, respectively, what the details are of all stress-related leave, indicating in the case of each section - (a) the number
of days taken; (b) the estimated cost; and (c) the total number of staff in the section?

Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Tertiary Education
and Training is:
There is no requirement to record the variety and type of sick leave taken when an officer is absent from work due to
illness, therefore the answ~r to parts (a), (b) and (c) cannot be accurately answered.
_
Stress leave can only be recorded if an officer has placed a 'Workcover' claim in for stress leave. There have been no
such claims from 3 October 1992 until 8 December 1994.
Universities, T AFE colleges, regional councils of adult, community and further education and other providers of adult,
community and further education have not been included in this response as they are self-governing bodies and
therefore are not agencies under my administration.
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Planning: media research and public opinion polling
(Question No. 262)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Planning:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all media
research and public opinion polling conducted since 3 October 1992, including - (a) the title of each poU or item of
research; (b) the date approved. and duration of contract; (c) cost; (d) the personnel conducting the project; (e) whether it
was put to tender; (f) recommendations made; and (g) any actions taken by department or Minister?

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The answer is:
No such surveys were undertaken by areas within the Minister for Planning's responsibilities.

Agriculture: media research and public opinion polling
(Question No. 265)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Agriculture:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all media
research and public opinion polling conducted since 3 October 1992, induding - (a) the title of each poD or item of
research; (b) the date approved. and duration of contract; (c) cost; (d) the personnel conducting the project; (e) whether it
was put to tender; (f) recommendations made; and (g) any actions taken by department or Minister?

Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture) - The answer is:
The question is wide ranging and due to the cost and burden on government resources in collating the information a
detailed answer will not be provided.. If Mr Pandazopoulos has specific concerns I invite him to raise them so they may
be given due consideration.

Agriculture: credit cards
(Question No. 297)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Agriculture:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, whether he will provide full details of

the use of credit cards by himself, ministerial staff and departmental heads since 3 October, 1992, indicating in the case
of each card holder - (a) the spending limit; (b) the type of authority required. for purchase; (c) criteria for issue and
usage; (d) total entertainment expenses, including -lunches, dinners and alcohol; and (e) a list of all instances where
expenditure exceeded. $200 per account, including - (i) the amount; (ii) the number of guests; (iii) the purpose of the
function; (iv) the name of the service provider and (v) the date of service?

Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture) - The answer is:
The question is wide ranging and due to the cost and burden on government resources in coUating the information a
detailed answer will not be provided. If Mc Pandazopoulos has specifiC concerns I invite him to raise them so they may
be given due consideration.

Education: credit cards
(Question No. 302)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Education:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, whether ht" will provide full details of

the use of credit cards by himself, ministerial staff and departmental heads since 3 October, 1992, indicating in the case
of each card holder - (a) the spending limit; (b) the type of authority required for purchase; (c) criteria for issue and
usage; (d) total entertairunent expenses, including -lunches, dinners and alcohol; and (e) a list of all instances where
expenditure exceeded $200 per account, including - (i) the amount; (ii) the number of guests; (ill) the purpose of the
function; (iv) the name of the service provider and (v) the date of service?
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Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The answer is:
Neither myself, my ministerial staff, the Director of School Education nor any agency or authority head under my
administration has a corporate credit card.

Arts: credit cards
(Question No. 307)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, for the Minister for the
Arts:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, whether he will provide full details of
the use of credit cards by himself, ministerial staff and departmental heads since 3 October, 1992, indicating in the case
of each card holder - (a) the spending limit; (b) the type of authority required for purchase; (c) criteria for issue and
usage; (d) total entertainment expenses, including -lunches, dinners and alcohol; and (e) a list of all instances where
expenditure exceeded $200 per account, including - (i) the amount; (ii) the number of guests; (iii) the purpose of the
function; (iv) the name of the service provider and (v) the date of service?

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and Emergency Services) - The answer supplied by the Minister for
the Arts is:
No credit cards have been issued to the Minister for the Arts, arts ministerial staff or the Secretary of the Department of
Arts, Sport and Tourism.

Tertiary Education and Training: credit cards
(Question No. 311)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Education, for the Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, whether he will provide full details of
the use of credit cards by himself, ministerial staff and departmental heads since 3 October, 1992, indicating in the case
of each card holder - (a) the spending limit; (b) the type of authority required for purchase; (c) criteria for issue and
usage; (d) total entertainment expenses, including -lunches, dinners and alcohol; and (e) a list of all instances where
expenditure exceeded $200 per account, including - (i) the amount; (ii) the number of guests; (ill) the purpose of the
function; (iv) the name of the service provider and (v) the date of service?

Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Tertiary Education
and Training is:
Since 3 October 1992, there have been no corporate credit cards held or is use by any ministerial staff, the departmental
head or by myself within the portfolio of tertiary education and training.

Community Services: respite beds
(Question No. 321)
Ms GARBUIT asked the Minister for Community Services:
As at 1 June 1993, 1 September 1993, 1 January 1993,1 March 1994, 1 June 1994 and 1 September 1994, how many
facility based respite places were available for - (a) children under 18; and (b) adults?

Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) - The answer is:
On 1 June 1993 there were 172 children's respite beds, 289 adult respite beds, 461 facility based respite beds in total.
On 1 September 1993 there were 172 children's respite beds, 289 adult respite beds, 461 respite beds in total.
On 1 January 1994 there were 172 children's respite beds, 280 adult respite beds, 452 respite beds in total.
On 1 March 1994 there were 172 children's respite beds, 280 adult respite beds, 452 respite beds in total.
On 1 June 1994 there were 172 children's respite beds, 280 adult respite beds,452 respite beds in total
On 1 September 1994 there were 172 children's respite beds, 280 adult respite beds, 452 respite beds in total.
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There has been no change in children's respite beds in this period. Between 1 September 1993 and 1 December 1993
there were 4 new adult beds opened and 14 adult beds closed leaving a net loss of 9 beds.
On 8 October 1993 the 4 bed adult respite facility at Melton, which is part of the Melton-Bacchus Marsh respite service,

commenced operating.
On 18 October 1993 the 5 beds at the Balwyn adult IDS respite facility were redeveloped into a non-facility based
respite service whilst the same level of facility based respite continued to be provided through greater usage of the
other 2 adult 105 facilities in eastern region.
On 1 November 1993 4 of the 6 respite beds provided at the multiple sclerosis Greensborough facility were
redesignated as long term beds in line with actual occupancy, and the Hawthorn multiple sclerosis nursing home
closed for redevelopment with the result that the 4 respite beds, which had not been operating as respite beds for some
time, were no longer available although an allocation equivalent to the funding previously allocated for respite is still in
the process of redevelopment for respite.

Health and Community Services: community residential units
(Question No. 322)
Ms GARBUTI' asked the Minister for Community Services:
In respect of residents in community residential units (CRUs) for the period 1 October 1992 to 1 October 1994:
1.
How many injuries per month requiring medical attention have there been to residents and staff as a result of

2.

assaults by other residents?
How many residents have been charged per month with criminal offences as a result of assaults involving other
residents or staff, indicating what charges were laid?

Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) - The answer is:
1.

The centralised incident reporting system records all injuries and assaults, including sexual assault, from each
region. This system has only been operational since 1 July 1993. The data on the system does not indicate
whether the injury or assault occurred in a community based residential setting or in a training centre, or in an
outreach service capacity.
For the period 1 July 1993 to 1 October 1994:
Total number of physical assaults requiring medical attention instigated by a client = 98.
1993
July
0

August September
2

6

October November
5
6

December
0

May

June

July

0

9

10

August Sept
11
8

1994

January
6

2.

Feb
1

March
17

April
17

The term medical attention is defined as anything from requiring a bandaid to requiring surgery.
All allegations of physical and sexual assault made by or about intellectually disabled persons living in the care of
the Department of Health and Community Services must be reported to the police. It is the role of the police is
to gather evidence and if appropriate, form a brief and lay charges. Health and community services staff take
appropriate action to ensure that the safety and well being of residents is maintained and that the residents
have the appropriate supports and services. including counselling if allegations are made.

Health and Community Services: Aradale Training Centre
(Question No. 323)
Ms GARBUlT asked the Minister for Community Services:
In respect of the closure of Aradale Training Centre in Ararat, what alternative accommodation was provided for

residents who lived at the centre when the Government announced the closure in June 1993, indicating how many
fonner residents were transferred to - (a) other training centres; (b) community residential services; (c) special
accommodation houses; and (d) nursing homes?
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Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) - The answer is:
Of the 150 clients residing at Aradale at the time of the government annoWlCed the closure; (a) thirty one (31) clients
were transferred to other training centres; (b) one hundred and eleven (111) clients were transferred to COII\Jl\wlity
residential services; (c) none were transferred to special accommodation houses; and (d) thirteen (13) were transferred
to nursing homes.

Health and Community Services: community residential services
(Question No. 325)
Ms GARBUTI asked the Minister for Community Services:
In respect of community residential services for people with intellectual disabilities for each month from 1 October 1992
to 1 November 1994:
1.
How many departmental staff have been employed, indicating at what employment classification?
2.
How many occupational assaults were reported by departmental staff?
3.
How many Workcare or Workcover claims were made by departmental staff?
4.
How many contracted staff have been employed?

Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) - The answer is:
1.

The number of departmental staff paid at each period are as follows:
1993
CLASSIFICATION
Administrative Officers
Human Services Workers/TIOSOs
Intellectual Disability Services Officers
Mental Retardation Nurses
TOTALS
1994
CLASSIFICATION
Administrative Officers
Human Services Workers/TIOSOs
Intellectual Disability Services Officers
Mental Retardation Nurses
TOTALS

30 June 30Sep

310ct

3ONov 31 Dec

49
340
1495
162
2046

33
277
1634
208
2152

42
294
1606
202
2144

39
303
1613
201
2156

31 Jan
36
315
1507
197
2055

28Feb
35
346
1521
166
2068

30Apr 30Jun
27
28
421
334
1538
1539
191
162
2178
2062

37
277
1498
193
2005

30 Sept 310ct
22
25
308
359
1527
1558
139
155
2~7
1996

It should be noted that the variances in the total workforce figures are largely due to the number of staff on leave over
the Christmas period and the movement to community based services following the closure of the Aradale and
Mayday Hills training centres.
The reason that I am unable to provide you with monthly workforce figures for the period requested is that
departmental figures preceding 30 June 1993 does not allow us to separate out staff employed in CRUs from the total
workforce. The data for the months of July and August 1993, March, May, July and August 1994 unfortunately is not
available due to administrative difficulties.
However, the information given should provide you with a time series report to allow workforce trends to be
identified. You should note overall the trend reflects my policies regarding deinstitutionalisation, removal of
administrative overheads and protection of direct care services.
2.
The centralised incident reporting system records aU injuries and assaults, including sexual assault, from each
region. This system has only been operational since 1 July 1993.
You should note that assaults cover incidents where no medical attention was required and where medical attention
was required, ranging from band aids to incidents where surgery was required. On average 81.5 per cent of
these reported assaults did not require any medical attention.
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93-94
Aug
2

94-95
July
49
3.

Sep
9

Oct
15

Nov
12

August September
93
43

nee
10

Jan
11

Feb
16

257

Mar
63

Apr
53

May
19

June
34

Tot
244

October Total
46

265

In response to your question the following information was provided from the Victorian Workcover

Authority data base and relates to registered Workcover claims.
92-93
Oct
9
93-94
July
6

9495
July
6

6

Dec
2

Jan
7

Feb
7

Mar
4

Apr
3

May
7

June
4

Total
49

Aug
7

Sept
6

Oct
8

Nov
8

Dec

)an
12

Feb
10

Mar
12

Apr
5

Nov

August September
1
5

5

October November
5
2

May
15

June
4

Tot
98

Total
19

The Workcover claims information supplied to you on a previous occasion was a general response which included
training centres, as it was not previously possible to differentiate between residential services.

Health and Community Services: grants under Physical and Sensory Disability Program
(Question No. 326)

Ms GARBUIT asked the Minister for Community Services:
What was the total grant provided to each organisation under the physical and sensory disability program for the
1992-93,1993-94 and 1994-95 financial years, respectively?

Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) - The answer is:
The information is attached.
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Health and Community Services: Commonwealth-State Disability Agreement
(Question No. 327)
Ms GARBUlT asked the Minister for Community Services:
In relation to the Commonwealth State Disability Agreement Growth Funds:
1.
What was the total grant provided to each organisation for the 1992-93 and 1993-94 financial years, respectively?

2.

How much of the funds remain unallocated at 30 June 1994?

Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services - The answer is:
1.
2.

The information for 1992-93 and 1993-94 is attached.
All commonwealth CSDA growth funds are fully committed.
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G rants Payment to Organisation from
CSDA Growth 1992/93
Organisation

s

$

CSDA Growth Recurrent
ADEINC
ALCOHOL RELATED BRAIN
BALL~T ACCOMFOR PHYSIC
BARWON INDEPENDENT LIVING
CITYOFMOE
CITY OF PRESTON
CITY OF WANGARATTA
DISABn.ITY ATTENDA1"IT
LO\\iER HU1v1E COMMUN1TY
\iARILLAC HOUSE L'ID
\fl.1.mLE SCLEROSIS SOC.
OUTDOORS !NC
oureR EAST CITIZEN
PAR..\PLEGIC & QUADRIPLEGIC
RAIDER mCORPORATED
ROYAL CHILDRENS HOSPITAL
RCRAL CITY OF WODONGA
SCHIZOPHSThlA FELLOWSHIP
SHIRE OF MELTON
57 JOHN OF GOD YARRA. VIEW
ST JOHN OF GOD Y ARRA "vT£W
5T Jl;"DES NljRSING HOME

70,089
33,750
75,984
8,757
15,212
31,500

7,i21
79,860
5,500
90,438
113,534
31,140
40,564
21,714
22,932
105,884
7,722
27,500
39.760
87,530
169,734
44.318

CSDA Growth ~on Recurrent
.-\ D E INC
..!.LK1R.A CTh"TRE - BOX HILL
A.R.ALL"E~ CEN"TRE D'VALLEY
ARALL"EN CEN"TRE D'V ALLEY
A.~TS ACCESS
ARTS PROJECT AUSTRALIA
ASSOC.FOR AUTISM & ALLIED
ASS.FOR SEVERELY HCAPPED
";CST. GREEK ASSOC. FOR
~LTISTIC CITIZENS R&R SOC
3AR\\'O~ Thi"DEPENDENT LIvlNG
SEXDlGO PHYSICALLY D1SABL
3E~GlGO COMMu~1TY

BOXHILL COMMONWEALTH
BRO.-illMEADOWS CO!\-t\-lO~\VEAL TH
CHRISTIA.'-J' FEllOWSHIP
CITY OF SPRmGVALE
CITY OF WANGARATTA

4,473
1,182
300
6,998
8,lS7

630
l.171
6.784
5,300
3.200
10,000
130
600
1,368
10,550
2,330
900
5.200

1.131.144
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;rants Payment to Organisation from
:SDA Growth 1992/93
Organisation

s
~LA YTON REHABll.ITATION
:0 CARE
:OLAC HOSTEL A.sSOC. FOR
:O}'1MID-.TITY ACCOMSUPP.TE.AJ.vl
·:ONNOR HOUSE RESPITE CARE
:OOINDA-N"HILL
CRAIGIEBUR."'l LEAR."ITNG &
CROy!)O~ CCY-Y-C~wr-A!.. ~

:>EAL CO?-.1MV'N1CATION CTh"TRE
~ \V mPING FO'L~"D. INC.
::: \V TIPPING FO'L'Nl). INe.
E W mPING FOl."N"D. INC.
:::DAR
EPPING COMMON'WEALTIl
FITZROY COMMO~'WEAL TH
GELA."-t'TIPY DISTRICT BUSH
GENERAL JOu'"R!~AL ADJUSTMNT
GIPPSLA..~"D COMMO}'"WEALTH
GOOD SHPEHERD HOSTELS
GOL1.Bl}R.~ VAlLEY CENT. FOR
H.~\1IL TON BASE HOSPITAL
H.-\.',mFIELD ASSOe. INe.
HELEN SCHUTT HOUSE
HELPING HA.J.'-lD ASSOCIATION
HELPING ~"\;"D ASSOCIATION
HELPIKG ~",l) ASSOCL~TION
JEWISH VvE.FARE SOCIETY
K.-\.~\t.;, ASSOCIATION INC.
KARINGAL
KA.RD~GAL DTC
K.·\RKA.'\lA DAY CTh"TRE !NC
KIEW A & OVENS VALLEY SELF
KILLAR..1,. CENTRE
Kl}IDn...~"f SCHOOL SOCIETY
KIRINARI RESI.TRAIN.SERV.
K~OXBROOKEDAYT~1NG

LIO~S

ADULT SERV. COLAC
LOWER Ht,TME CO~TIY
~1A..~SFIELD AUTISTIC CE~"'TRE
\ 1ARILLAC HOUSE
\ l-\R.ILLAC HOUSE LID
\lARLA ~A HOliSE DIS.HOSTEL
\ 1..1,. WARM CE~'"TRE
\1CCALLlJM HOliSE me.
\lCGREGOR HOUSE

S
750
2,261
7,617
3,195
9,218
1,100
2,250
3!,353
60
1,083
1,000
1,080
1,732
6,764
2,810
1,079
(3,468)
1,703
9,717
4,877
6,125
817
1,140
3,175
380
695
7,574
3.962
1,562
981
1,571
3,415
275
4,174
3,000
2,635
270
iO.OOO
2,342
3.610
424
9,000
1,200
1.900
680
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Grants Payment to Organisation from
CSDA Growth 1992193
Organisation

s
\'IELBA CENrRE
ytELBO~'\j"E Ale NETWORK me
~IELBOlj'R~"E CITY MISSION
~(IGRAJ.'IT RES.CEN.FOOTSCRA.Y
~m..DUR.:\ ACCOMODATION StiFP
~m.DURA REHABn.ITATION
~1BAH SCHOOL & ADULT
~1IRRIDONG RESIDENTIAL NC
~IOIRA INCOPORATED
~lONKAJ.'Vfi CENTRE FOR ~1ENT AL
~n",;l.LERATERONG CENTRE !Ne.
~(l;1.LERATERONG RES!. SERV.
~fL1.LERATERONG RES.SER.ASS
~fL"RDOCH HOUSE
:\ADRASCA r.-;c.
).l..1.fURKAH ASSOC. FOR THE
O:-'"EMDA ASSOC.
Ol.;TDOORS DiC
PE:-'1NSL'LA RET..<\RD.CITIZENS
PETER HARCOURT CENrRE
QL""EEN ELIZABETH GERIATRlC
QL"EEN ELIZ.~ETH GERIATRIC
ROTARY~"'T ALLY RET ARDED
ROY AL GUIDE DOGS ASSOC.
RLiRAL CITY OF WODONGA
SHEPPARTON COMMONWEALTH
SHIRE OF BACCHUS MARSH
SHIRE OF HEYWOOD
SHIRE OF ~tELTON
50CTHEASTERN COMMON"'\\'"EALTH
SOLlHER.."l AUSTISTIC SERvlC
SPASTIC SOCIETY OF VIeT.
ST JOHN OF GOD YARRA VIEW
ST JOHN OF GOD YARRA VIEW
STALBA!'iS COMMONWEALTH
SL"'XBl..:"RY ADULT UNIT INC
SL"}'"RAYSL~ RESIDENT.SERvlC
Sl")'"'R.~ YSIA RESI.SERvlCES
SLi'iSHI}.."E HELPING HAl.~1) ASS
Sl~PORTEDCO~~TY
TEH..~'J HOl~SE

ASS. FOR
THE PHOE!\lX RESIDEN.GROL"P
\"ILLA MARlA
WA.J.'-'"OIN SPRINGS
\V.~"JA.\'1BOOL ACC.SUPP.SERV

S
650
5,688
1,119
1,450
4,225
8,148
2,297
6,440
21,386
4,020
19,911
335
579
1.546
500
1.115
7,:29
7.718
4,696
5.270
500
71
3.515
9,930
8.101
11.016
650
1.213
30,000
5,835
16,639
57.495
5,597
:0,500
593
3,512
6,000
4,900
5,700
915
3,954
1.804
9.590
4,902
6,888
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Grants Payment to Organisation from
CSDA Gro\\1h 1992/93
Organisation

s
HDV CSDA Growth Expend.

i02,lOO

Grand Total
CSDA Growth 1992/93
Ex Heaith Department of Victoria
Health Department Victoria spent Si02,l 00 of CSDA gro~'h funds for 1992.'93.
Tne total HDV CSDA allocation -base,growth and transition was fully spent in 1992193.
From the HDV financial reports it is not possible to detennine exactly which projects were funded
out of g-:0\;'1h funds. The expendirure of the full growth allocation is confirmed by these reports
at a macro level and by the HDV end of year reconciliation and it is consistent with the expenditur,
figure reported to the Commonwealth in the CSDA acquittal.
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Grants Payment to Organisation from
CSDA Growth 1993/94
Orzanisarion

s

s

CSD.-\ Growth Recurrent

:\ DE:r-iC
:1J.COHOL RElA1B) BRAIN
:~QA 'v1CTORIA LIMITED
A.S5.FOR 5EVERELY HCAPPED
BALL-\RAT ACCOMFOR PHYSIC
BARWON INDEPENDENT LIVING
Cl1Y OF BRO.-\DMEADOWS
CITY OF COBt"RG
CITY OF KEILOR
CITY OF MOE
CITY OF PRESTON
CITY OFWA"."GARATIA
CITY OF WARR.-\GUL
OEPT OF ARTS SPORT &
OISA.BillTY A~"DANT
GE~"ERAL JOllt.~.-\L ADJUSTM:t-.i
HOuSING RESOtJRCE SERV INC
LOWER HID-rE COMMUNITY
\L.lJm.LAC HOCSE LlD
\£ELBOUR.'.TE A:C }'TETWORK ~C
\ffi.OURA ACCOMODATION SUPP
\fCLTICARE PTY LlD
\I'VLTIPLE SCLEROSIS SOC.
OL'TDOORSI::\C
Ol.iTER EAST CITIZEN
?AR..-\PLEGIC & QUADRIPLEGIC
QL"EE~ ELIZABETH CENTRE
R.®ER l}iCORPORAlED
ROYAL CmLDRE-CS HOSPITAL
Rllt.-\L CITY OF WODONGA
SCHIZOPHSD1A FELLOWSHIP
SHIRE OF MELTON
SOunrERN REG.ACC.COUNCIl.
ST JOHN OF GOD YARRA VIEW
W.-\RR.'t~MBOOL Ace. SL"'PP. SERV
·,VARR..'iAMBOOL ACC.SL"PP. SERV
\\'L'..t\£ERA CO~~fUNITY CARE
YOORALLA SOCIETY OF VIC

105,456
:7,002
64,470
31,566
33,818
105,699
1.~69
~.758

1.746
3,400
11,750
31.192
:9,583
330,834
35,544
(42,799)
159,737
62.385
155.936
35.554
39A75
3,044
160.595
15.570
-l0.802
101.046

512
34.883
7.800
31.192
13,750
159.963
4.350
318,337
::1.:98
17.832
14,250
3.106

(SOA Growth :"on Recurrent
..l,CCO~fMODAnON FOR TIrE
..l,CTION GRP DISABLED CHILD
ACTION ON DlSAB ETIIN COMM
ALCOHOL RELATED BRAIN

260
30.881
5.000
!.595

2.166.915
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Grants Payment to Or:anisatioD from
CSDA Growth 1993/94
Organisation

S

S
.~KIRA

CENTRE - BOX HILL
A.QA VICTORIA LIMITED
ARALL"EN CENTRE D'V ALLEY
:~nnuns FOUNDATION VIC
ARTS ACCESS
.l,.SSOC.?'O:it A:" _:SM & ~
.~SS.FOR SEVERE..Y H'CAPPED
BAll~~1)EllA INCORPORATED
BAR-WON DISABILITY RES COU
BEITER HEARING AUSTRALIA
BOXHIU. COMMONWEALm
BRAIDMARK PTY LID
BROADMEADOWS MIGRANT
CEN'TRAL HIGHLANDS
CHRISTI-\N FELLOWSHIP
CITYOFMOE
CITY OF SPRlNGVALE
CITY OF WANGARAITA
CO-AS-IT
COLAC HOSTEL ASSOe. FOR
COLLECTOR PUBLIC MONEYS
COMMONWEALmREHB SERV
COMMU:'1CATION AID
COMMti'NlTV ACCOMSUPP. TE~\.1
COOIl\1)A DAY TRAINING CENT
CROYDONCO~O~ALTH

CRS PRESTON REGIONAL tiNIT
CYSTIC FIBROSIS
D~~1)EXONGCO~~O~1NEALTH

DEAF SERVlCES !'.I"ElWORK
DEAF-BLIl'-l"D CARE ASSOClATO
DEAF/B~"D CARE ASSOe.
DL~ETES FOL"l'i"DATION
DISABn.ITY AITENDANT
DISABn.ITY RESOURCE
E W TIPPING FOUNDATION
E \1./ TIPPING FO,(}ND. lNe.
E W TIPPING FOtn-.'D. !.'le.
E W TIPPING FOIDID. INC.
ECm;CA PHYSICALLY DISABLE
ELLIMAITA
ELOeRA HOMES INCORPORATED
EPIl.EPSY FOUNDATION OF Vl
EPPn-;G COMMONWEALlE
FOOTSCRAY REHABn.ITAnON
FOOTSCRA Y YMCA
GEELONG COMMONWEALTH

2,000
13,748
4,050
6,832
3,083
3,820
1,415
2,355
295
1-l,875
511
338
5,345
1,070
2,282
18,750
4,450
650
7,000
827
14,572
27,223
8,000
3,703
845
680
520
5,212
152
6,905
2,235
i,i06
9,461
10,884
8,950
4,364
140
7,751
7,210
260
790
1,631
840
325
325
2,564
130
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Grants Payment to Organisation from
CSDA Growth 1993/94
Or:anisation

s
GEL.~'-liIPY

DISTRICT BUSH
GIPPSLAND COMMONWEALTIi

S
677
125

GCC~ S~~ HCS~

6.65C

GOCLBURN VALLEY CENTRE
HELPING HAND ASSOCIATION
:IEl.PING HAND ASSOCIATION
:iOUSING RESOtJRCE SERV INC
JEW1SH WELFARE SOCIETY
K.ARlNGAL
KIRL"iARI RESIDENTIAL
L.~TROBE VALLEY
\1A.'>:SFIELD AUTISTIC CENTRE
\L-\Rll.LAC HOUSE LID
~IELBOURNE AlC ~"ETWORK DiC
~IELBOURNE CITY MISSION
\IELBO~'lE CITY MISSION
\ffi..DCRA ACCOMODATION ST...;PP
\m..Dl"RA REHABII..ITATION
\aRR1DONG RESIDENTIAL ~C
~10}""K.~\.1l ATSS
\tOl'-'K.~\.1l CENrRE FOR~NTAL
\1001'-"EE PONDS REHABILIT AT ..
\tOTOR NEURONE SOCIETY OF
\ flil.LER..\ TERONG RESl SERV.
\fl. .LTICARE PTY LID
~\ rCLTIPLE SCLEROSIS SOCIET
\fl:"LTIPLE SCLEROSIS SOC.
-":~RASCA INC.
\'ATIONAL FEDERATION OF
:\"EPEAN CENTRE FOR THE
:\"LNfL"RKAH ASSOCIATION FOR
PARAPLEGIC & QUADRIPLEGIC
?lJU<D:SONS DISEASE

1.567
6.700
134
8.112

Qu"EE~E~ABETHCENTRE

QL"EE~ ELIZABETH CENTRE
ROTARY~~lALLYRETARDED

RCMB.-\l..ARA ABORIGINAL COOP
?oCRAL CITY OF WODONGA
SHEPPARTON COMMONWEALrd
SHIRE OF MELTON
SOUTdEASTER..'1 COMMONWE.-\l..TH
SOUTHERN AUSTISnC SERVlC
SPASTIC SOCIETY OF VlC
ST JOHN OF GOD YARRA VIEW
ST.ALBANS COMMONWEALTII
SU0iRAYSIA RES1SERVlCES
SW.~'i mLL RESIDENTIALS

:UOO
5.823
1.160
135
:.100
6.140
7.822

..U13
~06

15.508
798
:.965
5.040
1~,OOO

987
6,540
548
:.451
:3.356
3.713
52,332
5.810
~A25

600
1.797
7.583
522
35
3.970
550
650
2.521
8,270
994
6.058
83.376
7,142
98
9,738
lA02

1~
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Grants Payment to Organisation from
CSDA Growth 1993/94
Organisation

s
T:illv1C COOP LID
THALASSAEMIA SOCIETY v1C
THE REHABn.IT ATION (TREC)
v1CTORL-\..~ DEAF SOCIETY
v1CTORlA!'1 SCHOOL FOR DEAF
Vll.LA~

VOLl:"NI'EER RESOL"'RCE BUREAU
WA.RR..~AMBOOL ACC.SVPP.SERV
\VESLEY CENTRAL ~nsSION
\VEST COD
'w"ESTER.'1 SUBL"'RBS SPASTIC
WTh1MER.A COMMUNITY CARE
\VL'vtMERA COMMID-TIY CARE
WOODBINE CENTRE HOSTEL
\\'OOR.INY.A.l'1 ADULT rc
YOORALLA SOCIETY OF VIC
YOORAllA SOCIETY OF VICT
PS~'ch.

S
2.680
6.620
84
7,859

568
10,000
1,162
780
5,750

4,719
5,300
596
1,344
6,829

1.320
32,609
5.000

687,471

Services· CSDA Growth Recurrent

BARWON PSYCHIATRIC RESOliR
BEDFORD STREET OlJTREACH
C.~TONCO~GWOOD
c.~ TON COMML~'ITY HEALTH
EASTERN REGIONS MENTAL HE
GIPPSLA.'ID ACCOMMODATION
;);~'ER EAST ME~l AI. HEALTIl
KARDINIA COMMUNTn' ACCESS
~ORTH EASTER.~ ALll~'1CE FO
:-.iORTH RlCHMOl\lJ) COMMUNITY
OUTER EAS'TER.'1 CO{.:'NCIL FOR
RED CROSS
SALVATION ARMY CROSSROADS
SCHIZOPHRENIA FEllOWSHIP
SPECl-U. NEEDS
ST KILDA COMMT.Jl'.;1TY HEALTIl
ST Ll1<.ES FA.-...m.Y CARE
\v"ESTER.'1 REGION HEALTH CTR
\\·ESTER..'1 REGION Ot:'TREACH
\\ 1.\.1),.{ERA COMM1.r~,1TY CARE

TOlal CSDA Growth

1993/9~

45.261.00
45.261.00
20,278.00
56,389.00
125.474.00

Jl,511.00
85,474.00

40,500.00
45,261.00
40,500.00
37,761.00

59.498.00
131.000.00
149.854.00
45.000.00
135,019.00

45,261.00
3,750.00
37.761.00

80.464.00

1.271.1i7
4.125.663
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Wednesday, 1 March 1995

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Industry Services: advertising
(Question No. 67)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Industry Services:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all advertising

undertaken since 3 October 1992 to date, indicating - (a) date of approval for each contract; (b) cost of each contract; (c)
purpose of advertisement; (d) duration of advertisement; (e) where and when each advertisement was published or
broadcast; and (f) to whom each contract was awarded?

Mr PESCOTI (Minister for Industry Services) - The answer is:
The time and resources required to answer this question in detail cannot be justified. If the honourable member wishes

to focus on a particular area of my portfolio, I will provide any relevant details which may assist the honourable
member.

Education: advertising
(Question No. 76)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Education:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all advertising

undertaken since 3 October 1992 to date, indicating - (a) date of approval for each contract; (b) cost of each contract; (c)
purpose of advertisement; (d) duration of advertisement; (e) where and when each advertisement was published or
broadcast; and (f) to whom each contract was awarded?

Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The answer is:
The extent of the information sought by Mr Pandazopoulos would require the allocation of considerable resources that
could not be justified. I invite Mr Pandazopoulos to submit more focussed and specific questions on this matter.

Housing: advertising
(Question No. 82)
Mr PANDAZOPOULQS asked the Minister for Planning, for the Minister for Housing:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all advertising

undertaken since 3 October 1992 to date, indicating - (a) date of approval for each contract; (b) cost of each contract; (c)
purpose of advertisement; (d) duration of advertisement; (e) where and when each advertisement was published or
broadcast; and (f) to whom each contract was awarded?

Mr MACLElLAN (Minister for Planning) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Housing is:
The offices of housing and building within the Department of Planning and Development regularly advertise for the
following purposes:
inviting tenders (building construction, maintenance, etc.) or expressions of interest;
sale of properties;
employment;
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disposal of vehicles left abandoned on public housing estates;
inviting applications for funding of community-managed housing programs; and
promoting the Group Sell Build Program
All media placements for advertising are booked through Leeds Media.
The time and resources to collate information about individual advertisements is not available at this time. If the
honourable member seeks specific information, in respect of any particular advertisement, I will be happy to provide it.

Premier: capital works in Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick
(Question No. 94)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Premier:
In respect of each of the electorates of Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick, respectively since 3 October 1992 to date,

what the details are of all capital works conducted, and new programs authorised, including - (a) project funded; (b)
expenditure approved; (c) date funding approved; and (d) expected completion dates?

Mr KENNFIT (Premier) - The answer is:
I am informed that
There have been no capital works conducted or new programs authorised within my portfolio for the
electorates of Dandenong, Cranbourne or Berwick respectively since 3 October 1992.

Public Transport: capital works in Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick
(Question No. 105)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Public Transport
In respect of each of the electorates of Dandenong, Cranbourne and Berwick, respectively since 3 October 1992 to date,

what the details are of all capital works conducted, and new programs authorised, including - (a) project funded; (b)
expenditure approved; (c) date funding approved; and (d) expected completion dates?

Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - The answer is:
The detailed information being sought in the question on notice is not held in the category of electorates. To identify
and extract such information in respect of honourable members' electorates would be an unnecessary cost and burden
to resources which cannot be justified.
Should the honourable member identify a more specific area of interest every effort will be made to provide relevant
information.

Housing: alcohol purchases
(Question No. 146)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Planning, for the Minister for Housing:
Since 3 October 1992 to date, what the details are of all alcohol purchased by the Minister or his office, indicating, in
respect of each purchase -:-:- (a) the date; (b) the value; and (c) the item?

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Housing is:
On 5 October 1992 alcohol was pwchased by the department for the minister's office. Total cost was $177.36.

Housing: entertainment expenses
(Question No. 179)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Planning, for the Minister for Housing:
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In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration since 3 October 1992 to date, what the

details are of aU entertainment expenses incurred, indicating - (a) total costs incurred by each Section, including the
Minister's office; and (b) itemised details of all expenditure in excess of $500, including - (i) date incurred; (0) cost; (ill)
number of guests; (iv) purpose, and (v) name of service provider?

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Plaruting) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Housing is:
The attached table shows expenditure incurred on entertainment for the years 1992-93 and 1993-94. There were no

individual claims over $SOO.
The table includes the minister's office, the Office of Building, the Office of Housing and the Resources Division, which
services the whole Department of Planning and Development.
DATE
OFFICE
TOTAL COST $
1992-93
1992-93
1992-93
1992-93
1993-94
1993-94
1993-94

Minister's Office
Building
Housing
Resowces Division
Building
Housing
Resowces Division

939.23
2217.74
615.90
2481.14
3391.27
289.70
1360.51

Public Transport: stress-related leave
(Question No. 234)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Public Transport:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration for each year from 3 October 1992 to
date, respectively, what the details are of all stress-related leave, indicating in the case of each section - (a) the number
of days taken; (b) the estimated cost; and (c) the total number of staff in the section?

Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - The answer is:
The only form of leave which requires identification of stress or any other reason is that taken in respect of a Workcover
claim. The honourable member will appreciate that medical ethics preclude the identification of the nature of illness on
medical certificates by medical practitioners. Employees are therefore not required to disclose the reason for sick leave.
Consequently records relating to the incidence of non-occupational stress are not available.
The following information is provided in respect of 'standard Workcover claims' for 'occupational' suess which were
initiated during the period since 3 October 1992 and handled by the Department of Transport and the Public Transport
Corporation Workcover insurers.
The Department of Transport:
There have been no such Workcover claims made by Department of Transport staff since 3 October 1992.
The Public Transport Corporation:
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
(To 18.1.95)
79
No. of Claims 1
51
10
761
Days Lost
958
129
$72 391
$12407
Cost
$88 m
14664
11668
10913
Staff No.
Relates to claims exceeding employer liability for the first 10 days of absence or the fltSt $389
of medical expenses incurred.

Housing: stress-related leave
(Question No. 243)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Planning, for the Minister for Housing:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration for each year from 3 October 1992 to

date, respectively, what the details are of all stress-related leave, indicating in the case of each section - (a) the number
of days taken; (b) the estimated cost; and (c) the total number of staff in the section?
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Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Housing is:
Details of stress-related leave taken by staff working in areas which are the responsibility of the Minister for Housing is
attached.
The response includes staff within the Office of Building, the Office of Housing and for the Resources Division. which
services the whole Department of Planning and Development.
The estimated cost includes weekly compensation payments, medical and like expenses, rehabilitation costs, lump sum
payments for permanent impairment and negligence claims through civil action.

DATE

OFFICE

DAYS
LOST

FSTIMATED
COSTS

STAFF
NO.

3.10.92-30.6.93
3.10.92-30.6.93

Housing
Building

2146
no time lost

1592
430

1.7.93-30. 6.94
1.7.94-31.12.94

Housing
Housing

269680.56
1176.89
costs incurred
during 92-93
fin. year, relate
to claims from
previous years
251464.65
165 058.85

2501
930

1411
1405

Housing: media research and public opinion polling
(Question No. 276)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Planning, for the Minister for Housing:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all media
research and public opinion polling conducted since 3 October 1992, including - (a) the title of each poll or item of
research; (b) the date approved and duration of contract; (c) cost; (d) the personnel conducting the project; (e) whether it
was put to tender; (f) recommendations made; and (g) any actions taken by department or Minister?

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Housing is:
No media research or public opinion polling has been undertaken.

Industry Services: credit cards
(Question No. 293)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Industry Services:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration. whether he will provide full details of
the use of credit cards by himself. ministerial staff and departmental heads since 3 October, 1992, indicating in the case
of each card holder - (a) the spending limit; (b) the type of authority required for purchase; (c) criteria for issue and
usage; (d) total entertainment expenses. including -lunches, dinners and alcohol; and (e) a list of all instances where
expenditure exceeded $209 per account. including - (i) the amount; (ii) the number of guests; (iii) the p~ of the
function; (iv) the name of the service provider and (v) the date of service?

Mr PESCOTI (Minister for Industry Services) - The answer is:
In respect of my portfolio within the Department of Business and Employment. neither I nor my ministerial staff have
used credit cards for the period 3 October 1992 to date.

Planning: credit cards
(Question No. 294)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Planning:
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In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, whether he will provide full details of
the use of credit cards by himself, ministerial staff and departmental heads since 3 October, 1992, indicating in the case
of each card holder - (a) the spending limit; (b) the type of authority required for purchase; (c) criteria for issue and
usage; (d) total entertainment expenses, including -lunches, dinners and alcohol; and (e) a list of all instances where
expenditure exceeded $200 per account, including - (i) the amount; (ii) the number of guests; (ill) the purpose of the

function; (iv) the name of the service provider and (v) the date of service?

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The answer is:
Agency

Spending Limit

Authority Required

M Croxford
Commissioner
Building Control
Commission

$1000 per occasion
$SOOO per month

In accordance with State Government Corporate Card Guidelines.

LDix

$1000 per occasion
$SOOO per month

In accordance with State Government Corporate Card Guidelines

Director
Building Control
Commission

$1500
GGreenaway
Chief Executive
Urban Land Authority

In accordance with the authority's internal operating procedures

J Lawson

In accordance with the authority's internal operating procedures

$2000

Executive Chairman
Urban Land Authority
In line with the board's policy

$10 000
M Kefford
Executive Officer
Plumbers Gasfitters
& Drainers Registra tion
Board

Instances where expenditure on entertainment exceeded $200
Building Control Division

Urban Land Authority

Building Control Technical Advisory
Council - Dinner
16.12.92

$672.50

CentroCafe
South Melbourne
75.93

$240

Tansys Restaurant
11.10.93

$230.00

Stokehouse
St Kilda
9.12.93

$255.00

D Lacey
5.4.94

$270.00

Arrigo/Harry's Bar
31.10.94

$240.00
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ANZRA Board meeting, meals
Sabatini Restaurant, Surrey Hills
17.12.92

$258.90

ANZRA Board meeting, meals
Gambards Terrace, Petrie
9.3.93

5326.70

Staff Development, meals
35+A Club Albury
22.3.93

$226.95

ANZRA Board meetings, meals
Panorama Cocktail - Forest
14.8.93

$287.00

ANZRA Board meeting, meals
Lincontro Italian Restaurant - North Sydney
4.10.93

$432.50

ANZRA Board meeting, meals
Lincontro Italian Restaurant - North Sydney
5.10.93

$269.50

Board Meeting meals
Qld Cricket Club - North Brisbane
8.11.93

$232.00

ANZRA meeting
Harbourside Restaurant Auckland
17.3.94

$249.08

ANZRA meeting
Union Fish Restaurant Auckland
14.3.94

$256.54

Bendigo Regional Office - Opening
25.8.94

$400.00

Staff Meals
Shamrock Hotel, Bendigo
12.10.94

$248.10

My colleague the Honourable Rob Knowles has included information on the card issued to the Secretary, Department
of Planning and Development in his response to this question. If the honourable member requires further details of any
item of expenditure, I will be happy to provide it.
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Public Transport: credit cards
(Question No. 299)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Public Transport:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, whether he will provide full details of
the use of credit cards by himself, ministerial staff and departmental heads since 3 October, 1992, indicating in the case
of each card holder - (a) the spending limit; (b) the type of authority required for purchase; (c) criteria for issue and
usage; (d) total entertainment expenses, including -lunches, dinners and alcohol; and (e) a list of aU instances where
expenditure exceeded $200 per account, including - (i) the amount; (ii) the number of guests; (iii) the purpose of the
function; (iv) the name of the service provider and (v) the date of service?

Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) -TIle answer is:
It is assumed from the nature of the question that the honourable member is referring to a credit card in the name of the
government. I do not possess such a credit card, nor has one been issued to my ministerial staff, the secretary of
transport as departmental head of the transport portfolio, or to the Chief Executive of the Public Transport Corporation.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Major Projects: advertising
(Question No. 87)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Planning, for the Minister for Major Projects:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all advertising
undertaken since 3 October 1992 to date, indicating - (a) date of approval for each contract; (b) cost of each contract; (c)
purpose of advertisement; (d) duration of advertisement; (e) where and when each advertisement was published or
broadcast; and (f) to whom each contract was awarded?

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Major Projects is:
I am informed that.
The Office of Major Projects from time to time places advertisements inviting tenders or seeking
expressions of interest for specific projects or advertising job vacancies. TIle Docklands Authority from time
to time places advertisements inviting tenders or advertising job vacancies. TIle time and resources to
collate the information sought in respect of each advertisement is not available at this time.

Tourism: advertising
(Question No. 92)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Tourism:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all advertising
undertaken since 3 October 1992 to date, indicating - (a) date of approval for each contract; (b) cost of each contract; (c)
purpose of advertisement; (d) duration of advertisement; (e) where and when each advertisement was published or
broadcast; and (f) to whom each contract was awarded?

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism) - The answer is:
The time and resources required to provide the detailed information sought cannot be justified however the details
below may be of assistance.
Mojo Australia was selected through a public bid process to develop and implement an advertising campaign to raise
awareness of Victoria as a holiday destination and its appeal to key target audiences. The creative solution was the
jigsaw branding with the campaign theme 'You'll love every piece of Victoria', highlighting the state's diversity of
appeal and holiday experiences.
Tourism Victoria's media expenditure for 1993-94 was approximately $3 million, 65 per cent of which was diiected to
the NSW market and 16 per cent to South Australia. 12 per cent was spent encouraging Victorians to holiday in their
own state.
Expenditure by medium for 1993-94 can be summarised as follows:
Television 49 per cent, press 20 per cent, magazines 15 per cent, outdoor 12 per cent, cinema 4 per cent.
Advertisements have been placed by the Australian Grand Prix Corporation for employment, expressions of interest
and notices to local residents regarding planned works at Albert Park.
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Roads and Ports: capital works in Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick
(Question No. 112)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Public Transport, for the Minister for Roads and Ports:
In respect of each of the electorates of Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick. respectively since 3 October 1992 to date,
what the details are of all capital works conducted, and new programs authorised, including - (a) project funded; (b)
expenditure approved; (c) date funding approved; and (d) expected completion dates?

Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Roads and Ports is:
The following information is provided in respect of the approved capital works carried out by roads and ports agencies

in the electorates of Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick.

PORT OF MELBOURl'-I"E AUTIIORITY:
PROIECf

APPROVED
EXPENDITURE
S

DATE

COMPLETION

APPROVED

DATE
I

I
i
I

Jam Jerrup extension to toreshore
protection
works by rock
Wameet South replacement of
jerty approachway

31.757

I February 1993

April 1993

I
I

:76.000
!

~o\'ember

1994-

I

I

i

June 1995

I
I

!
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ROADS CORPORATION:
The Roads COf1'Oration advised that a total of approximately S25.2 million for the following
capital works has been approved and funded in the electorates of Dandenong, Cranbourne and
Berwick since 3 October 1992.

Electorate of Dandenong
APPROVED

PROJEcr

E\'"PENDITURE

DATE
APPROVED

COMPLETION
DATE

93/94
92.'93
93;94
94i95
93/94

92193
92/93

$

Dandenong Valley Hwy
· MontereY/ElIiot Rds
· Stud Road Link

..

.
.

"

..
..

· Healeys & Abbons Rds
Princes Hwy East
· Harmer/WedgewOO<.i Rds
· Webster St
:
· I....ace/Progress Sts

II

i

ll-t.OOO
6.900.000
1.150.000
:;6.000
156.000
~.t2.000

2.000
115,000
69.000
979.000
100.000

.,

· Belgrave/Hallam Rd
· Elanora Rd

I

94/95
93/94

lJ2/93
92/93
93/94

92/93
92/93

9.t!95

94195
94195
94/95

93/9494/95

I

I
I
I

Sth Gippsland Hwy:
· Lonsciale St to
Sladen St
· Pound Rd exit
· Hampton Park

12.000
:19,000
68.000

92193
94/95
94/95

92/93
94/95
94195

South Eastern Fwy:
· Princes Hwy E:lst

336.000

93/94

93194

:.020.000
5.500,000
696,000
2A68.000
429.000

Q4/95
95/96
96/97
94/95
95/96

96/97

12.000

93/94

93/94

24,000

93/94

93/94

Western POrt Hwy:
· SGH to
Cr311bourne Rd

i

I
iI

"

· Sth Gipp Hwy

..

Braeside-Dand Rd

.'

i · Capital Dve-Kitchen
I

I
I

Chandler Rd:
· Douglas St

I

95/96
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Electorate of Cranbourne

APPROVED
EXPENDITURE

PROJECf

DATE
APPROVED

COMPLETION
DATE

.16.000
29.000

92/93
93/9493,94-

91/93
93/93

(;.000
1:.000

92/93
91193

92193
92/93
93/94-

S

I

I
I
I
I

I

Dandenong VaJley Hwy:
· Thomsons Rd
· ~th of Bowdcn St
· Frnk Fwy to Dand Crk

10~.OOO

I Sth Gippsland Hwy:

i

93/9~

I
I

!
II

· Sladen St
· Lonsdalc St to Sladcn St
1
I · St:lweil St

i

I

Western Port Hwy:
· Thomsons Rd -B:llbrto R

I

~.OOO

I

93:94-

i
i

I

I

311.COO

I

I

I

Q3,'94-

!

93/94-

i

Dand-Hastings Rd:
· Hall Rd

I

575.000

\)3/94-

APPROVED
EXPEl'DITI.:RE

DATE
APPROVED

!

93/94-

Electorate of Berwick

I

i

PROJECf

I

I

South Eastern Fwy:
· lacksons Rd - Heatherton Rd

I

I

I

~)3/94-

816,000
74-8.000

93.'94
93/94</4-/95

{,/)O.OOO

· He:lcherton Rd
· J:lcksons Rd to Eumm

I

I

I

..

He:ltherton Rd:
· Mossgiel Park Dv
John Fawkner Dv

S

COMPLETION
I
DATE
I

S6.000

93/94
94/95

I
[0

i

!

97.000

I

94/95

I

94/95

i
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Major Projects: capital works in Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick
(Question No. 119)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Planning, for the Minister for Major Projects:
In respect of each of the electorates of Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick, respectively since 3 October 1992 to date,
what the details are of all capital works conducted, and new programs authorised, including - (a) project funded; (b)
expenditure approved; (c) date funding approved; and (d) expected completion dates?

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Major Projects is:
I am informed that
No capital works were undertaken by the Office of Major Projects in the period from October 1992 to date
within the electorates of Dandenong, Cranboume or Berwick.

Tourism: capital works in Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick
(Question No. 124)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Tourism:
In respect of each of the electorates of Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick, respectively since 3 October 1992 to date.
what the details are of all capital works conducted, and new programs authorised. including - (a) project funded; (b)

expenditure approved; (c) date funding approved; and (d) expected completion dates?

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism) - The answer is:
No capital works have been funded through the tourism portfolio, for the period in question.

Major Projects: alcohol purchases
(Question No. 151)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Planning, for the Minister for Major Projects:
Since 3 October 1992 to date, what the details are of all alcohol purchased by the Minister or his office, indicating, in
respect of each purchase - (a) the date; (b) the value; and (c) the item?

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Major Projects is:
TIle Minister for Major Projects and the minister's office did not purchase any alcohol during this time.

Tourism: alcohol purchases
(Question No. 156)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Tourism:
Since 3 October 1992 lo dale, what the details are of all alcohol purchased by the Minister or his office, indicating, in
respect of each purchase - (a) the date; (b) the value; and (c) the item?

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism) - The answer is:
The time and resources required to provide the detailed information sought cannot be justified. If any alcohol has been
purchased by myself or through the office of the Minister for Tourism it would not be accounted for separately but
rather included in the receipts and accounts for meeting and general hospitality expenses.
I am not prepared to ask the staff in my tourism portfolio to divert themselves from their mandated tasks to undertake
the research that would be required to investigate each receipt in pursuit of such information.
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Education: school site sales
(Question No. 158)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Education:
Since 3 October 1992 to date, whether he will provide the details of the sale of school sites by the government,
indicating in each case - (a) the address; (b) the Valuer-Generals valuation; (c) the sale price; (d) the date of sale; and
(e) the purchaseJ's name?

Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The answer is:
The information requested in (a), (c), (d), and (e) is set out in the attached table.
In respect to (b), due to commercial confadentiality, I am not in a position to release the Valuer-Generals valuations.
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SALE DATE

SALE PRICE

Doboobetic PS
Swan Hill West PS
Terrapee (New)
Wychitella PS
Grenville PS
DalmorePS
Eltham Nth PS

9/10/92
9/10/92
9/10/92
9/10/92
10/10/92
17/10/92
4/11/92

$900
$900
$2,300
$15,500
526,000
571,000
$190,000

Chadstone HS
Army Road Pakenham
Moorabbin HS
Hailston PS (part)
Heidelberg TS
WangoomPS
Wendouree PS (Lot 68)
Sutherlands Creek PS
Croydon S th HS
Fiskville PS
Patchewollock PS
Sunshine Nth GTS (Residence)
Kuranda Hostel

13/11/92
30/11/92
17/12/9'1:
29/12/92
8/01/93
4/01/93
24/02/93

$900,000
$2,000
51,300,000
52,000
$4,330,000
$40,000
528,000
$4,500
5800,000
51,500
510,000
579,544
5475,000

PROPERTY

4/03/93
30/0393
2/04/93

23/04/93
20/04/93

21104/93
24/04/93

1/05/93

$4,500
$5,000
5230,000
$150,000
$16,000
576,000
$1,325,000

1105/93

5133,000

4/05/93

52,775,000

Ky Valley PS
Laverton PS 5356
La verton PPP

4/05/93
5/05/93

5/05/93

$36,500
"S575,000
51,255,000

se

6/05/93

51,700,000

7/05/93

2,200,000

Mincha West PS
MacomaPS
Hawthorn Prof. Dev Centre (Residence)
Preston East PS
Gooram PS (new)
HesketPS
John Cannon House (Kew)
Norwood House (Derwent St,
Ringwood)
Booroondara Nth PS

Greensborough
Oakleigh HS

24/04/93

28/04/93
28/04/93

1/05/93
1/05/93

PURCHASER
KRBrown
JKDay
D&LLanyon
Prestige Taxis Pty Ltd
S Field
A&KCameron
Banks Woods
Developments Pty Ltd
City of Malvern
Shire of Pakenham
TWLPtyLtd
Shire of Woorayl
State Training Board
S-W College of T AFE
G&B White
Shire of Bannockburn
Urban Land Authority
COWltry Fire Authority
L Barker
W & V Cameron
Cambridge Property Pr:
Ltd
V J Ahern
r R Holt
NFVagg
S acras Pty Ltd
P Giljohann
P & J Fitzpatrick
Uro Nominees Pty
Ltd
MaitlandGlen Pty Ltd
Boroodara Estate Pty
Ltd
Shire of Deakin
Calipan Pty Ltd
Nordenne Estates Pty
Ltd
Westray NomineesPty
Ltd
Bazem Pty Ltd
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SALE PRICE

8/05/93
10/05193

5106,000
$740,000

Callignee South PS

12/5/93

52,000

Endeavour Park PS

12/05/93

SI,650,000

Long Gully PS (pan)

12/05193

$85,000

Kilmany South PS
Boolarra South PS

14/05/93
14/05/93

520,700
S45,000

Echuca TS (Pan)
Echuca TS (pan)

14/05/93
14/05193

S452,700
S162,450

Ballarat Region Office (14 Parcels)
Dixie PS
Silvan Sth PS
TalindenPS
Wandin East PS
Morwell PS (Collins Street)
Maude (residence)
Hawthorn Prof Dev Centre (patterson St)
Long Gully PS (pan)

15/05/93
15/05/93
15105/93
15105193
15/05193
17/05193
25/05193
26/05193
28/05/93

S795,5OO
$19,500
Sl46,ooo
$34,200
5138,500
S105,OOO
S55,OOO
$850,000
$240,000

Braybrook HS
State Training Board Purchases
IGlmany South PS
Noms Bank (Residence)
East Geelong TS
East Geelong TS
Cambellfie1d PS

2-Jun-93
20/06/93
28/06/93
17/06193
29/06/93
29/06/93
6/06/93

$375,000
S3,182,110
520,700
5164,000
S302,110
5120,000
$485,000

Bangholme PS
RosebankPS

Somerton SC
Altona Nth SC

8/06/93
9/06/93

S813,5OO
$700,000

2281234 Queensberry Street
Kurnai SC (Morwell Heights Campus)

23/06193
25/06193

SI,750,OOO
S275,000

Hawthome Hostel (Geelong)
Ardoch Village (Dandenong Rd)

25/06193
1/07193

$464,416
52,992,500

PURCHASER
AYiallourou
Stocldand
Construction Pty Ltd
Dept. of Conservation
& Natural Resources
Pong Developments
PtyLtd
H Gray, L Gray &
B Seboa
T J Stockdale
OSRye&BM
Heeley
Pennham Pty Ltd
SD Weller&
Pebadore
PtyLtd
Various
M&KLourey
P & R Verbeeten
R & P Birmingham
H & M Kosterman
L&DKcnnedy
LHensel
L A & P G Choiselat
Central Victorian
GroupTraining Co
Coode Island Pty Ltd
State Training Board
T J Stockdale
Charnley Glen Pry Ltd
State Training Board
State Training Board
Cambellfield Dev Pty
Ltdd
Aust. Islamic Society
Greek Commuluty Alton:
North
Melbourne University
Cent Gipps1and
Grammar
Elmthorp Pty Ltd
Urban Land Authority
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SALE PRICE

1/07/93
1/07/93
1/07/93
1/07/93
1/07193
1/07193
27/07/93
9/07/93

$1,805,000
$950,000
$1,520,000
$2,945,000
$2,935,500
$1,805,000
$70,000
$1,608,351

5108/93

SI,9oo,000

Rosedale Grove PS
Victoria Park PS
KnoxSC

26/06/93
1/10193
6/10/93

S730,000
51,970,000
SI,5oo.000

Blackburn SC

12/10/93

SI,61O,000

Yarraleen PS

12/10193

52,005,000

SyndalPS
Keysborough SC
Brunswick West PS

14/10/93
27/10/93
14/10193

$2,030,000
52,400,000
S850,OOO

Oalcleigh TS (pan )
MyweePS
Institute of Educational Administration
Brunswick TS (Health Care Centre)
Tynong PS
Doncaster East Heights PS
Coolaroo PS

29/10193
1/11/93
5/11/93
7/12/93
4/12/93
8/12/93
15/12/93

$320,000
$40,000
$2,600,000
$185,000
5114,469
S2,285,000
$500,000

leetho West PS
:\rdoch Windsor SC (Pan)
BungereePS
Mt Best PS
Glenburn PS
Clyde Nth PS (East side)
Clyde Nth PS (\Vest side)
Queens Park SC (Corner site)
Bentleigh East PS
Blackbum East PS

22/01/94
8/02/94
22/02/94
27/02/94
10103/94
12/03/94
12103/94
25102/94
8/04/94
8/04/94

GardinerPS
Keon Park SC
Moomba Park SC
NamaraPS
Wantima Valley PPP (Wantiroa)
Queens Park SC (Pan)
Leongatha South PS
Glendonald School For The Deaf (Kew)
Coburg Nth SC

S25,OOO

52,100,000
S15,OOO

5574
S35,OOO
$40,353
S85,OOO
SI ,480,000
SI,806,084
$2,250,000

PURCHASER
Urban Land Authority
Urban Land Authority
Urban Land Authority
Urban Land Authority
Urban Land Authority
Urban Land Authority
Shire ofWoorayl
Plotville Nominee Pry
Ltd
Batman College of
TAFE
R J Peck & Oths
CoUingwood F C
Pendant Properties Pry
Ltd
Polydor Constructions
Pty Lld
Belvedere Furniture
Pry Ltd
Tara Ridge Pty Lld
Bazen Pry Ltd
L & S Pin
&WestWyck
Pty Ltd
Trandule Invesnnems
Mywee Community In,
Salvation Army
City of Brunswick
Tuns Holdings Pry Ltd
Brookline Pty Ltd
St Mary's Coptic Onh.
College
D &C Ife
City of Prahran
City of Morwell
CHiggins
Shire of Yea
D & E Banner
M H S El Hennawi
State Training Board
Gillon Enterprises
Hudson Conway Pry
Ltd
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SALEDA1E

SALE PRICE

8/04/94
8/04/94
8/04/94

$1,155,000
$2.225.000
$1,006,000

Aprigreen Pty Led
S Rank:in
Welara Pty Ltd

8/04/94
8/04/94

$2,605,306
$6.100,000

Jordanville South PS

11/04194
11/04194

Kilsyth East PS
Koonung Heights P S
Studfield PS
Alamein PS
Gowerville PS
HighenPS

11/04194
11/04/94
11/04/94
12/04/94
12/04/94
12/04/94

$2,036,700
$2,108,500
$1,002,000
$2,064,000
$1,107,450
$1,860,000
$1,500,000
$1,080,000

Oakleigh TS (part)
Glen Waverley PS
Hawksburn PS
Windsor SC
Parklands PS
Rosehill Park PS
South Oakleigh SC (Moorleigh)
Aspendale TS

13/04/94
14104/94
14/04194
14104/94
15/04194
15/04/94
15/04/94
20/04/94

$1,110,000
$2,700,000
$3,650,000
$1,800,000
$1,337,550
$1,408,450
$2.580,000
$2.101,000

Norwood PS
Fairfield Nth PS
Lakeside PS

28/04194
18/04194
26/04/94

$1,100,000
$740,000
$500,000

PrahranPS
Benalla District School Suppon Centre
Frankston SSC

28/04194
1/05/94
4/05194

$3,351,000
$107,000
$ 170,boo

Willowrnavin PS

11105194

$2,000

Carters Electrical Con.
Hudson Conway Pry
Ltd
Malsindo Pty Ltd
Long Homes Pty Ltd
Long Homes Pty Ltd
Golden Truly pry Ltd
Malsindo Pty Ltd
Bee-KokPeh
City of Preston
New Dimension
Homes
Lugeo Anna Nominee~
Le Pine Funerals
Becton Group
Derham & Berkowitz
Frank Penhalluriak
Frank Penhalluriak
City of Moorabbin
Laura Dev.& City
Cllelsea
City of Ringwood
City of Nonhcote
Lin Son Buddhist
Cong. Inc.
Central Equity Ltd
I)epanIDentofJusrice
St Anthony's Copric
College
Willowmavin Comm.

Clayton TS

23/05/94

$1,WO,OOO

Y1.ooroolbark SC (Pan)
Brooklyn PS

30/05/94
31/05/94

$520,000
$400,000

Bayview PS
Flemington SC

1/06/94
15/06/94

$1,380,000
$1.200,000

Heatherdale PS
Moorabbin West PS
Ringwood School Suppon Centre
(Forest Hill)
South Melbourne PS (Eastern Road.)
Wattle Park SC
CooindaPS

PURCHASER

Ine
Monash Medical
Centre
DepanIDent of Finance
Driver ED. Centre of
Aust.
City ofWaverley
V.R.C.
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SALE DATE

SALEPRlCE

Botanic Park PS
BulleenPS
Dandenong School Suppon Centre
Ringwood School S uppon Centre
(Blackburn)
Bellarine PS
Grimshaw PS
Joseph Banks SC
Lavenon Park PS

30/06/94
30/06/94
8/04/94
8/04/94

$1.960.000
$2.480,000
$425,000
$811.000

8/04/94
8/04/94
8/04/94
8/04/94

$122.000
$976.000
$920.000
$320.000

LynallHall
Watsonia South PS
Ringwood East PS

8/04/94
12/04/94
14/04/94

$850.000
$958.000
$910.000

Springvale Nonh PS
OveriandPS
Mt Macedon PS
Plency PS
Bellbridge PPP

14/04/94
15/04/94
15/04/94
15/04/94
15/04/94

$900.000
$932.050
$140.500
$200,005
$200,000

Wenibee South PS
Warrawong PS
Glen Waverley HS (Part)
LongleaPS

15/04/94
16/06/94
25/06/94
30/06/94

$115,000
$800.000
$30,000
$37,500

PROPERTY

PURCHASER
ULA
ULA
City of Dandenong
T J Hoyle Pty Ltd
G&MGore
Raleon Developments
Wilbow Peck Corp.
Philippene Fiesta of
Vic.
Jamaica Pty Ltd
Tara Ridge Pty Ltd
WilbowPeck
Corporation
Berater Pry Ltd
Frank Penhalluriak
PMazzini
Frank Penhalluriak
Ads Invesonents Pty
Ltd
A&KBerias
TK&J M Keogh
City ofWaverley
Greater City of
Bendigo
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Major Projects: entertainment expenses
(Question No. 184)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Planning, for the Minister for Major Projects:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration since 3 October 1992 to date, what the
details are of all entertainment expenses incurred, indicating - (a) total costs incurred by each Section, including the
Minister's office; and (b) itemised details of all expenditure in excess of $500, including - (i) date incurred; (U) cost; (ill)
number of guests; (iv) purpose, and (v) name of service provider?

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Major Projects is:
I am Wormed that:
Entertainment expenses for the Office of Major Projects are as follows:
1992~

~~

1993-4
$4485
Itemised amounts expended in excess of $500 are as follows:
Dec 1992
End of year function
$1638
Dec 1992
End of year function beverage
705
Dec 1993
End of year function beverage
694
End of year function catering
2701
Jan 1994
Dec 1994
End of year function catering
1898
Dec 1994
End of year function beverage
541
Entertainment expenses for the Dock1ands Authority incurred in relation to the development of the
Docldands with both Australian and international organisations are as follows:
1992~
$11361
1993-4
$ 2168
Itemised amounts expended in excess of S500 are as follows:
Oct 1992
Windsor Hotel
$ 520
Dec 1992
Cameron Catering
882
Dec 1992
Catering Supplies
635
Victorian Cricket Ass.
2160
Jan 1993
Mar 1993
The Australian Oub
1371
If the honourable member seeks further infonnation about any specific function, I will be happy to provide
it

Tourism: entertainment expenses
(Question No. 189)

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Tourism:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration since 3 October 1992 to date, what the
details are of all entertainment expenses incurred, indicating - (a) total costs incurred by each Section, including the
Minister's office; and (b) itemised details of all expenditure in excess of $500, including - (i) date incurred; (U) cost; (ill)
number of guests; (iv) purpose, and (v) name of service provider?

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism) - The answer is:
The time and resources required to provide the detailed information sought cannot be justified.

I am not prepared to ask the staff in my tourism portfolio to divert themselves from their mandated tasks to undertake
the research that would be required to investigate the receipts and accounts for such entertainment expenses.
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Major Projects: publications
(Question No. 216)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Planning, for the Minister for Major Projects:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration since 3 October 1992 to date, what the
details are of all publications produced, indicating in each case - (a) the title; (b) the date of issue; (c) details of
distribution, including numbers and cost; (d) the number printed; (e) the cost of production; (t) the purpose of
production; (g) who it was printed by; and (h) whether tenders were called?

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Major Projects is:
1 am informed that
Publications produced by the Office of Major Projects:
Agenda 21 Quarterly Magazine -Issue 1 - December 1993
Agenda 21 Quarterly Magazine -Issue 2 - April 1994
Agenda 21 Quarterly Magazine -Issue 3 - July 1994
Agenda 21 Quarterly Magazine -Issue 4 - November 1994
Brochure on Museum Project
Lynch's Bridge brochure
Old Treasury Building - Historic Monograph
Publications produced by the Docklands Authority - Annual Reports 1992 and 1993
If the honourable member seeks further information about any specific publication, I will be happy to
provide it

Tourism: publications
(Question No. 221)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Tourism:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration since 3 October 1992 to date, what the
details are of all publications produced, indicating in each case - (a) the title; (b) the date of issue; (c) details of
distribution, including numbers and cost; (d) the number printed; (e) the cost of production; (t) the purpose of
production; (g) who it was printed by; and (h) whether tenders were called?

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism) - The answer is:
The time and resources required to provide the detailed information sought cannot be justified however the following
list of publications produced within the tourism portfolio, since 1992, may be of assistance:
Great Victorian Motoring Holidays; Great Victorian Winery Tours; The Goldfields; Summer in the High
Country; Melbourne Tourist Map; Victorian Product Manual; Victorian Bed and Breakfast Getaways;
Melbourne Now Restaurant Guide; Melbourne Victoria sightseeing, Accommodation, Hire Cars and Motor
Homes; Melbourne Now Shopping; Melbourne Now Nightlife; Tourism Victoria Newsletters; Vie Report;
Vie News; Vic Media News; a New Future for Victorian Tourism; the Queensland Travel Market; the South
Australian Travel Market; Fast Facts; Domestic Air Travel Patterns; The Official Guide to Melbourne and
Victoria; Strategic Business Plan; Calendar of Festivals and Events; Melbourne, Victoria, Australia - the
Facts; The Island, bays and peninsulas; Lakes and Wilderness; the Murray; Oasis Country; Melbourne;
Macedon Ranges and Spa Country; Goldfields; Legends, Wine and High Country; Yarra Valley,
Dandenongs and the Ranges; Gippsland Natural Discovery; Grampians; Melbourne Short Breaks; a
Touring Guide to the Wine Regions of Victoria; Goldpass Shortbreaks; annual reports 1992-93 and 1993-94.

Major Projects: stress-related leave
(Question No. 248)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Planning, for the Minister for Major Projects:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration for each year from 3 October 1992 to
date, respectively, what the details are of all stress-related leave, indicating in the case of each section - (a) the number
of days taken; (b) the estimated cost; and (c) the total number of staff in the section?
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Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Major Projects is:
I am informed that:

There have been no cases of stress related leave reported by staff within the major projects portfolio since
October 1992 to date.

Tourism: stress-related leave
(Question No. 253) .
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Tourism:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration for each year from 3 October 1992 to
date, respectively, what the details are of all stress-related leave, indicating in the case of each section - (a) the number
of days taken; (b) the estimated cost; and (c) the total number of staff in the section?

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism) - The answer is:
No stress-related leave has been taken by staff within the tourism portfolio for the period in question.

Major Projects: media research and public opinion polling
(Question No. 281)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Planning, for the Minister for Major Projects:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all media
research and pubJic opinion polling conducted since 3 October 1992, including - (a) the title of each poll or item of
research; (b) the date approved and duration of contract; (c) cost; (d) the personnel conducting the project; (e) whether it
was put to tender; (f) recommendations made; and (g) any actions taken by department or Minister?

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Major Projects is:
I am informed that
There has been no media research or public opinion polling conducted within the major projects portfolio
since October, 1992.

Tourism: media research and public opinion polling
(Question No. 286)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Tourism:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, what the details are of all media
research and public opinion polling conducted since 3 October 1992, including - (a) the title of each poll or item of
research; (b) the date approved and duration of contract; (c) cost; (d) the personnel conducting the project; (e) whether it
was put to tender; (f) recommendations made; and (g) any actions taken by department or Minister?

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism) - The answer is:
The answer is:
The time and resources required to provide the detailed information sought cannot be justified however
Tourism Victoria has provided the following summary information relating to this question:
1.
A Holiday Tracking Study for 1993-94 and 1994-95 has been conducted by the Roy Morgan Research
Centre which was the sole supplier of this product; and
2.
An advertising campaign evaluation and planning study has been conducted by Mojo Australia (focus
groups in Sydney and Adelaide) and by Advertising Development Solutions (in-depth interviews in
Sydney). Quotes were obtained from Mojo Australia, Advertising Solutions, Market Solutions and
Data Sciences for this study.
ll\ese studies have been used to target and evaluate the advertising campaigns managed by Tourism
Victoria.
In addition, the Australian Grand Prix Corporation has provided the following summary information
relating to this question:
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A poll was conducted by Brian Sweeney and Associates to ascertain the views of Melbourne residents to the
staging of the 1996 Grand Prix. Quotes were also obtained from Reark Research and AMR Quantum.
The study was used to gauge attitudes to the staging of the 1996 Grand Prix.

Major Projects: credit cards
(Question No. 313)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Plaruling, for the Minister for Major Projects:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, whether he will provide full details of
the use of credit cards by himself, ministerial staff and departmental heads since 3 October, 1992, indicating in the case
of each card holder -(a) the spending limit; (b) the type of authority required for purchase; (c) criteria for issue and
usage; (d) total entertainment expenses, including - hmches, dinners and alcohol; and (e) a list of all instances where
expenditure exceeded $200 per account, including - (i) the amount; (ii) the number of guests; (ill) the purpose of the
function; (iv) the name of the service provider and (v) the date of service?

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Major Projects:
I am informed that:
Guidelines for use of credit cards specify that they are not to be used for personal use, must be used within
delegation limits and that credit card bills are approved in accordance with normal payment approval
procedures.
Credit card details where expenditure was incurred by the Chief Executive, Dock1ands Authority are as
follows:

Name

Period

Spending Limit $

Total Spent $

Oct 1992 to Mar 1993
4000
7885
(inc. o/s visit)
Mc G Anderson Mar 1993 to Jull993
4000
1452
Or D Daines
Jull993 to
10000
363
I understand that the response to a similar question directed to the Minister for Housing provides details of the credit
card issued to the Secretary to the Department of Planning and Development.
Mc R AnneUs

Tourism: credit cards
(Question No. 318)
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS asked the Minister for Tourism:
In respect of each department, agency and authority within his administration, whether he will provide full details of
the use of credit cards by himself, ministerial staff and departmental heads since 3 October, 1992, indicating in the case
of each card holder - (a) the spending limit; (b) the type of authority required for purchase; (c) criteria for issue and
usage; (d) total entertainment expenses, including -lunches, dinners and alcohol; and (e) a list of all instances where
expenditure exceeded $200 per account, including - (i) the amount; (ii) the nwnber of guests; (ill) the purpose of the
function; (iv) the name of the service provider and (v) the date of service?

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism) - The answer is:
Credit cards have not been issued to myself, my staff or the departmental secretary via the tourism portfolio, for the
period in question.

Immigration: museum
(Question No. 328)
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) asked the Minister for Ethnic Affairs:
In respect of the consultancy associated with the proposal for an Immigration Museum in the Station Pier area,
awarded to Ray Andrews and Associates in association with Building Technology Pty. Ltd. and Peter Root and
Associates:
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Whether tenders were invited for the consultancy, if so, what were the - (a) dates and publications in
which they were advertised; (b) names and addresses of consultants advised. directly; and (c) closing
date for lodgement of tenders?
Whether the successful tenderer lodged a tender fully complying with all requirements by the closing date?
What work was to be undertaken by the successful tenderer?
Whether the successful tenderer was required to provide evidence of successfully undertaking similar
consultancies, if so, what was the nature of the evidence?
Whether measures of performance and penalties for inadequate performance were included in the contract,
if so, what are the details of those measures?
What was the contract price of the consultancy?
What was the name of each group consulted by the consultants?

Mr KENNETf (Minister for Ethnic Affairs) - The answer is:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Expressions of interest were invited for the consultancy. The Immigration Musewn Interim Committee received 15
expressions of interest to develop a proposal for an immigration museum at Station Pier:
(a) the government placed advertisements in the Herald Sun, Tht Australiiln and Tht Agt newspapers on 6
August 1994 as well as in 17 ethnic publications (Austrlllum Jewish News, Austraiiiln Mactdonuln Wedly,
El Teltgraph. Tivi Tuan San, Vid Lwln, Australiiln Chinese Dilily, Croatiiln Ho-aU1, Polish Wtdly, Sptlnish
Ho-Illd, Yeni Valan, Greek Kosmos, Magyar EId, NtOS Kosmos, Neue Htimllt Und Welt, Sloga on 7 August
1994; 11 Globo on 14 August 1994 and Mtdttst Htnllll on 16 August 1994) calling for expressions of
interest to develop a proposal investigating the feasibility of establishing an immigration museum on
Station Pier, Port Melbourne;
(b)
no consultant was advised. directly; and
(c)
the dosing date for the lodgment of expressions of interest was 26 August 1994.
The successful applicant did lodge an expression of interest fully complying with all requirements by the dosing
date.
The successful applicant was required to produce a report to the interim committee detailing the conditions in
which a museum of immigration could feasibly operate on Station Pier including capital and recurrent
costings. It was also to provide recommendations on the mission and operational structure of the museum.
(a)
Yes.
(b)
The successful applicant was required to provide evidence of successfully undertaking similar
consultancies. The consultant provided the committee with documented evidence of their experience
in a vast range of similar projects both in Australia and overseas. The curriculum vitae provided to the
committee by the consultant includes a number of people with a proven record of high level of skills in
marketing, museum planning, engineering and overall support in specialist areas.
The successful applicant was required to provide the Department of the Premier and Cabinet with regular verbal
and written reports and meet with the subcommittee of the interim committee before the final report. 40 per
cent of payment made at beginning of contract; 20 per cent after Interim report and 40 per cent at final report.
Further and final payments only made if progress was satisfactory.
The contract price of the consultancy was $137 820 plus $16000 reimbursab1es.
Fundamental to the consultants feasibility study was to work with a broad section of the Australian
community-at-large. The consultant consulted both individuals and groups for their input and comment. The
consultant approached focus, ethnic, community groups and educators; liaised. with media outlets; met with
various federal and state government departments; met with local govenunent representatives and sought
input from a range of other consultants.

